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New Voices XI festival shines in Alden Hall 
by Tom Sico 
Newspeak Stoff 
10 '>hon hour~>. 19 magnificent 
play:.. That'<; what New Voices II 
gave WPi twice lrom April 14 • 17. 
The performances. tagcd 10 Alden 
Memorial Hall ranged from sarincal 
comedy to movmg drama. Written 
almost entirely by s tudents. New 
Votce~ gave vtcw~> on everythtng 
from the soctal atmosphere at WPI 
(Tilt Trials ami Tnhulatimu ()j Jt•d1 
Nat Sdwol. Erik Felton). to com-
mcnt~on the Vietnam W ar(TIIeG/a.n 
Wall of V1etnam , Dave Alben). All 
the playwnghts showed great insight 
and depth in their writ ings. and a ll 
the acton. gave excellent ponrayab 
in their roles. 
The festival \ taned Wednesday 
mght with the WPJ's improv group 
Cham Lmk Fence performing nu-
merous routines. One included drop-
pmg hmrs about the identity of ob-
Jects suggested by the audience to a 
fellow member of the troupe until he 
was able to describe it. The off-the-
wall suggestions offered showcased 
the ability of the group. They per-
formed again Saturday night. 
Even with the abounding talcm , 
cenam plays did s tick out as more 
memorable. In Guardian An!(~ I (or 
Somnme You Know). Duane Monn 
deult with the plight of an angel 
named David (David Brewslcr) try-
ing to get his wings. His UJ>Mgn-
mcnt i-. Cheryl (Karen Goodell ). a 
college freshman who has been dat-
ing the <,a me guy. Rob. for a couple 
of yean. and has s t rict parents (Shan-
non Gallagher and Mtchacl Bleyhl) 
who demand pcrfccuon from her. 
Davtd befriends Chcl) I and trie~ ro 
get her to open up and let him help 
her with the difficult lime<; llhe i1. 
undergoing. But Cheryl doubt!> 
Davtd '" openness and intcnrionll. 
Cheryl's problems arc wor~>cncd by 
her friend Kim. who tried to have 
David injured. This is a <;erious. 
emotional play wonhy of extreme 
pratse for both its wri ter and irs 
leadtng actors. Brewster and 
Goodell both did outMnnding job~ 
convincing the audtencc of thetr 
characters. Thi~> is also the only 
performance I saw that received a 
standing ovation. 
Why? by Joe Curtin wa~ unother. 
Set as a conversation between Dr. 
Falco. a psychiatrist (played by 
Tiffany Swanz). and a patient named 
Sam (Venkatesh Gopalakrishnan). 
this play gave insight into Sam's 
s truggles to mamtam control of hts 
hfe and deal wtth hi~> fear of women. 
Having been ~exua lly and emotion-
ally abused by h11. mother as a child, 
Sam had developed a fear that he 
wou ld hun women tf he let himself 
get close. He rold stories of loneli-
nes'i and self-isolation and hts lack 
of experience\ in matt en of the hean. 
Wuh both leadmg roles bemg ex-
tremely difficult , due to the emo-
tional stram demanded by Mr. Cunin. 
the actors d td an incredible job. The 
script showed careful thought and 
well chosen wordmg to convey the 
most meaning po~siblc. 
Alan Streing's Murder n11 the 
Pan Am Express keptthccrowd in 
s titches. The play tells the story 
of the death of W illa rd Ross (An-
drew Hansford), and the search 
for his murderer. Ro .. s is a federal 
prisoner being taken back via plane 
for his coun date when he is killed. 
T h is play has many unexpected 
twists and tum!>. The riotous an-
tics of Detective Nathan Key 
(Ryan Smart) and his associates 
Officers Sevi lle and W ard (Chris 
Maloney and Mike Gunderman) 
in their attempts to find the perpe-
trators at 20.000 feet provtded a 
light. easy-going a tmosphere. The 
surprise ending made 11 even more 
of a treat. 
A vet'' vt~it to the Vietnam Me-
morial m Washington DC. was the 
~etting for Tile Glas.f Wall of Viet-
nam by Dave Albert. Paulie(Michael 
Bleyhl ), a veteran crippled by the 
war, and his wife (Dianne Tinney) 
are visiting the memonal for the first 
time when Paulie meets Nick (Sarkis 
Chcktjian), a member of the Spec tal 
Forces duringthewar. Thetwoshare 
memones about thetr experiences 
wi th a makeshift wall as a backdrop. 
The <;tory was thought-provoking, 
jumping from one memory to an-
other. with thei r memories being 
acted out. It also had a decent share 
of special effects to keep the audt· 
ence intereMed. 
Other plays and playwnghts were: 
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Amy Fitzpatrick, Tom Guyelte, Wolf Winset, and Holly Llghlbag In 
"Once Bltlen, Twice Shot," one of the many play put on last ~eek by 
duri Voices festival. 
Licensing problems for Gompei's finally solved 
by Kerim Kolojala 
Class of 1996 
Gompet's Place will begtn 
'>erv tng beer and wine thi'> Au-
gus t. according to Ed Murphy. 
General Manager of DAKA and 
Debbie Peters. Man ager o f 
Gompei 's Place. Murphy stated 
that the necessary s teps had been 
taken with the Worces ter a nd 
s tate license bureaus and that 
Gompei's liquor ltcense will be 
"fonhcoming very !toon' . Cam 
pu!> Po lice appear to have confi-
dence in the fact that th" new 
pol icy will not lead to an increase 
tn a lcohol related cnme, and feel 
that it will be beneficial to the 
WPI community. 
According to Janet Richardson 
of the Student Life Office, the 
Several idea'> we re p roposed 
which would allow controlled traf-
fic th rough Gompei's external 
entran ce and limited access ro the 
Goat's Head Conference Room. 
Richardson ex pressed confidence 
that management cou ld "rise 
Su Gompei's pag~ 26 
Campus Hearing Board Elections 
Safety Whistles coming 
licenJ>c '' the result of two years 
of work with .. tate and local li-
c:ensmg boards The ltquor ltccn~e 
was rece ntl y extended to 
Gompei ·., func tton room in order 
to a llow the res taurant to remain 
open during concens and other 
social events held in the adjoin-
ing room . As a result of thts. the 
main doors leading into the func -
tion room from Riley Hall and 
Goat's Head Conference Room 
will have to be trans formed into 
fire doors. The chance is neces-
sary to res tric t the n ow of alco-
hol up into Riley Hall. In addi-
tion, the function room 's exter-
nal entrance will have to be c losed 
off , making the only access into 
the funct ion room direc tl y 
through Gompei 's Place. 
Get ready, the Campus Hearing Board elections are Friday, April23 
from 9 am • 3 pm. The ballot box will be eagerly awaiting your vote next 
to I he Mailroom in Daniels Hall. Because of your keen Interest in how the 
campus is run, two students and one faculty member will be elected onto 
the board. The elections will also decide two student a lternates. Below 
is a Ust or I he candidates: 
by uxie Clrutoransky 
News~o! Sl4/f 
The Student Government Asso-
ciation at WPI has obtained Safety 
Whistles for the campus. These Safety 
Whistles are on a 4" beaded chain for 
convenience. Additionally, on one 
side of the whistle is the emergency 
phone number for WPI campus po-
lice. The whistles are a plan to im-
prove protection and safety here on 
campusof ordering and implementing 
the Safety Whistles. They have been 
ordered for everyone on campus from 
The Event in Hacketstown, NJ. Every 
Student will receive a whistle free of 
charge. as they have been sponsored 
by the Student Government Associa-
tion. 
The purpose o f the Safety 
Whistles is to infonn anyone around 
that there is danger. They should aid 
in case of attack, rape, followers, etc. 
If the sound of the whistle is heard. 
the listener should caJI campus po-
lice immediately witb the phone num-
ber (831 -5555) located on the side of 
the whistle. At tbe time of the call, 
the campus police should be informed 
of the location of where the whistle 
was sounded. Keep in mind that if 
campus police are called on a cam-
pus emergency phone, there is al-
ready an emergency button in ser-
vice on every phone. 
These whistles are loud, c lear, and 
the sound is unmis takable. They will 
to be extremely useful if a student is 
not directly on campus, but is nearby. 
The sound of a Safety Whistle should 
not be ignored. Likewise. because 
campus police will arrive at the loca-
tion where the whistle was sounded, 
the Safety Whistle SHOULD NOT BE 
SOUNDED EXCEPT IN EMERGEN-
ClES! 
The Safety Whistles will be dis-
tributed to all students upon the return 
to school. Atlhe time of distribution, 
it will be possible to get your Safety 
Whistle in several locations: at the 
SGA table at the Activities Fair, at 
Freshman Orientation, and at a table 
located in the mailroom outside of 
Daniels Hall. The whistles will be 
distributed in the mailroom in much 
the same way as the uSpring Break 
Survival Kits" were distributed. Re-
minders will be placed in mallboxes 
during the frrst week of school. 
With the assisuince of the Safety 
Whistles. the WPI campus will have 
an a len to an emergency situation, and 
promote safety. 
Richardson has discussed these 
needs with the Social Commit -
tee. which oft en counts on the 
use of the Goat's Head Room as 
well as the external entrance to 
the function room for various 
concerts and socia l activities. 
Jennifer C harland 
Jefferey Collemer 
Jennifer Kavka 
Michael Kn.eszewski 
Roy Schletzbaum 
Suzanne Timmerman 
STUDENTS 
FACULTY 
Prof. Mario Moussa (Humanities) 
Prof. Thomas Shannon (Humanities) 
Lisa Clgal 
Scott Kalish 
Jennifer Keenan 
Dena Niedzwiecki 
Derek Smith 
Pub Committee provides alternatives 
by Stephen F oslcett 
Contribudng Writer 
How many times this year have I 
heard the complaint, " I wish the Pub 
Committee would get something bet· 
ter than this alternative junk!" As part 
of the Pub Comminee myself, I was 
bothered by that sentiment. This year 
we tried to book shows that would 
appeal to everyone, and at leas t as far 
as bookings we succeeded. I don't 
know anyone who saw Big Catholic 
Guilt and didn ' tlike the show. Tribe. 
too, generally appeall. to a very di-
verse audience. In fact , when people 
from much larger schools (with much 
larger budgets) hear about our shows. 
they are usually quite impressed with 
our success. So why are people still 
complaining? 
I decided to find out what some of 
thepopulation ofWPI didn ' tl ikeabout 
our shows, so I asked those who com-
plained. Quite frankly, ! was amazed 
at their answer. II tums out that most 
of the people who complained about 
this year's Pub shows hadn ' t even 
gone to see them! Well, aU I can say 
is this: lfyoudon't knowifyou' lllike 
a pub show.give ita shot! II only costs 
$2to get in. and you can always leave. 
Besides, there is a good chance you 
will find that you actually like the 
music! 
Of course. some Pub shows are 
raging successes despite all this. I 
cenainly didn ' t hear any complaints 
after t~ Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
played here last year. and how many 
people had heard of them before the 
show? Last month's Tribe show was 
almost as successful. Well, we only 
have one more Pub show to go this 
year, and it's promising to be just such 
a success. 
See Pub shows, Pagt 5 
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IN THE NEWS 
Compiled from the Boston Globe and 
USA-TodiJy by Tom Sico, Newspeak Sltlff 
INTERNATIONAL 
At least six people died and dozens were 
injured in violent clashes between South Afri-
can police and angry protesters following the 
assassination of Communist Party and ANC 
leader Chris Hani. Two whites were set on fire 
and killed in a black township near Cape Town 
and a third was seriously ill after pan of his 
tongue was cut off, police said. On April 21. 
after rallies for Hani, South Africa's major 
cities were in disarrayed due violence. includ-
ing looting and arson. At least six people were 
reported killed. hundreds more wounded and 
millions of dollars' worth of property was 
destroyed in Cape Town, Durban. East London, 
Soweto. Port Elizabeth and other major cities. 
40 year old Januzu Wall us, an immigrant from 
Poland, was arrested for the murder, though no 
motive is known as of yet. 
A Clinton administration task force sent to 
Bosnia to assess humanitarian needs in March 
is recommending U.S. ground troops protect 
Bosnian civilians in "safe havens." The United 
States and aJiies began policing the skies over 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, but Serbian fighters re-
acted by shelling the besieged city of 
Srebrenica with its worst pounding in weeks. 
At least 60 people died, including 15 chil-
dren, and more than 100 were injured. U.N. 
relief officials sounded a worldwide alarm 
over "dangerously low" stocks of food in 
former Yugoslavia and announced plans to 
resume relief flights into besieged Sarajevo. 
The UN sent trucks to Srebrenica Thursday to 
evacuate more people before another Serbian 
artillery auack. Russia won a delay in a U.N. 
Security Council vote on tighte r economic 
and trade sanctions against Serbia. 
Tajikistan's ousted Communist president 
Rakhmon Nabiyev, 62. in and out of power 
for 10 years up until 1992. died the weekend 
of the 17th. Reports said Nabiyev's body-
guards found his body in his bed. A spokes-
man said Nabiyev "died a natural death." 
NEWSPEAK 
The G-7 nations unvei led a package of aid 
for Russia expected to top $30 billion. includ-
ing an expected $1 .8 billion from the United 
States. Yeltsin, boosted by Western plans to 
provide financial aid • hit the campaign trail 
to whip up support for 
theApril 25 referendum. 
It will ask Russians if 
they have confidence in 
Yeltsin's leadership, ap-
prove of his economic 
reforms, want early 
presidential elect ions 
and want early congres-
sional elections. Yeltsin 
said he will resign if he 
loses the vote, and that 
he would claim victory 
in his national referen-
dum if only 25 percent 
of Russia· s electorate 
votes for him. ratherthan 
lhe 50 percent demanded 
by the Congress of 
People's Deputie . 
NATIONAL 
Miami stepped up measures aimed at pro-
tecting tourists, as two more were attacked 
while putting gas in their rental car. Interna-
tional attention has focused on Miami where 
seven tourists have been slain since October. 
In the attack. two men and a woman robbed 
Nancy Perez as she and her husband. Udon, 
were refueling. The altackers have been 
"going Z'ing," a phrase used to describe the 
trait that the attackers identify their victims 
by the Z that appears in the plates of all 
Florida rental cars. The State has ordered that 
all the plates be changed so the cars blend 
more smoothly with normal automobiles. 
Florida stands to lose much of its $28 billion 
tourist industry if the auacks continue, as 
reservations forth is summer are already down 
substantially. 
FBI agents turned up the volume on the 
Branch Davidian members by bombarding 
the group with the sound of dentist drills. The 
FBI's Bob Ricks said the new music was 
chosen specifically for its irritation ability. 
David Koresh sent a second letter of doom 
and may be awaiting natural disaster before 
ending the standoff. 
The latest message • 
which refers to the 
Bible warns police 
not to hurt Koresh. 
Koresh said he prom-
ised to surre nder 
when he fini s hes 
writing a revelatory 
manuscript about the 
"seven seals" in Rev-
e lations. FBI 
spokesman Richard 
Swensen is quoted as 
saying. "We hope 
David gets his in~pi­
ration and finishes 
his manuscript over-
night." The standoff 
between the two 
groups has been going since February 28. 
About I 00 abortion foes prayed and pro-
tested outside a Aorida jail as well as outside 
the home of a judge who has banned them from 
blockading a clinic while others face contempt 
of coun charges for violating Seminole County 
Circuit Judge Robert McGregor's injunction to 
keep 36 feet away from the Aware Woman 
Center for Choice in Melbourne. The US's 
abortion battle is increasingly being waged in 
the Slreets, featuring face-to-face encounters in 
front of abortion clinics. Abortion foes say the 
tactic is their only hope with President Clinton 
lifting government regulations and the Supreme 
Court unwilling to ovenum legal abortion. 
Abortion rights supporters say they won't give 
in to clinic "terrorism." Doctors and medical 
students are reconsidering performing abor-
Crime Beat 
by Joe Schtl/]tr 
Newspeak Staff 
Fire suspect arrested 
Worcester police ha' apprehended a suspect 
in the fire at 2 Schus!.ler Road, and are mves-
tigating the possibility of the suspect'~ in-
volvement in the seven fire!-. that have occurred 
on and near cumpu' m the past six monthl>. 
According to WPI camiJU'> police Chief Hanlon 
"the campus police m1dnight <>hi ft •~ working 
with the WorceMer Detective~ on the inveMi· 
gation of the W'>JllClous fi re' of the past six 
month'" TI1e fire th.u heavil> damaged the 
hou<;e at 2 Schu\\ler Road was cono,idered 
"very su~p•c•ous" by Worcc~ter Fire Preven-
tiOn. l.uckll).campu\ pollee \\Creon the <tccne 
and "'ere able to evacuate the bu1ltlmg before 
an:ronl '"''de wa' ~riou'>l) InJured. In m•d-
Janual) a hou'>c at 8 Dean Street wa\ burned 
1\\.-ICe 10 l \\.-0 da)'S. TI1e<tc fire\ \\.-CfC dC\Cnhcd 
U!ot "VC!) w'pic•ou, .. by the fire ofllccr on the 
'c.:cnc. 
The mveo,llgalltllh mto thl fire\ at thc'e two 
hou\e' ;Jrc still pending The c.tu'e oft he fire' 
has not yet lx.>cn det~:rmmcd but they arc con-
\idcred w'pcll lmc,tig.uor' are not ruling 
out the flO'\Ibillty ot ar ... on in the.,e ca.-,e, 
Theft on the ri<oe 
Th" year there have been numerou' mc1· 
dent' of theft and other np·olh on c.:arnpu,. 
Stolen articles r.mgcd from hooks und calcula-
tor' to compute!'\ and cui'\. Unl icenscd solici-
tor~ h,!Vc aho shown up on campu~ offering 
un~w.pceung \tudent~ their 'hudy deah and 
sub,tandard products. Cumpu., pohce arc con-
ducting invc~ugation!. into the crime!.. These 
invcsugat1on' allow campu., pollee to collect 
cnoup.h evidence to brin~ the lawbreaker~ to 
JU\ticc and recover and return the ~tolcn prop-
eny. 
Unliccn-.cd \Ohcuor .. uwally cvme to cam-
flU'• in the l>pring. The solicitor. 'cllncm' \uch 
a' \ ICrco eqUipment. cologne. and magazine 
... ub..cnphon' ur ili'C a'king lor dnnJtion'>. 111c 
unlicensed solicitors do not have pennis\lon 
from WPI to solicit on campu'l whereas li-
censed solicitors peddle thetr goods 10 the 
Wedge. There have been 1nstances where 
students have purchased boxes full of rocks. 
thinking that they were \ tereocquipment. Other 
umes solicitor; were scllmg ''olen good'>. If 
you seen soliciwroutsidc of your dorm, do not 
let the J)Cf\On 10. Cnmpuo; police would npprc· 
ciatc any infonnauon that could lead to thl· 
recovery of \tolcn good\ or unliccn .. ed \OIICI· 
torl> operating on campu't. 
Item' stolen on t:ampu' tlw. year •ncludc 
five pod.cthook' and \\alkt\. tluce l'ar,, lnur 
radar dctet..tor. and" ar mdiO\, numcrou' book\ 
and calculatof\. re..,.c.Jcncc h.tll ~c>'· 'terco 
equipment. and Je~CI!) Student' \huuld U\C 
common \CO~ m prul~:cung thcnN:hc' tmm 
theft. An~ 'aluablc' m .t c.u .. hould ll\: ~cpt 
"'ell hidden Kc~.:p lhlel,...lt;c;k~:d and "alu.thlc' 
h1dden al mght rhlcVC\ kno~ that fli!Oplc 
"hide" the1r \\:tllct\ 10 th1:1r dn:,~r dra"'c". 
Lea' ing the room lor JU'I a Ill lOUie can g1vc 
thlC\C\ the upJXmunit} to rJn,ack ,, room 1\ 
fC\\.- \\CC~'> ago, l\\0 'tudCill\ \\l!rc \.JU!•hl p1l 
tcr10g a room on Dame I., \Cl t>nd ( ampu' 
pollee hih g.uhcrcd enough ,., 1denc~.: to tile 
charges aga1n't thl.'lll Ill 01\tril.'l Court and in 
the Campo' Jud1ctal Sy .. tcm The 'ludcnt' 
were cu~:h charg~:d wuh hnth a tclon)' and a 
larceny ol over $.200. 
Some of the inctdcnt' thai onur .tre peren-
nial. Every year, 'tludent\ arc caught \ICallng 
Christmalt tn:c\ frum the Bapti't Churd1. Cam-
pus police ulmo\1 ulway .. catch the thieve .... 
Every year, c.:ampu~ pohcc limh the .. ame vnn 
with the ~arne ~UbJeCt' 'clhng .. tcrco equip-
ment. Peddle" U'>ually Lome to the c.:umpu' 10 
large number' 10 the early fall and the 'pnng 
'elling the ...ame type' nl llcrn\ 
Th1., }CJr. due to the problem' "tlh 
thefL, in the gym,. cumpu' pollee 11nd the 
nthlcuc department ha\C had to clo-.c the gym' 
from non-\tudcnh On!\ 'lutlcnt' wuh 'a lid 
ID's or a pa" lmm the uthlctk dcp~mm~:nt urc 
aiiO\\.-Cd IU U\C the j!)'Ol\, • 
Picture This 
Tuesday April 20, 1993 
tions. At least eight doctors stopped performing 
abortions since a Pensacola, Aa., doctor was 
hot to death outside a clinic in March, accord-
ing the National Coalition of Abortion Provid-
ers. 
POLITICS 
Clinton said Thursday he's willing to re-
duce his economic surplus package to end a 
GOP Senate filibuster, as long as key provi-
sions are included: Summer jobs, unemploy-
ment compensation. immunizations for chil-
dren. highway construction. 
Georgia-Pacific Corp .• the US's biggest 
forest products company. won a government 
promise not to interfere with timber harvest-
ing as long as it protects an endangered wood-
pecker. Georgia-Pacific and the US. Fish and 
Wildlife Service agreed on efforts to save the 
red-cockaded woodpecker from extinction in 
Arkansas. Louisiana, Mississippi and South 
Carolina. 
Whirl ing sword dancers. flower-bearing 
girls and thousands of cheering children 
greeted George Bush on Wednesday as Ku-
waitis launched "Operation Love Storm" to 
welcome the man who helped liberate their 
country. The former president took on a rock 
star aura as police restrained children from 
running out to touch his car. The Kuwaitis, 
who call him" Abu Abdulla" or "worshiper of 
God," also showered George Bush with af-
fection when the former US. president re-
ceived an honorary doctorate. 
Judging by the first family's 1992 tax 
return, released last week, the White House is 
a money losing proposition for the Clinton 
family. Hillary does the heavy bread winning .. 
and she's giving up all outside income while 
First Lady. Of the couple's $290,697 ad· 
justed gross income, Hillary brought home 
$203,172 from her law firm. Their income 
tax bill: $70,228. 
The graphic arts services of the Instructional Media Center will be available from 8am to 8pm on Tuesday, April20, to assist tudents and faculty with black 
and white or color sildes, transparencies and hard copies for Presentation Day. 
Anyone with questions about the design or processing of his or her presentation is invited to call Michael O'Neil at 831-5220. Walk-ins wiU be accommodated 
on a nrst come, nrst served basis. 
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SPORTS 
WPI Men's Crew vs. Boston and Colby Colleges, a win, two losses 
by MDithtw Kitltc 
Cumof'95 
On Saturday. Apr. 17, WPI Men's Crew 
Team had a meet with Boston College and 
Colby on Lake Quinsigamond. The WPI Men's 
four boa~ raced hard to get seating points to be 
mvited to the national Dad Vails regatta, the 
Ea~tem Sprims. and the new Championship 
lntcmauonal Invitational regatta. The '>trong 
wind and rain during the early events created 
challenging conditions on the lake, yet WPI had 
a fairly succes:.ful day with a few good finishel.. 
The first race pitted WPI Men's JV eight 
verses BC. The boats were fairly even off the 
stan with both boat~ rowing with full strength. 
But BC powered up a bit and started moving 
ahead. At the 500m mark BC made a ~trong 
move and pulled away from WPI. After that. 
the JV boat JU~t wasn't able to catch up to BC 
and finished in defeat. A disapointing row for 
the second Varsity members. but also not their 
best effon. 
The next WPI race had WPI's lightweight 
eight against BC. In this race, both team~ had 
an even stan with both jockeying fora lead. By 
the IOOOm mark though, WPI made its move 
and slowly pushed ahead to a si1able lead for 
the finish at 2000m. The Novice Lightweight 
eight has now won both of their meets this 
season and are expected to extremely well. 
The third, and most exciting. WPJ event 
raced WPI's heavy Varsity against BC and 
Colby. This race had WPI in fil'ltt place off the 
start with BC fighting to make their own lead. 
WPI and BC then went on fighting back and 
forth for fin.t place until at around 1500m BC 
made a ~trong move for a lead that they held 
through the sprint edging WPI out by only a few 
seats. This second place fini~h was taken roughly 
LOOKING FOR HOUSING 
FOR 1993-1994? 
Residential Services is still 
accepting students for the on-
campus housing wait list for Fall 
1993. You need not have 
participated in the housing lottery to 
apply. If you would like to be on 
the wait list please fill out an 
application at Residential Services. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
PART - T1ME JOBS 
Midnight Shift Mon- f'd 
Approximately 10:30 pa- 2:30 am 
$8.00 PER HOUR 
TUITXO~ RBIKBURSEKENT 
$2 1 000 per eeaoster 
Apply any Monday or TU .. day 9p• - Midnight 
at our Shrewsbury, ItA !acUity 
located on Route 14V (at the junction ot Route 20) 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US 
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION 
I ffi I 
~ 
an Equal Opportunity Eaployer •It 
by the Varsity boat which is also hoping for an 
exciting and sucessful season. 
The founh WPI boat was the Novice four 
which pulled hard, yet finished near the back of 
the pack. The novice four is basically being 
used as a training tool to create competition for 
places in the lightweight boat and so is not 
expected to have a championship season. 
Women's Track takes second place 
by Darltne Ledoux 
Class of '93 
MIT 65.6, WPI 56.2, RPI 56.2 
Saturday. April lOth, the women's trock 
team tied for second place in a close meet with 
MIT and RPI. bringing our record to 2-2-1. 
Although some were ill and others injured, we 
kept up the spirit and gave it our best, doing 
better than expected. Even the pouring rain 
couldn 't stop the WPI engineer... Our place-
ment came from the effons shown in the box. 
Many worked on WPJ all-time record'i: 
Moser's long jump nnd 400m took WPI all-
time 2nd, Cleary's 1200 hurdles took all time 
3rd, and Peckskamp's hammer improved her 
own WPI all-time 2nd from Freshman year. 
The number of qualifiers for NE's and 
ECAC's is continuously growing. Improve-
ments and all-time bests are continuously oc-
curring. Keep up the confidence, the psyche, 
and the great work everyone. Team work and 
<>pirit were definitely a plus this week as we 
cheered each other on and gave support to 
others in their evenLS. 
"Best of the Meet" was given to Terra and 
Cindy for their "great performances" by Coach 
Savoloms, w1d Amy received the title "Grump 
of the Day". On that note. I shall leave you 
with a 1>mile. 
Women's Softball vs MIT, Dartmouth 
by Rtmu Cusson 
Class of'95 
Surprise. surprise! WPI ~haven women'<, 
sofLball team, and unless you· ve been spending 
a lot of time in Harrington, you might not have 
known that. After an unusual New England 
winter delay, the shoveling and raking is fi -
nally over. Despite the postponement of their 
first nine games, the team was anxious to get 
the season underway. That they did againM 
tech rival MIT. WPI secured their win right 
from the stan wiLh seven runs in the first 
inning. Not telling up, MIT begged for mercy 
in the top of the sixth and WPI won by the 
mercy rule. 12-2. All pumped up, the girl'l 
went head to head with long time rivals (in 
every ~port) Wheaton College. After lo!>ing to 
them twice last season. they played an errorless 
ballgame and stunned Whe~ton with a 1-0 
SHUT OUT! Jen Anderson hit an impres!.ive 
double in the fourth inning driving in the 
winmng run. Who says you can't win a ball game 
w11h only two htts? Way to" tick 11 to 'em'' 
gtrl\. The team also managed to play one home 
game against Clark nnd added another win. 
The only upsetting thing about that game was 
that there were more Clark fans than WPI!! 
Instead of wal>ting your time in front of a 
computer screen. waste it down on the field . 
The team suffered n disappointing loss to 
UMASS/Dartmouth (2-1 ). despite accumulat-
ing eight hits. But they didn't let that stop 
them. With the biggest comeback yet. WPI 
rall ied in the sixth to beat Brandeis 5-2. That's 
the way to roll those "deis." The softball team 
is presently 3-0 in the New-8 conference and 4-
1 overall. They have a team batting average or 
.327 and a fielding percentage or .91 0. So. if 
you can't get to Boston to 'iCC the Red Sox. 
we're the next best thing. (Bring along some or 
those baseball players. we ' II show them a thing 
or two.) 
SocComm Presents: SPI'ins Week •93 
Bob KuboTA 
Tuesday April 20 1h 
Gompel's Place 
8.~ $1 WPI $2 othera 
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Chorus of Hundreds 
Rebecca O'Brien 
Verdi 
Requiem 
Alden Hall 
RayBauens 
Sat. 8:00pm - April 24 
$3.00 Students, $8.00 General Public 
Women's Chorale Men's Glee Club 
Orchestra of Zillions 
The Original Stereo Sound ! ! 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Verdi's Requiem to be performed in Alden 
by Daniel M . Rowu au 
Closs of'9S 
Verdi's Requiem will be performed on Sat-
urday, April 24, at 8:00pm in Alden Hall, and 
on Sunday. April25. at 8:00PM at Holy Cross. 
Han Recreation Center. 'The cost of admission 
is $8 for general admission and $3 for students 
and senior citizens. It will be performed by the 
Holy Cross College Choir, WPI's Glee Club, 
Women's Choral, and the University Chorus, 
along with the Wells College Choir, and Union 
College Choir. there will be more than 2 15 
voices. The seventy piece Festival Orchestra 
will accompany this work, complete with off 
stage trumpets and the bass drums. 
The Requiem was composed by Giuseppe 
Verdi in memory of Alessandro Manzoni. who 
was a poet and novelist. Manroni, a professor 
of composition at the Milan Conservatory. saw 
a copy of Verdi 's Libtra mt, and wrote Verdi 
a letter of high praise. Verdi was almost 
inspired 10 write a whole Requiem, but com-
posing a Requiem without a good rea.~on was 
useless. Later. when Manzoni died. Verdi now 
had a reason to compose a work in his memory. 
This performance re-establishes the musi-
cal co-operation of two of the Worcester Col-
leges: the College of the Holy Cross and 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, both of whom 
have had an intense year of music making. 
That two such well known colleges should ban 
together to perform this monumental work 
demonstrates their close relationship between 
the young musicians of the colleges of Worces-
ter, a fact oflen ignored. 
The soloists for the performance will be: 
Soprano-Rebecca O'Brien, a 1981 graduate 
from Holy Cross. who completed her graduate 
work in voice at the New England 
Conservatory.She was a winner of the NEC 
Commencement concen Conceno Competi-
tion in 1988. and she also won the Pi Kappa 
Lambda Scholarship. and was a finalist in the 
Titne is Running Out! 
3-4 Person Apartment Available in May 
Large Living 
room w/bay 
window 
Washing 
machine 
included 
(not coin -
op) 
Recently 
Renovated 
$600.00 per month 
Within walking 
distance of 
WPI and 
Becker Jr. 
Full kitchen w/ 
pantry cabinets 
and dining area 
Plenty of storage 
space available 
IContact David Ricketts at 831 -9805 for more infonnationl 
Where are ou livin next ear? 
eretix 
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1992 Bel Canto Foundation Opera Compeli-
tion. The mezzo soprano is D' Anna Fonunato. 
a graduate of the New England conservatory of 
Music, who has performed with the San Anto-
nio Symphony, San Francisco Symphony, Min-
nesota Orchestra, Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, Cleveland Orchestra, New York City Op-
era, and the Opera Company of Boston.The 
tenor is Ray Bauwens, the choirmaster of the 
Unitarian Church in Harvard. and has been a 
soloist in Bizet's Carmen, Mozan's requiem, 
Bach 's Manificat and the St. John Passion, 
Handel's Messiah. Rossini's Petite Messe 
Solennelle, Mende lssohn's St. Paul. and 
Berlioz's Romeo and Juliet. Ano1her 1enor is 
Jean Pierre Trevisani. a 1990 gradua1e of WPI 
with majors in computer science and electrical 
engineering. has sung with the WPI Glee Club 
for many years in addition to singing with the 
Salisbury Singers. Finally the bass is Stephen 
Marlcuson, who is a veteran oratorio soloist 
who frequently performs the works of Bach, 
Mo.zart and Verdi, is a recognized vocal tech-
nician serving as Resident Artist in Voice at 
Han wick ColJege, the State University of New 
York at Oneonta. and at the New York State 
Music Camp and Institute. 
The Holy Cross College Choir was founded 
in 1843. Throughout its history, it has per-
formed major works on and off campus. and 
has been often called upon to sing for alumni 
groups and for various ceremoniaJ functions. 
Highlights of its recent history include perfor-
mances on tour in England, Ireland. Italy and 
Disney World in Florida Also, for the past two 
years.the Choir has performed with the Boston 
Pops Esplande Orchestra in their annual Holi-
day Concert a1 the Worcester Centrum. 
The Olee Club is the second oldest organiza-
tion on the WPI campus and its members have 
sung extensively throughout the United States, 
Canada, and Europe. Concen sites have in-
c luded San Francisco, Washington DC, 
Pittsburg, Los Angeles, Cleveland, Philadel-
phia, New York, Montreal, England, France. 
and Spain. A tour to Italy with the Regis 
College Glee Club for the spring of 1994 is 
presently being planned. 
The Union Choir, formed in 1985 when the 
Men's Glee Club and the Women's Glee Club 
joined together, is the principle singing organi-
zation on the campus and continues a form i-
dable concen schedule. both solo and in col-
laboration with other fine choral groups. 
Music Review 
by Brandon Coley and Tim Met1.11tr 
Newaptalc St4/f 
" Human Cannonball" School of Fish 
.. Human Cannonball" is a nice try, but 
despite good wricing and decem perfonnance, 
it's all rather bland. At first you listen and think 
"This is pretty good". but before you know it. 
the fly on the wall is suddenly more interesting 
than the music coming out of yourstereo. Its not 
so much redundant as boring. No song stands 
out and therefore the album also does not stand 
out. II is a true incarnation of mediocrity. The 
kindofthingyoushould buy if you see it in a$3 
bin, but otherwise ignore. GRADE: C+ 
Frank Black (Self-Titled) 
Frank Black. (A.K.A. Black Franci!>, 
A.K.A. Charles Thompson) debut solo album 
Isn't all that un-Pixie 'bh. but it JUSt m1ght have 
been better if it WAS more like The Pix1es. 
Even with guest performances by John Lmnel 
(They Might Be Giants) and Joey Santaigo 
(Pixies). this LP needs something extra. It ':. not 
boring, it's well performed and wriuen, it JUSt 
seems to lack any kind of spark, or energy. 
Some songs have promise, like "Los Angeles" 
and "Fu Manchu", but the rest needs more 
something. What, we don't know.We just 
know it needs something- anything. It 's good. 
1t'sjus1 nol real good. GRADE: B-
"Sta r" Belly 
"Star" is one of the best albums we have 
heard in a long. long ume. It has variety. 11 is 
performed well, and has all of the missing 
ingredienls that Frank Black and School of 
Fish could no1 find. It's good enough to make 
2 people m particular EXTREMELY angry 
that they m1ssed (for whatever reasons) a par-
ticular Pub Show... Tanya Donelly is most 
assuredly beuer off in Belly than she was as a 
backup for Kns1in Hersh in Throwing Muses 
or bacling Kim Deal in The Breeders. Her 
voice is definitely lead quality. There are many 
~ongs on "Scar" and they are alJ unique, each 
having its own merit and individual spirit This 
album would be wonh aciUal money. but since 
it's no big expense, its gets qualified as a 
MUST get GRADE: A 
New Voices XI triumphant 
continued from from page 
BAAAAA. James White; Who to Cling To. 
A Woman'sTouch,CaptainCondom. Wi..\h 
You Were Here . and Intimate Com•ersa-
Pub shows 
conllnutd from front page 
This Saturday.the Pub Commiuee presents 
two great Boston bands: The Heretix and 
Think Tree. Never heard of them? Don't 
worry. You're bound to like one or the other. 
Both bands attracl a very diverse crowd when 
they play in Boston, both are great on s1age, and 
most importantly, both are FUN! 
Here's a quick summary of what you' ll see: 
The Herelix play straight-ahead. fun rock 
and roll. They have long hair. they use distor-
tion, bullhey know Boston's no1 Seattle. They 
have sman lyrics. they have acoustic guitars. 
but they don't ptly coffeehouses. The only way 
I can define them is by whal they're not. 
They're nottop-40 stars, but they have two full 
albums and won the WBCN Rumble. so they're 
hardly unknowns around here. Most impor-
lantly. they're hardly alternative. 
Then there's Think Tree. Their music is a 
mix of many different styles, so it too is hard 10 
pin down. What is there to say about a band 
who plays a cover of Led Zeppelin's "Misty 
Mountain Hop" blended into Devo's "Uncon-
trollable Urge"? 'They combine synthesizers 
(and plenty of them), acousuc and electric 
guitars, acoustic and electronic drums, and 
quirky lyrics into the most biz.arrely wonderful 
music I've ever heard. I'll be saying more 
about Think Tree in next week's Newspeak. 
Both these bands are great fun, but that 's 
aboul all they have in common. lf you don't 
like one, you're sure to like the other. But don't 
lake my word for it: Go to Gompei's on 
Saturday night and see for yourself! 
tion II : Deal With This, James Moore; 
Shakespeare's Other Play. Ken Hick ley. 
A Moment's Lucidity. Matt Meyer. Table 
for One, Morgan Rosenberg; The Match 
BreaJ..er and The Convention Club, An-
thony DeFusco; Standing Still in a Mov-
ing Place, Joshua Brandt; Once Biuen. 
Twia Shot. Matthew Skawinsky; The 
Piece:. of a Broken Heart, Chad Council. 
Co-producers Tricia Gagnon and Jer-
emy Mcdicusdid a wonderfuljobofcoor-
dinaling the festival and mak..ing sure all 
the performances ran smoothly. With 
over 200 people involved, and numerous 
other details to take care of, they had 
enonnous amounts of respons ibilities to 
handle. They handles all of it superbly. 
A ll the d irectors, s tage managers, 
dramaturgs, and sceneographers involved 
helped to make this a successful run. 
If you have an old scripl hidden away 
that you would like to see perfonned in 
New Voices 12. or would like to write and 
submit one for the festival next year here's 
what you do: Submit two typed copies of 
the script to Dean O'Donoel in the Hu-
manities Department by 5 PM on Febru-
ary I, 1994. One copy should have your 
name box number, and phone number on 
it, and the other should have no identify-
ing marks what-so-ever. Jf you have any 
questions stop by and see either Dean 
O'Donnel or Professor Vick in the Hu-
manities Department. 
Anyone wishing to read any of the 
scripts from this year•s performances will 
find them available in the Humanities 
Department office. 
,.. - - f:\.' 
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Project Pre5entaf n B' i 
12: 
Concessions: 
Cotton Candy 
tdf • 4.00 
wtl \ •• P{Oject Preuntation5 End 
.... M1"' En 
I
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 Chain Link Fence I 
Dog6 
Cone6 
ktail6 
I 
~~ ... 
DJ Mu 2:00PM 
Airball-~ r urnament Begin6 
3:30PM Gyro 
Velcro Wat~hng for the th1 
Wacky Olym ice BBQBegin!; The MfrJ~i~~E·erGiants 
I 
Special Thanks to the Contributers: · 
Qraduate Student Association Social Committee 
Lens N Lights 
Masque 
Newspeak 
Student Qovemment Association 
Theta Chi Fraternity 
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity 
Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority 
Alpha Qamma Delta Sorority 
Alpha Phi Omega SeJVice Fraternity 
SMART/SADD 
Inter Fraternity Council 
Panhellenic Council 
lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 
Alpha Psi Omega Honor Society 1 
Vegetarian Society 
WPI Dining Services 
WPI Plant Services 
WPI Projects Office 
WPI Student Life Office 
WPI Campus Police 
The Holt 
·-----------------------------------------------------· 
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Basketball: Sharon Pratt (508) 774--1501 ext 
237 
BACKGROUND: Massachu..Clll> Special 
Olympics is a statew1dc program of year round 
training and competition m 24 official ~.pom. 
Commitment is the key: 8.000 athlete . 800 
coaches. 12.000 volunteers. and countless fan'> 
- everyone b catching the sp1rit of Special 
Olympics. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Karen 
Kalbacher. Director of Public Relauons. Ma~­
sachusett.s Special Olympics. 
Tel: (508) 774-1501 ext. 231. 
NOTE: Basketball Tournament to be held in 
Alumni and Harrington Gyms both days. Vol-
unteers provided by TKE fraternity. For more 
information contact Mike Golden@752-9946 
or757-0150. 
OPERA WORCESTER, 
INC. 
presents 
Opera Northeast's production 
of Johann -so;a.,ss• s 
The Massachuc;eu-. Special Olympics Re-
gional Bowling Con fercnce wi lltat..e place on 
SaJUrday April 24th and Sunday April 25th. 
Votumccn. from Theta Chi and Holy Cro~s 
will be organil'ing the event to be held at 
Thunderbird Bowling Lanel. in Auburn. II b 
a wonderful opportunity to work with the 
Special OlympiC bowlers. If you arc inter-
ested in helping out or have any que:.tions. 
please contact Matt Friend at 755-4625. or 
Robert Dupre at 798-2519. 
Volunteen. arc uboneeded for the special 
Olympics games. Dunk tank times, pie eating contestants DIE fLBDEJlMAUS 
WHO: An estimuted II 00 Special Olympi-
ans and their coaches will come from through-
out Massachusetts to vic for the gold in two 
days or compel it ion in basketball and candlepin 
bowling. 
Hosted for the second time by the various 
universities in the Worcester area. as well as 
Thunderbird Bowl. 
WHAT: Massachusetts Spec1al Olympics 
1993 Spring Tournament 
WHEN: Saturday. April 24th and Sunday 
April 25th 
WHERE: Basketball: Worcester Poly. 
Tech. lnst. (8:30-4:00: Saturday and Sunday): 
Assumption college (8:30-4:00: Sunday Only): 
Clark University (8:30-4:00; Saturday) 
Bowling: Thunderbird Bowl (8:30-4:00; 
Saturday). (9:00-12:00; Sunday) 
VOLUNTEERS: Those interested in vol-
unteering contact the followmg individuals: 
Bowling: Ed Lorian (508) 755-4304 
by Nancy Kocr.era and Walter Kretzer 
Come sec the fo llowing teams in the 3rd Annual 
Traditions Day P1c Eating Contest 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Alpha Chi Rho 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Delta Phi Epsilon 
Sigma Phj Epsilon 
Men's Glee Club 
Cheerleading 
The Skull 
Theta Chi 
IEEE 
SGA 
Women'l> Crew 
ACM 
See the teams stuff the1r faces with Chocolate 
Cream Pie. 12:00 noon on the Quad (Rain 
location - Riley Commons) 
Earth Day clean-up this Saturday 
The students of the Worcester Con!>onium 
for Higher Educntion colleges and universities 
are sponsoring an Earth Day clean up at Green 
Hiii ParkonSaturday.Aprii24. 1993, 10:00AM 
- 1:00PM. 
The volunteer project is sponsored by the 
Consortium College Community Service Coa-
lition. an organi7ation of student volunteer 
leaders and advisors, in cooperation with the 
Worcester Parks and Recreation Department 
and the Regional Environmental Council. 
StudentS for all Conl>Onium colleges are 
expected to participate in th1s worthwhile 
project. To join the fun and to support this 
worthwhile endeavor. you may con wet Michael 
Gunderman. 795- 1592. on the WPI campus or 
Jean Strock at the Voluntary Action Center. 
757-5631. 
Students will meet in the Green Hill Park 
parking lot opposite Green I lilt Pond. Partici-
pants should dress appropriately for poten-
tially heavy, wet work. although a variety of 
jobs will be available. 
Come. meet students from other Worcester 
college campuses. help clean up the environ-
ment. and suppon our Worcester community. 
EARTH DAY 1993 
On Saturday, April 24, students from the Worcester Consortium 
will come together to tackle a serious environmental issue In a 
h!!1. way. 
We will work to make Green Hill Park a beautiful and safe place. 
Spend a Saturday morning with your friends and meet students 
from other colleges and universities while cleaning this local park. 
When: Sat~ Apnl 24 from 10 am to 1 pm 
Where All consortium voi\M'lteers will meet at the perking 
lol opposite the Green Hill Pond. 
Directions Follow Lincoln Street (headed eway from 
downtown WQ(tester). In juat a few blocks, r.ke a 
right up Green Hill Parkway, Go througtf atone " 
pillars. Green Hill Pond Ia on your left. perking 
on right. 
Refrellvnent end Music too 
JOIN US in this fun and important activity which will benefit young 
and old alike. 
To participate and get more information contact: 
USA M. HASTINGS 
ALUMNI OFFICE 
831-5072 
Community Dunk Tank 
I I :00 Sherri Curria 
11:15 FrankRiccardi 
I I :30 Brandon Goodwin 
II :45 Kevin Shea 
I :00 Cory Jobe 
1:15 TBA 
I :30 James Walsh 
1:45 TBA 
2:00 Paul Jones 
2:15 TBA 
2:30 TBA 
2:45 Brian Savilonis 
3:00 Professor Clark 
3:15 Megan Henry 
3:30 Warren Smale 
3:45 Ray Gil ben 
\ 
\ 
M~ ~~ l993' 3:00pm 
WORCESTER STATE 
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM 
Tickets: $30, $25, $ 15 (student) 
M.T. Plante- (508) 752-0888 
Ben Franklin Bookstore-
(508) 753-8685 
Jeopardy under the influence 
By Eric Craft 
Class of 1995 
Sigma Phi Epsilon sponsored a game show 
version of Jeopardy. This game focused on the 
education of the contestants and audience about 
drugs. alchohol , and sex. 
Pamphlets were handed out before the 11how 
which helped to provide preliminary mforma-
tion for the contestants as well as reading 
material for the aud1ence while they waued for 
the show to begin. Some of the titlel. of the 
publications were the following: ''Making Sex 
Safer". "VD? STD? Who. me?", "Sex Under 
the Influence." and "Drug Education Guide." 
The game show had two fraternities and one 
<;orority Ill> the contestants. Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
FIJ I, and Phi Sigma Sigma each chose four to 
five players for each round. The game was 
double elimination with Phi Sigma Sigma be-
ing eliminated first. Finally after the fifth 
round FIJI won after losing their first match 
and winnmg the next two matches. 
Jay Ray. who is president of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. contacted Joanne VanDyke to try to 
set up some son of drug awareness program. 
This was the first time this type of program has 
been initiated and it was very successful. 
<I>~~ LOVES THEIR 
SENIORS 
Maryellen O'Connell Amy Cruikshank 
Jeanette Spinda Terra Peckscamp 
Sue Cusick Patty Hannon 
Julie Vescio Tricia Keefe 
Kathy Lamkin Theresa Cheng 
Mary Beth Kelleher Sue Fijol 
Sue Tarallo Lisa Griffen 
Lisa Panico Deb Sanna 
Andrea Surabian Cathy Foley 
Beth McGee Niki Faulkner 
Tori Pesek 
OH MOST WONDERFUL 
SENIORS, TO GAZE AT 
YOUR BEAUTY BRINGS 
MEANING TO OUR 
LIVES!! 
~------·-------· .... --- ..... ---· ----- --· -------·-------- ------ ... ---- ----------- ·---------------------- ________________ ..... 
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EDITORIAL 
Unity, Levity- but please no stupidity 
Today is Traditions Day, tomorrow is QuadFest, and the 
whole week is designated Spring Week. And it really 
couldn' t come at a beuer time of the year. especially for 
seniors, most of whom are going through their own little 
personal he ll right about now. 
So let your hair down, get out of the labs, get off the 
computers for a liule while and have some fun with the rest 
of the WPI community (yes, I said the "C" word) this week. 
events in years past. You can bet that the administration 
(big and little A} will be watching closely on Wednesday. 
They're not going to be the fun police, hopefully, but they 
will be on the lookout for the kinds of things that would 
pose liability problems. 
happening. And you have to figure (in some way you almo t 
hope} that much of it occurs because people are drunk. This 
time, this day, whoever you are that can't think of anything 
beuer to do than smash the ticket booth window or destroy 
a mailbox or two- stop and think, will you? Because this 
time you might be doing more than just inconveniencing a 
few people and costing the school a few hundred bucks. This 
time you might be helping to bring to a grinding halt the 
biggest and most total effort by this whole campus to truly be 
a community, and to start to put aside our differences and 
work together. 
But, let's not be stupid about it! 
QuadFest, especially, has been a result of two major 
forces : the banding together of many student groups, and 
(believe it or not) the cooperation and support of many in 
the administration . However, just because they didn't 
squelch the idea doesn 't mean they aren't still wary of the 
concept A day without c lasses and tons of activities on a 
spring day sounds suspiciously like the "S" word that is 
basically taboo on this campus s ince some unfortunate 
Anyone who is at all familiar with dealing with college 
students knows that people are going to be drinking that day. 
Maybe not everyone, but there will be some. And probably 
some pretty heavily. Fine. If you feel that you want to drink, 
that 's your choice. But here's the main point of all this-
drunken idiocy that remains on a personal level can, for the 
most part, be overlooked. Drunken idiocy that starts to affect 
others or to reOect badly on the school in general won't be 
overlooked. 
We don't have a long-standing tradition~ fall back on as 
an excuse if things get out of hand and there are calls to trash 
Quadfest next year. We won't have a leg to stand on and a 
great idea will fall by the wayside, one more small footnote 
in WPI's social history - one more failed anempL Don' tlet 
it happen! Seize the Quad, but use your head! 
Every year and pretty much every break in classes. there 
are random acts of vandalism all over campus. It 's totally 
senseless and wasteful of our own tuition dollars, but it keeps 
Just a Thought 
by Sttplun Brown 
Ctunpus Ministry 
Last week it was alcohol. This 
week, we are going to talk about selt. 
And not just any sex. but the most 
popular kind of sex: recreational selt. 
The lind boys and girls, men and 
women, men and men, women and 
women seem to having a lot of these 
days. 
Specifically. the kind of sex that 
makes sex impersonal. unfeeling. just 
a game. The latest example on the 
national scene is a group ofhigh school 
boys who call themselves the "Spur 
Posse." I gather they have been on 
national television, the Today show 
andOprah. Theyevidentlyhaveaclub 
or group that tries to see how many 
girls they can "score'' w1th. They have 
somehow achieved the notoriety, their 
15 minutesoffame, and now are celebs! 
(Who knows. maybe they videotaped 
some of their exploits). 
Should we be surprised? With the 
latest Hollywood venture, Indece01 
Proposal asking whether a million 
bucks is worth a night in the sack, with 
Madonna 's bookay, with every com-
mercial somehow using sex as an ad-
vertising ploy. No.I am not surprised. 
ln the age of AIDS and permissive-
ness, herpes and flings, anything goes. 
As long as people are willing, and (this 
Is the best part) nobody gets hurt, then 
it's OKAY. 
Wrong. lt is not OKAY. It is not 
OKAY to tum human sexuality into a 
perverted playtime for maJe, or female 
gratification. It is not OKAY to use 
people sexually for one's enjoyment, 
whether the other person is consenting 
or noL It is wrong because everytime 
we lower someone into a "thing". we 
lower ourselves to become a thing. 
When we take a gift, whether one 
considers it a divine or human gift. and 
misuse it, we become no more than the 
dogs and cats, horses, and sheep. who 
use sex unfeeling and unthought fully . 
Even more wrong is a culture that 
celebrates that kind of sponing. un-
feeling sexual behavior. Whether it is 
the mass media that promotes it, de-
fensive parents who merely explain 
"boys will be boys" or. as one father of 
the Spur Posse said, "Nothing my boy 
did was anything that any red-blooded 
American boy wouldn't do at his age." 
The hell you say. I know of hundreds 
of boys. one of whom happens to be 
my son. who not only would ever 
engage in such sexual gymnastic , but 
would fmd such habits disgusting and 
degrading. 
So how do we respond to such sexual 
perversion? Not by pulling them on 
television. No, I condemn them as 
loudly and profoundly as I can. And 
this is one of those times when I have 
great difficulty separating t.he act from 
the actor. Anyone, male or female. 
who stoops to sexual behavior which 
uses other persons for their personal 
play things, then tosses them aside like 
a used up gum wrapper, has done 
much more than demonstrate making 
bad choices. Their behavior gi"es 
evidence of a prejudice toward per-
sons that is more demeaning than see-
ing African-Americans as "niggers" 
and Hispanics as "spies". Such sexual 
cowboys (cowgirls) are void of any 
TFM 
by M•goZoM for students to teach the faculty. 
[f anyone is interested in anending 
Welcome back to TFM. In the last such a program, or in helping plan one, 
episode I touted the advantages of the please contact me. Email megazone, 
electronic communications medium or mail box 1065. (TFM questions 
over paper. r must say that I've re- still go to Newspeak. box 2700, Attn: 
ceived more feedback on thls topic TFM) A higher level of understanding 
than everything I've received previ- will benefit aU system users. 
ously. It seems this is a tender topic Another topic called to my allen-
which has already been discussed in lion was the bias I have towards the 
some circles. I would like to start out 'CCC Unix Network '. As that is the 
by stating I in no way meant my article only network I nonnally use, as do 
to be viewed as an attack on anyone. I most users, I forgot about the CS and 
didn't mean to point any fingers. The BE systems, Jake - the administrative 
purpose was to show the advantages as system, and the Novell PC network. In 
I saw them, building upon a recent light of this I will make an attempt to 
discussion. use 'Campus Network' when discus-
The replies I've received have made sion the entire net. and reserve 'CCC 
one thing crystal clear. we need some Unix Network' when addressing that 
fonn of education program for new system in particular. 
users. Many complained of the diffi- A problem which has been encoun-
culty in learning how to use the sys- tered recently is replies from a mailing 
tern. The manuals are thorough, but l ~t going to the entire list. Many users 
very difficult to understand. A few have been annoyed and angered by the 
expressed the desire for some fonn of large volume of 'junk mail ' this ere-
program interested users could attend ates. Unfortunately, in the 'mail' pro-
to learn the bas1cs. A forum to team gram using ' r' to reply will automall-
the basics of email and an editor, two catty send to the entire list. This can be 
of the most bas1c and most useful avoided by mailing a reply separately 
applications. It is too late in the year to to the author, or modifying the address 
plan one now, but perhaps· we could line. 
start planning for the fall. I am willing Compared to 'mail' many users find 
to help plan and mstruct, and I'm sure programs s.uch as 'elm· or 'pine' to be 
there are other users who would be easier to understand, and therefore 
willing. It could be a nice opportunity learn. I've used 'elm ' for four years 
~~ -~·~··~ ·~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~:~~~~ 
Limits and Restraints 
redeeming social standard and dem-
onstrate a total lack of moral judg-
ment. 
The Spur Posse and all those who 
lower human sexuality into a play-
thing deserve the harshest indigna-
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
tion we can muster. There ought to 
be no doubt that we as students, fac-
ulty, or administrators would ever 
excuse that kind of behavtor if it 
happened at WPI. There is a line of 
decency and moral judgment, that 
when crossed. should not be toler-
ated or excused. Such persons like 
the Spur Posse should receive the 
kind of punishment the old Puritans 
were good at: a few days in a public 
stockade in the town square 
Disgusted with DAKA 
To the Editor; 
Never in my entire life have I felt 
more disgusted or sick ro my stomach. 
Around 6: 15 tonight, I was in the 
Morgan Dining Commons. I went up 
to the serving area and found that most 
of the major entrees had run out. This 
is very commonplace for those stu-
dents that have irregular schedules and 
have to eat dinner within 15 minutes of 
the closing of the dining facilities. 
Having been discouraged by the 
lack of roast beef, and having been 
diM:ouraged by the server who said. 
"We might be able to possibly get 
some more meat." I ordered a plate of 
spaghelli with meatballs and some 
potatoes on the side. 
Frustrated, I sat down. I started 
eating my dinner. Suddenly, after 
starting to chew a meatball, I felt that 
something was amiss. There was some-
thing chewy in the meatball. I pulled 
it out and I found that it was a brown-
grey piece of animal maner. about 2 
em long and in a tube shape. with inner 
diameter of about 3 mm and outer 
diameter of about 5 mm. Disgusted, r 
had the person sitting across from me 
look at it, along with a few of my 
friends sitting at a nearby table. They. 
too, were nauseated. r threw the tube-
shaped thing on the ground. 
I was angered I immediately went to 
the Dining Services Office. The door 
was locked. Having been irritated even 
further, I went to the serving area I 
spotted the shift supervisor, or some 
official-like person wearing a collared 
white shin and tie, who later claimed to 
be a student, and I said. " I've got a 
complaint about the food." He replied 
in a tone that he had heard this story once 
too many time!., "You've got a com-
plaint about the food ." 
I then told him that there was a thing 
that looked like a blood vessel in my 
meatball. He brought me over to the 
"GS Gram" box and told me that I 
could either write a comment to the 
manager, or he would fetch him him-
self. I Mated that I wanted to speak to 
the manager. 
Thesupervisorwenttoward the Dm-
ing Services office and I told him that 
the door was locked. He went into the 
kitchen and brought out the chef, whom 
I told that there was a blood vessel in 
my meatball. He said that he (the chef) 
and the supervisor would try to find 
the manager. 
Five minutes passed and finally the 
manager came to my table. where I 
had almost vomited because of the 
food . I told him my story and he said. 
"A blood vessel." This manager was 
neither courteous nor apologetic about 
my situation. He, with his entourage 
of supervisor and chef, merely turned 
around and left. 
This infuriated me to such an extent 
that I am now writing this letter. 
I demand some sort of action. Too 
many times have my fellow students 
and I been defrauded by WPI Dining 
Services. 
ln the pamphlet called "Your Guide 
to Campus Dining Services." I quote: 
"We are pleased to present a pro-
gram that students find popular. Our 
approach is to generate fresh and imagi-
native ideas that afford a pleasant break 
from the daily routine. Our ultimate 
goal is to maintain an efficient and 
couneous service and provide a hi&ll 
qua!jty product in a clean, pleasant 
environment 
In the busy lifestyleoftoday, let the 
WPI Dining Services simplify your 
dining requirements by providing you 
w1th nutritious. delicious, proCession-
ally prepared mea.ls. We look for-
ward to serving you during the coming 
year and encourage you to share your 
comment with us often."(ed. note: 
Emphasis is author's} 
Dining Services, commonJy known 
to students as ''DAKA." is not popular 
with students. The approach is neither 
fresh, imaginative, nor pleasanL As 
demonstrated by the personnel and the 
objeet of disgust, Dining Services is 
both unreceptive and unqualified to feed 
the residents ofWPI. 
I can name countless instances 
where there was a lack of essential 
items like glasses and silverware. I 
can name even more circumstances 
where the Dining Services had run out 
of most of their hieh quality entrees. 
If just a linle more care and concern 
for the students existed, this incident 
may have been averted. It is not anger 
that drove me to write this letter. h is 
out of concern for the WPI commu-
nity. Tonight., I am hungry. Tonight. 
I am upseL 
Eugene Kim 
Class of '96 
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Newspeak presents ... 
the changing campus 
of the 1960's ... 
The 1960's were a decade of change for the whole country, some 
brought about by the Vietnam, the country 's reaction to it, and the 
movement of free love, hippies, and the "Summer of Love." Changes 
at WPI were no less dramatic. The decade began with the WPI's 
students subscribing to the engineer stereotype, and the Tech News 
reflects this. Pictures show students dressed very conservatively, hair 
cut short, serious Tech men, bent on education. As the years pro-
gressed however, the feeling on campus began to change, paving the 
way for the new attitudes of the late 60's. During this time, WPI saw 
the virtual disappearance of Freshman hazing by the Sophomores, 
which was not only tolerated, but expected, and the addition of a 
Biomedical program. As the 70's approach, even the Tech News gave 
way, with psychedelic lettering and far more liberal views moving onto 
"the hill." 
Even with the changes going on, many of the issues we see on 
campus today were also important to students thirty years ago. There 
are articles on the lack of a Student Union, Final Exams and a period 
for them, Fraternities, their grade point averages and "Hell Week" 
versus "Help Week." Other things appeared regularly then, as now: 
Ugly Man on Campus, Masque Productions, ads for more people to 
man the newspaper. 
There were, of course, other issues which were specific to the times. 
Mandatory ROTC, editorials and commentary on Vietnam, fallout 
shelters, parietal hours, the termination of cigarette ads in the Tech 
News, and the introduction of co-eds to the WPI population are just 
some of the subjects that were important in the 60's that seem distant 
or even foreign to the WPI student of the 90's. The Student Newspaper 
has changed too. There are no more announcements for the Junior 
Prom, front page articles that Peddler has met yet another deadline, 
full pages devoted to introducing students to honor societies, or 
editorials stating that it is untrue that "the 'News' is representative of 
the administration, since it seldom criticizes the policies of the 
school." 
The 60's were not simply a period of change for the campus, 
however. The decade was also a period of growth for WPI and some 
of the new construction projects either completed or planned during 
the 60 's were an addition to Alumni Gym, Daniels Hall, Goddard Hall, 
Harrington Auditorium, Gordon Library, the Stoddard Complex, and 
a large scale Humanities building which never materialized. 
Then, as now, there were grand plans which never came to fruition. 
The Humanities building is one, others include plans to convert what 
is now Gompei 's Function room and Gompei 's Place to a "Social 
Center," and the introduction of an FM radio station to the campus. 
Presented in the following pages are a smattering of articles, art, and 
advertisements from the 60's which seem to give a feel for the campus 
from the student perspective. 
Where will WPI be in the 2020's ... ? 
Will we be proud of our achievements, will we have exceeded expectations or 
will WPI's community feel that nothing ever changes? History's lessons are 
powerful tools, they can provide many answers for the future. 
Thank You, Tech 
by H.H. Shore. PaM Editor. Tech News 
I came to learn. 
Learn what, I don't know. 
But I came to learn, and learn I did. 
You told me exactly why 
I could see my reflection in the mirror. 
But not what to do if I didn' t like it. 
You taught me about 
The little charges that light the bulbs. 
But not what to do when my mind shoncircuits. 
You told me about 
The wonders of heat transfer. 
But not what to do when 1 get burned. 
I learned how to 
Calculate the moments about a moving body. 
But not how to find a good moving body for all my free 
moments. 
You taught me about 
The construction of big beautiful bridges. 
How about the one between the affluent and the starving? 
1 learned how to 
Build big wide roads. 
But which one do I take? 
u 
On weekends I took rime out from my studies. 
I went to parties and got drunk. 
But all I learned was 
The meaning of friendship. 
I met a million girls at those foolish parties, 
And all I learned was 
How to love. 
I smoked grass on some of those weekends. 
But all I learned was 
A little more about myself. 
Sometimes I cried for nothing. 
But all I learned was 
Compassion. 
m 
None of my professor ever asked me 
How's your love life. 
They were too busy teaching. 
And I too busy learning to care. 
But learn I did. 
You gave me the best years of my life. 
It's too bad they were interrupted by classes. 
GYMNASIUM ADDITION TO BE 
COMPLETEDNo~~"~UGUST 1961 
One of the highlights of 1960's Home-
coming was the groundbreaking and 
dedication of the $350.000 addition to 
the gymnasium. Philip M. Morgan. 
Cbainnan of the Board of Trustees. 
spaded the first shovelful of earth 
Saturday noon, at the site of the new 
addition. Speakers at the ceremony 
included Philip M. Morgan ; Autbur 
B. Bronwell, President of the Institute; 
M. Lawrence P rice, Dean of the Fac-
ulty ; and Professor Robert W . Prit-
chard, head of the Department of 
Physical Education. 
The new structure will extend into 
the parking lot on the left side of 
Alumni Gym. This addition wiU pro-
vide doctors' offices, coaches', t rainers'. 
and officials' rooms. lavatories, varsity 
-iockers, and shower facilities. 
Construction, stnrted shortly after 
H omecoming, has proceeded as rapidly 
as possible. It is hoped that the founda-
tion can be laid before freezing weather 
arrives. Arthur J. Knight. Consultant 
for Building Pl:mning at Worcester 
Tech. stated that work will continue 
as far into the cold season as possible. 
However, once the temperature drops 
below thirty-two degrees. it will be 
impossible to continue outside con-
struction. Work will be picked up 
again at lbe beginning of next year 
and plans call for completion by Au-
2ust. 1961. Contract for the projcd 
was given to the Frank \\'. :\ladi~an 
Construction Comp:10y of Worcester 
Looking toward the future. another 
section will be added to the project 
now under construction. which will ex-
tend farther into the p:~rking lot. This 
will be2in sometime within the next 
few years. 
FORMER ATO PROPERTY 
LEVELED FQR PARKING De'-, !?'o 
During the last few years the city of 
Worcester has concerned itself with 
much redevelopment, relocation. and 
new puking facilities. The Salem 
Square Redevelopment Project (also 
known as the Windswept Wastes of 
Worcester) has become a well-known 
phrase in the city. as has The Worces-
ter Expressway (which will bypass the 
few remaining businesses in Worcester 
proper), and multi-deck parking lots. 
In line with this current t rend. 
Worcester Tech was not to be over-
looked. Alpha Tau Omega. one of the 
ten national fraternities "on the 'Hill ''', 
moved its facilities from one side of 
the Hill, 24 Institute Road, to the other 
side, 10 Regent Street. During the lat-
ter part of the summer, the brothers of 
ATO came back to school early and 
through many long hours and t rips by 
car and truck managed to move lock, 
stock and barrel, to their new residence. 
Thus the familiar old yellow and 
brown home of many hours of laughtea 
serious study. and tranquil solitude wa 
at last alone, knowing it would n• 
longer bouse Tech men. I t was. at last 
left to stand by itself against the crue 
winds which sweep from the heights o 
Belmont Hill, across Lincoln Square 
and a round the Worcester Audi torium. 
For a short time. however, a nev 
flicker or hope arose in the quiet abode 
Trinity Lutheran Church, whose park 
ing facilities border one side of ATO' 
old residence, took over the property 
The hopes were short-lived. For withia 
the last few weeks its flesh has beet 
tom from the barren skeleton as wreck 
ing crews moved in and began dis 
mantling the building. Despair bat 
seemingly overtaken 24 lnstitute as i 
bas fallen a willing victim of its pre-
determined fate. 
The property, like much of Worces· 
ter's redevelopment area, wiJI be leveled 
and used for parlcing space. 
EDITORIAL 
A FEW TIPS TO THE FROSH 
Once again fall has rolled around, and with it a new 
school year and a new class of freshmen. It is with a most 
cheery " Hi" that we welcome these freshmen into life at 
W.P 1 . We want you to know that Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute is not only an excellent, top ranking engineering 
school, but also a way of living. It is an institution with a 
great deal of heritage and can benefit you greatly if you look 
for the right things in it. 
During the orientation period that you have just finished 
Tech men h ave been Impressing you with the many advantages 
that W .P.l. can offer, a nd also with the not so startling fact 
that a lo t of work faces you. 
A lot of dis tractions will be coming your way in the next 
few weeks, but you should not lose sigh t of the reason for 
your being here. Every man at W.P.I. has the primary obli-
gation of achieving good, creditable grades al the Institute. 
Do not forget this in the weeks to follow. A second warnin~ 
is don't fa ll into the "complaint" rut. :\lany s tudents spend 
more time complaining about the things that they have to do 
than in doing them. 
As long as you have fixed in your mind your primary ob-
jecti\·e in being here, it is a ~ood idea to consider that there 
are many secondary thin~s which are to be gained from a 
college education which can not be taken from books. There 
are many worthwhile activities at W.P.I., that can offer you a 
break and benefit you as well. Few better ways can be found 
on a college campus for learning to get along with others than 
in the many activities at Tech. They provide a good relief, 
and a good source for making friends. 
However, a good equilibrium must be found. This equili-
brium point will vary with the man, but should a lways give 
fi rst consideration to studies. 
W.P.I. is far from being impossible-with a little discretion 
and work it can offer you a well rounded education and the 
best four years of your life. 
I 
Sep t £0 J .J.G. 
«ktobu 1%, 1960 
ly 
DEOGENISTONCOSMONPERIFERO WILDER 
WPI ELECTION 
FAVORS NIXON 
OVER KENNEDY 
o ct . t9&o 
According to the final results of the 
Worcester Tech mock election, \'ice-
rresident R ichard i\1. Nixon defeated 
hi~ Democratic opponent Senator john 
F Kennedy of Massachusetts. The mar-
em of victory was four to three in fa-
ror or Nixon. The results unfortunately 
Jre representative of only 30 per cent 
,.j the student body. WPJ's political 
rt~mplexion has been st rongly Repub-
licJn in the past. and some political ob-
'\'r,·ers on campus feel that if a l:lrger 
l~trcentage had voted the margin would 
hJ1·e been greater in favor of ~ixon. 
In comparison with the W.P.I. poll. 
·he celebrated Gallup Poll has shown 
'~·n . Kennedy leading the way. how-
''er. by a very narrow margin. Mr. 
• ... llup. in fact. has said that this year 
·r may not pick a winner in view of 
·~e tightening race and the many dif-
~·rent side issues of this campaign. 
Election polls. as must be pointed 
'•1:1. are sometimes deceiving as justi-
·~ l.'d in the strange presidential race or 
·us. In that year Thomas E . Dewey 
':\J~ picked to defeat the reigning ex-
''Utive Harry S. Truman by a wide 
'nJrgin. However, the " infaJiible" poll 
l•ro,·ed wrong. 
Automated Milk 
Mechanism Will 
Wipe jQ~fp(UCows 
Some anonymous engineer has pro-
duced the following description of an 
interesting machine and we a re indebted 
to Phil Warren of Heald for sending it 
to us. 
"A cow is a completely automated 
miJk manufacturing machine. It is en-
cased in untanned leather and mounted 
on four vertical movable supports, one 
on each comer. 
"The front end of the machine con-
tains the cut t ing and grinding mech-
anism, as well as headlights, dog catch-
ers, air inlet and exhaust, a bumper, 
and a foghorn . 
" At the rear, the machine carries the 
milk.<fispensing apparatus as well as an 
automatic fly swatter and insect re-
peller. 
"The central portion houses a hydro-
chemical conversion plant. Briefly, this 
consists of four fermentation and stor-
age tanks connected in series by an 
intricate network of flexible plumhiac. 
This part also contains the central beat-
ing plant compJete with automatic tem-
perature controls, pumping station, and 
main ventilating system. 
POLICIES 
Even though the responsibilities of the Tech Kews ba\'C 
been passed on to a new, eager staff of juniors there will be 
but few changes in the policies of the paper ; for we feel that 
if we can only meet the standards of the out-going s taff, we 
are doing very well. 
One of the goals the paper has always strived towards is 
to be representative of the students. At first glance one might 
think that the ' News' is in actuality representative of the 
administration, since it seldoms criticizes the policies of the 
school. This is true. The primary reason for this is that the 
administration always makes sure to explain its policies and 
changes thereof. When an explanation is not gi\'en or is not 
adequate the Tech News will be sure to criticize. 
Whatever the beliefs of the editorial staff we will strive to 
present all sides of an issue. When one feel s that we ha,·e 
failed in this, he can present his side in a letter to the editor 
and at the same time criticize the paper for our failure. 
\ ·. B. C. 
MASQUE PRESENTATION, 
"THE RECLINING FIGURE," 
TO END STAGE SEASON 
fR. I L I 'i" I 
tn pa~t yea rs the Saturday night of 1 
Junior Prom has been resen·ed for the 
)lasque spectacular oi the year. This 
year. ho"e,·er. the proaram has been 
chan~ed and this annual )la!'que pro-
duction hac; been mo\'cd ahead one week 
to ~aturday ni~tht April Z l !-t. 
··The Reclininjl Figure·· b a three· 
act play wrillen b~ Harry Kurnitz and 
directed hy Dick Bur(!e~s n profC!'~ionaJ 
from \\"orce~ter. It i ~ brie1ly a story 
about a millionaire Tin,~tlc producer hi~ 
I art collect ion. :md in particular hi~ que~t for a paintm(! entitled ··The Re· clinin ~r Fi~ture.'" Luca~ Ed,l!erton. por-
tra\"ed hy Jay Fitzpatmk i~ the mil-
lionaire mentioned and the enure play 
take~ pl.1ce in hi' hhrary Bein~t the 
crafty per~on th:.t he think, he i•. Luca· 
ha· ,k1llfulh arran~ted to l!et a ne\\ :lrt 
de:~ler and· the paintin~t n1 the ·Jme 
time. The pa1ntin~r you already kno11 
about and the nt\\ dealer I' :-am Elli~ 
SENIOR NOTICE 
APf<.IL "I 
:\s soon as you ~raduate from Tech. you will be able to use 
the fine reputation of \\"PI as a name that will mtet with 
respect from all corners of the en_llineerin~ and science pro-
fessions. But how will the name of \\"orce~ter Tech help you 
ten , ·ears from now ? This depend~ on the status of the :'thool 
at the time vou refer to it. It is the re:'ponsibility of t\"ery 
F(raduatin~ aimunus to maintain the standards ancl ecluca tiona I 
,·alue of his alma mater. 
The \\"orce~ter Tech Alumni .\ :-sociation con:-: i:-t:- of 1\\enty 
chapter~ in major ci ties throughout the country. The :otruc-
ture of the or~ranization is made up of a J'residt'nt and an 
E:-;ecuti\"e Committee compric:ed of two ,·ice-president!'. a 
~ec.:retary-Trea~urer and four member:- at lar!!t> .\ttached to 
the Board i ~ a chairman of the fund board "ho.-e responsibili ty 
is the rabin~ of mont'y from the alumni. 
WPI Offers Course ~ .. It,~ 
In Fallout Shelters IG,, 
alia' fran Goddu \\ho :11 pre;;ent ~~ 
\\Orkin.~t ror _-\~tor~t phytd h~ \\"alt 
.\ dam.. \~torjl meanwhile ha~ hi~ O\\ n 
liule tmk planned in that he ha• ar-
ran~tec.l tor ~am. unkno" imdy to ,ell 
Luca~ a iake ··Redinm(! Fij!ure·· and 
thu~ "reck any hope that Sam had fQr 
establbhml! hb own -.hop. There is one 
hitch. howe,·er. in .\~torg"s plan. the 
pamtin,l! is so f!OOd that nn appraber 
and other art experts are unable to 
\\"hat is your po~ition in the .\lumni :\:-sociation of \\"or-
ce"ter Tech:. Fir~t. if tht're is an OrJ!anizecl chapter in your 
I area. ,·ou automaticalh become a member and recei'"e all the information concerninJ.! chapter meetin~s. peakers and social 
acti\"ities of the chapter. 1f there is no chapter in your area, 
The concern o1·er radiation and 
fallout shelters is not recent , an<( 
in fact dates back at least to 1950 
when the Unil"crbity of Illinois 
offered a course in the design of 
basic fallout shelter parameters. 
As time progressed. this concern 
grew: consequently in 1960, there 
was a national conference in 
Battle Creek to discuss this topic. 
The nation was dh·ided up geo-
graphically into eight regions and 
a representathe from each region 
met at this conference. The goal 
of this two week conference was to 
pool together all available knowl-
edge, and yield a basic course in 
radiation and fallout. 
With l}le inauguration of Ken· 
nedy and the Berlin crisis. concern 
on this topic arose to a greater 
height. As a result. the Office of 
Civil Defense, in conjunction with 
some eight Unh·ersities, offered a 
two week course for professional 
engineers and architects. By 1962. 
thirteen sud1 courses which were 
given al'eraged about !15-40 men 
per class for 8 hours a day for 
two weeks, at this time a National 
Fallout Sheher1 Sur,·ey was taken 
and the two week program wa~ 
discontinued with the initiation of 
a one year courl>C :It tlni,ersitie~ 
throughout the nation. 
The cour11c iuelf deals With tlu 
J)Toblem of radiation shielding of 
buildings as opposed to the l>llichl-
ing of a reaCtor. or other radiation 
~ource . .-\lso, a study of hla'i cf. 
rects. \"ibrations. dynamic~. ba\if 
nucle;~r physics. and load cle~iJ.ln 
h incorpornted. 
There are eight ~uch <.enter, 
throughout the nation. where thl' 
course is n1·ailable. Among them 
are. Worcester Tech. l 1uhcnit' 
of Washington. San .Jose State 
College in California. l'nhersit~ 
of Colorado. l'nilersity of Floricla. 
Penn State. Te:<a\ .-\ ~ \1 . :uul 
Purdue. 
At the presem time. Ted1 is till 
der 1'-arious contracts for the Office 
of Cil il Defense. Among them " 
the writing of .1 te'-t for thi' 
course. Tech also senes a\ a cou-
~uhaut sen ice for engineer\ with 
problems in Jim fieltl or \hthl'l 
clesigu. 
l 'pon 'ucce~,rul w mplttiou u( 
this courM!. the gr:~duatc recch<'' 
:1 certificate qualifying him as ,, 
fallout shelter analy5t by the Office 
of Cil"il Defense. Only holden of 
this certificate are eligible 10 p;u 
tidpatc in an) ~hielding I• OJ t.. in 
which federal fund~ are Jmoh ed 
you will still receive the news of the Association and you may 
be called upon to interview a prospective freshman or partake 
in the Techniforum. or to solicit funds from neighborin~t 
alumni. Active chapters run from fifty to 1300 in membership. 
pro\"e its falseness. and hold meetin~s about three or four times a year. 
With thi~ as ~n introduction t~e rest l"nfortunately. active particpation in alumni activities i!' 
of the acuon 1s a conglomerauon of I ' . . . . 
I b d 
. d b d ·poor. and the trouble hes m two maan areas accordma to Prof. 
e1·ery o y trym11 to out o e1·ery o y . eo • 
else. Luca-.. the millionaire. will do any- \\ arre~ B. Z~p~. present Secretary· Tre_as~rer of the \\PI 
, t hin~ to ~tet !'am a~ hi .. dealer. includin.l[ Alumnr Assocratton. Apparently alumm hve close to the 
mar~ in~ oi1 hi, dau~thtt·r Ca~-<ie . pl::lyed school and keep close enou~th contact so as to make active 
b~· Sue- Bean . On the mher _hand Sam participation in an alumni chapter secondary to simply comin,z 
"11l do an,·thm~r to -.et up h1-< 011 n :ITt • • • • • ~hop exct'pt 11 ork ior Lura~ Into all to the campus drrectly. or they hve at a d1stance that JS qurte 
1hi· me·" :mi1e· Oene·co. an enicient far from any local chapter. 
liult crook out ior hb Ol\n 11ood. He 
immtdi:uely bribe• ~am by ~howm~t him 
a :-ketch which prO\"t':- that thi· par-
ticular ··Reclinml! Fi~ture·· 1· :1 iake 
actually plinted hy l'aul \\"eldon Lu-
ca' ~ handyman 
Belien• il or nut there i~ an orderly 
and rather <tartlin~t ..-limax to all this. 
~Io:.t of the truth i$ iully rel"l~ .. ded wilh 
1he result that Lucas blows up. Sam is 
ruined and Cassit . well. why don"t 
\"OU come and see. This will be the final 
)rasque show of the year 
Financially the Alumni Association is supported solely by 
contributions and does not assess its members. The annual 
Alumni Fund. which collected S63.000 last year. is an organiza-
tion independent of the fiscal control of school administra-
tors. and controls all its own funds to set up scholarship pro-
grams and special projects. 
It won't be long before the seniors readin~ this article will 
be in a position to help pay back the school for all that it ha:o 
given them. and the best way to do this while at the same timt' 
receiving many more benefits is throu~th acth·e particpation in 
the Alumni Association of \\"PI. 
Editorials 
DOUBLE TROUBLE 
Non-ROTC Students Vulnerable To Draft: 
As has been repeated many times since schoolin~t began for each of us. 
fina l exams are as bothersome to instructors as they are to students. It 
would appear to the less than casual observer. therefore, that some type 
of schedule to adminbter exams. which it must be admitted are a necessary 
evil of the educational system. should be devised to make the task of read-
in~ and writin~t exams as convenient as possible for teacher and student. 
Worcester Tech, which pride::. itself in development and rapid advance in 
the field of education, has unfortuately overlooked one small item on i~ 
program of instruction. This is simply ··finals week" which may sometimes 
lead to the downfall of a potentially capable student. 
AP~tiL (941 
Important to most upperclassmen 
who are in their second to fourth 'ear 
and who are not in. or not con.tem: 
plating taking ad,•anced ROTC i the 
draft. Every capable male from the 
age of 18 to 26 is eligible for the draft. 
The record of peacetime drafting of 
graduate or undergraduate college stu-
dents has been in 1 he past quite lo'>' . 
However, it has been a common prac-
tice for the government to break this 
rule in times of crisis. 
Communist inllammation in the 
Congo and Cuba by far give~ the stu· 
denl no insurancf' of bein~t able to con-
tinue hJs college education Without in· 
terruption. The existin~t conditions are 
a threat to the tmmediate and future 
seniors who de~i re to go on to ~raduate 
school. A long break in their ~cholastic 
training could pro'e unbeneticial 
The existence oi ini"Oiuntarl enhM· 
ment po~e' 3 greater problem to the li1 e 
or six-year man The regi~trar i~ re-
quired to ~end mlormatloo on enrolled 
student of draft age to the •electl\·e 
sen· ice board The ~~ udent "ho,e record 
-ho~ s that he has repeated a year or 
ha left l>Chool and then re-enrolled i~ 
' ubject to accu,ation oi draft dodtzmg 
by the board. Thi~ compound:. the per-
•on ·s chances of select 11·e calhng. 
There are deflOJtel)" a number of 
threats to the uppercla~men who are 
not in advance ROTC. but the1r prob-
lem does have a solution A deferment 
examination \\ill be gh•en on Apnl 2i 
What exactly 15 the exam • It i~ a ~up­
plement to the ~tudent "s college record 
to help the selecu"e 'en·ice board de-
cide if the applicant should be given an 
occupational deferment 
A person who receive' a delerment 
is free from military obligation ior the 
remaJnder of his college enrollment I i.e 
tgis include~ the completion of under-
graduate work and u l ~o include' nny 
full time or as~btant graduate "ork 1 
However. he i5 ,ubJeCl to drtl it ~tart­
ing when hi~ collegiate \\Ork terminatt'-. 
"til the age of 35 It m1ght he men· 
tioned. for the ea(!er ~tudcnt 11 he ran 
gel marned and ha' e more than II\ o 
children beiore L"ncle ~am can catch 
h1m he i~ permanently deterred. 
For tho!.e "ho are lntere.,ted in ap-
plying for a delerment ::tpplic:llion• cJn 
be 1cquired at the ·tlt\11\ t ·en ll e 
local board 10 Worre•tl'r. f"ht onh 
~tipulauon• placed on Jll duuhle Jp· 
plicant' ;,., that th~~ mu•t not haH 
taken the te:ot pre1 iuu~ly. and that their 
application be J>t•:otmarked 011 IJtter 
than midnight .\pril lfl. IIJbl ror •UIJ· 
plementnry informauon 'tudenh -.huuld 
re.1d the ~electi1e ~en ill' hullelin hoard 
10 Boynton. 
An attempt to ease the burden of frnal examinations was made at the 
end of last term by shiftin~ the five days allotted for exams lo include a 
day off at the end of the first two days. But to avoid confiicts the after-
noons were opened to include a full schedule of afternoon exams. It became 
apparent to the bleary-eyed student, who had three or four exams in two 
days that 1hese two chan~es cancelled out so as to decrease any benefit 
that a broken week could offer . 
Since the revision of the Ins titute calendar last year provided for an 
excellent schedule of vacations and free days as compared to the old out-of· 
pha.o:e calendar of n few years a~o. it 's a shame that these chan~es could 
not facilitate a more sensible e '<am schedule. ,\ random sampling of fifty 
~tudents on camplb showed that only IX would be opposed to a plan 
where exams would run just as the) did in February except that they 
would be continued until Friday of the second week. 
.\lthOUI!h all contlicts wouldn't be soh·ed in this way. and to be sure 
some students would be forced to remain on campus for a Friday exam 
with their other exalll!) endin~ on Tuesda). the load relie,·ed from the per· 
son who would othen,;se ha\'e three or four exams on two days would well 
be worth it. In addiu on. ltss contlicts would mean fewer duplicate finals 
for in:.tructors to handle. :'IIo-.t important. more time to s tudy and top 
performance. which is sometimes c;acririced due to six straight hours of 
examination. would minimi1;e poor grades that result from inefficient ad-
mini:.tration of the test. and would allow the examination system to serve 
itc; purpose to a much fuller extent in both February and June. 
=the 
~t 
with-the 
gold bars 
• 
You're need I'd ... ju•t O" ) uur f.ulu·r and grand· 
father were. It',. an ohlil!atinn that a lot of ctnalifit>d 
rollt>ge men ha\e to meet. .. that of -.t"ning your t'OUII· 
try. ''hen and where )'Oil are needt!tl. 
And the Air Fon·e net>cl, ,oiiCI!t'·trainetl mt'n a'l 
offirer~. This ito cau-<-d b) tlw rapid I> t''(t>ancling tt·•·h· 
nolog)' that goet'l with h'l>tr-.onir air and ... paee Rit;ht. 
Your fuur )ear .. of c'olltl(t" hn\t ect uippt!d ~·u•tn han· 
die <'Ompk< juL~-. Yuu hu\e the t•otential to t•rofi t 
from achanetd trainint,: ... then put it to 1\0rl... 
Th~re ar~ sen~ra l ways to hrt ome an uffi•·er. 
Fir~'t there i:> Air Forrt! ROTC. Another program, 
relathel)· new. i-. Offic·tr Training &-hool. Here the 
Air Forre rommi~''ions certain collrge graduatt's. both 
mt!n and women, after three monthb' training. The 
na\'ijtator training tm>gram enaule<> )'OU 10 win a 
Hying. rating ancl a l'Oillmi~Eion. And. or l'OUr~e.there's 
the :\ir Fort'C Acadcm)·. 
An ..\ir Force officer'tt !'larting $Ulary average~:~ out 
to about what you could expert as a civilian. Fir~t 
there's your ha~e pay. Then add on such thing~ as 
tax-free ratione- and quarters allowanre". free mediral 
and dental rare. retirement provi ttion. perhaps Aight 
pay, and 30 da>·,' vaeation per year. Jt comes to an 
att raetive figure. One thing more. As an officer. you 
will bec:ome eligible for the Air Foree Institute of 
Trehnology. While on aetive duty many officers will 
win graduate degrees at Air force expense. 
Why not eontact your local Air force Recruiter. 
Or write to Offieer Career Information, Dept. 
SC15, Box 7608, Waahin~ton 4, D.C., if you 
want further information about the navigator 
t raining or Officer Training Sch ool programs. 
U.S.Air Force 
There ,s a place for 
professional achievement on the 
Aerospace Team 
Changing Tradition 
AP~ II.. I Ci" 
Hazin~ and interclass competition has always played a part 
in life at Tech. The Reminiscences of '77 yearbook of that 
year, presents one of the first accounts of interclass rivalry. 
An event that was subsequently to become an annual affair 
was the cremation of C'hauvenet. An effii!Y of the author of 
the mathematics textbook used by the Junior Class. then the 
last of the three classes, was placed in a coffin and jli\'en an 
elaborate funeral. Bearers, mourners. and a band marched to 
Bancroft Hill where the victim was committed to the funeral 
pyre. 
Traditionally the middle class would try to break up the 
proceedinJ,!s. so that after the ceremonies all the partaker:-
would form in a defensive circle and armed with club~ prepare 
for the inevitable attack from the ri\'al class. How this e\·ent 
del'eloped into the present interclass ri\'alry ,,·ith the fi~ht for 
Earl BridJte. Paddle Rush. and sport$ competitiun i.- ha rrl to 
say. 
At times it's hard to draw the line betwet>n intercla~.- wm-
petition and hazinsr. One of the earliest form:: oi hazinsr was 
to introduce the arri\'insr class to the waters of Tnstitute Pond. 
This form of hazinsr led to an interclass ri,·alry for it wa~ not 
Jon~( before those who were doim~ the clumpin);! were bein~ 
dumped themselves. Perhaps the practice oi takin~ new :'tu-
dents for rides. so popular a few years a~o. is the out!(rowth of 
this practice. 
There are many more e~ample:; of traditions that ha\'e either 
died or have jZone throusxh a series of changes 'til they became 
the traditions we have now. Some of these chansres ha\'e been 
observed by students presently at Tech. :\lost of the chanjZes 
have been for jZOOd rea!ions. such as the prevention of injuries 
and damage. 
Presently hazinll and t he first months of the interclass 
rivalry are both plajZued by informal hazinjZ. 
In an effort to regain some of the objecti,·es of hazinJt the 
Tech Senate is presently discussin~ possible changes after over 
a year of random discussion and research. Changes includt> 
shortening the hazinf( period. ha\'in,e all three upper classes 
participate in active hazinjl. and a modernization of the Fresh· 
men rules. 
At present with the rules for hazin$t callin,2 for acti\'e hazing 
'til Thanksgiving vacation no one actually t>xpects the period 
to last that Jon~. As a result the Freshmen very quickly stop 
wearing their caps and bow ties. The Senate bas changed the 
rules to call for a period of about tt>n days of acti\'e rushin,2. 
In this way a Freshman would plan on participatin,2 for the 
short period instead of knowing full well that they won't be 
expected to participate for the longer period and thus pick 
their own time to stop. 
/ti\A'1 I~" 
\\'ith all three classes hazing we pre\·ent the conflict in the 
upper-classes where a Sophomore may or may not be trying to 
haze while a J unior or ~enior is tryin$r to rush. 
"BOY ON A MAN'S 
In recent years. an oppressh·e em-
ph::rsis h::r~ been placed upon the antics 
of the 50·called "new generation" of 
youn(l Americans by the press. This 
sreneration. according to the soul search· 
ing and syndicated experts. is dtstined 
to become one of the greatest motiva· 
tin~t forces in the Xation's historv. The 
ba~is for this wonderful predictio-n : po. 
tential. Today's teen-agers are rapidh· 
becoming I he best qualified student~ 
e1·er known. with an almost insatiable 
thrrst for kn011 ledge and a fantastic de· 
termination to push back the frontier:. 
or science. The old "bot-rods" and •·-ts 
rpm idols'' have been replaced by the 
test tubes and hi-fi components. ln· 
dust~· has been screaming for better 
school curricula to nurture our budding 
geniuses ; and our secondary schools 
have complied by introducing a record 
number of scientific courses to accom-
plish just this. Thus bas arrived our 
"new generation." on the wings of ben· 
evolent society; and here. at his gradua· 
Lion ~rom high school. our new young 
:\mencan steps out of the limeHght of 
the public interest and become~ "just 
anolher college student.'' He iS no 
longer "good cop;,"; that sort of stuff 
just "'on't sdl. 
The f•ct that our benevolent sodet\' 
seems to ha\·e o\·erlooked completely i~ 
t~at a mo, is made in college. ,ot in 
hrgh school: and just what sort of a 
man our young American becomes de· 
pends e_ntirely upon his four college 
years. Xo amount of preparation may 
dictate other"·ise. 
ERRAND'' 
It is true thnt the information media 
ha,·e often entreated their subsc:riber:-
to support our c:olleges financialh·. but 
that seem to be the extent or' therr 
efforts to pursue the 11elfare of ~Jr 
Collegian r of the "ne\\ generauon 1 
Perhaps it would be well to take a 
closer look at ~Jr. Collegian's future 
~Ir. Collegian begins his four ,·e:t r~ ::r 
bright. eager ~·oungster. 11 ith an ·inten~e 
desire to nrquire an educntion and n 
marvelous scientific background. He hns 
been selected from thousands of his 
contemporaries on the ba is of his won-
derfully adq~nced J.Q. and his line 
abili ;~· to absorb and utilize the tech-
nkal formulae and procedures llO nec-
e~a~· 10 t_he succes~iul c:ompletion of 
ht!' ac:ademrc education and to his even. 
tu~J ~?ntrib~tion~ to the journ::rls of 
H1ent1hc achre,·ement. His potential is 
unque5tioned. The question i:. what will 
be done with this potential~ 
~•u on lloltD c.. 
HICIIUND FRIENDLY 
SERVICE STA110N 
95 Hicltland St. PL S-9S08 
TRADITION, lllSTORY OF 
COVETED GOAT'S HEAD 
TROPHY ARE REVEALED 
The goat's bead tradition at Tech 
ori~inated sixty-seven years ago when 
the class of 1893 bad as a mascot a 
hllck goat. Gompie Kuwada. a popular 
j:1panese student was the goat's official 
kl't'pfr. The upkeep of lhe animal 
!Jrtl\·ed to be an expensive item in the 
rb~~ budget. bowe,·er. so the goat was 
'hluroformed and its stuffed head be-
~-•me the mascot. In the spring of '9J 
tht! head dil'3ppeared. The class of '94 
"J" ~uspected. hut in order to a1·oid 
dl'ri:-iun. '9.~ procured another goat's 
bead. This second mascot was made of 
plaster with a large h~d. On the oc-
casion of '9J's twentieth reunion. the 
original mascot was delh-ered with great 
ceremon~· by '94 to the keeping of its 
original owners. 
Both the stuffed bead and the plaster 
bead suffered damages at the hands of 
classes struggling for their possession 
The mounted head staned to lose its 
stuffing and lost an ear. while the plas-
ter mascot got chipped up and lost three 
of it~ legs. 
I.F. RUSHING LAUNCHED 
AT INFORMAL SMOKER 
NEW DORM WORK 
MOVING QU(~JSL Y 
In order to meet the demands ior ' the first 1loor of the nP\\ dorm ~lill he 
adequate student housin!! 11 hich will in- l loc:Hed_ a book~tore. a ~tc_nernl loun!(e 
cren~e 11ith the increa(e of fre5hman and office:. for the TECH :'\EllS and the 
enrollment. Daniels Hall will be ready J Prddlu Plan .. ior Daniels Hall also in· 
10 the fall of 1963. elude a .. nark bar and a coffee ,.hop for 
The new dorm will bou~e I iS ~tu- the conl'eniencc 01 commuun~r 5tudenb. 
dents. allel'iating cr011 ded condiuons in )foH oi the work on the out~idc oi 
Sanford Rile" Hall. in addition to pro- the build10,cr 11ill he completed betore 
v1ding more "on-campu~ lll'ing facilities the end of l h~> year but none oi the 
In the future three-man rooms will be ! iacilitie:. 11 ill be available until next 
eliminated in Sanford Riley Hall. On 1 rear. 
Construction on Daniela Hall continue• at a fast pace 
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1962 SENIOR !average starti:lg salary ? f the Tech graduate last year was $J49 a month. 
1 Leadjng the list w.:re the electrical JOB REPORT 1~n~i~eering graduates. wh~ were re-
.... 1 ce1vmg. on the al'erag.:. tne sum of 
Dr e.. ,q~.._ · 1 SS63 a month. 
In an era of h1gh unemployment for 1 Also using the facil'ties of the 
those unski!led in o.Jr modern day I Placement office we~e 42 'graduate stu-
technology. the graduates o~ t.1e I ~62 1 dents. 3s of whom reported their job c~. achi~ved gr_eat su~cess 10 s.:cunng acceptances and salaries. The al'erage 
pos1Uons m the mdust nal world. salary received to !ita: t by 1 hese men 
Approximately 212 companies among was $673 a month. 
the top SOO in th~ country. held al- 1 The students reported that the 
most 2 500 interviews with studentl> in • three most important factors in job 
last year's senior class. Of these. 385 1 choice and acceptance were type of 
job offers were made available to them. work. salarv. and location. The abo\'e 
The breakdown went as follows : 110 I information. was gathered from ques-
~niors accepted jobs. ~o begin imme- j tionnaire forms returned to the place-
dlately after graduation. 63 were ment office by the gradullles of 1961 
granted positions in various graduate as of june 1. 1962 Thes~ fi~tures a;c 
schools. one person joined the Peace accurate accordin)l to this informa-
Corps. and I 7 were inducted into tion. A number of students and com-
\'arious branches of the armed serv- panics did not mform rhe :.chool as 
ices. to offers. acceptances and ).'!(aries. and 
As indjcated in the salary analysJs they were not a\·era)led 10 the statis-
or the placement office reporl. the tics. 
IS 
WPI FRATERNITY MEN 
MINGLE WITH FROSH 
.Xpt- lit?fl~ 
Returnin~t to school in the f all brings 
many ne11 and excitinf! el'ents to the 
men of Tech. One standard in particular 
is the rushing 'calion. Durrn~t thi!l period. 
which la ~ ts almol>t until Thanks~h·i n~t. 
fre~hmen and incomin~t trnn~rer ;;tu-
dcnts. and frate rnity men at \\' .PI. 
mutually m'J.IC-'CI onc another\ ware~ 
The outcome oi thi.. J.IC-'riod b the 
e\·tntual pled~rin~Z o1 a ,crreat many 
ru•hce!i to the II c"i,tmc iraternnic,. on 
the Tech campu-
The purp<be oi th1- arlldl' j, to :~r­
quamt the reader 11ith a numht>r oi thl' 
phy,.ical aspcc1- ui ru,hinJt. a- 11tll .b 
a time whit' ni el'eOI, iurthtumm~ in 
ru~hing. Ru:-hinll hc~ran olhcially on Fri-
day. ~ep1emher 11 11i1h the liN ui tl\() 
-moker- held jo1ntll' in :--on1ord Rile~ 
Common• .md ;\lur~.m 11.111 llf't 1l11ur 
The gatht•rrn~r 13-t<·d 1 rum i 00 ttl 'J 00 
p m. and a- ahl.tl- \\:1' 11cll .1ltt>nded 
ly ru,her- .md ru-hl'l'' Thl' ~unday. 
'Cptember 13 -nwka ht'ld dunnu the 
-ami.' hour .. 11a .. n•>t quill' a, 11ell at -
tended h~ ru-ht't'' a- ""' tht• nr-t 
-mokcr. 
On \\'ednt,.day. :-cptemht•r 1h 1 he 
delegate,. oi thl' campu- iratcrmtlt'" mel 
iur the prepar;ltion ol hr-t ru .. h inl'ita-
tion li,.t>' The nr~1 ru-h datc i· ~unday. 
~eptemlx•r 30 frum Z 00 until -l 00 )J m 
.-\ li:-t of the remammc fir,.t ru~h date• 
i.- included belo11 in tht' Jrt1cle 
Dunn(! the \leek- 01 nr-t ru~h the 
iratemity men 11111 jCather Jbuut tbe 
dorm~ btt11ecn S 00 am and 6.00 p.m. 
to con\'er:.:.e 11 ith the ru-hee •. .-\t no other 
time "hould ru~hee,. ;md ru~hcr:> make 
any form of contact wh:ll~Ot'\'er with 
one another. The lnterirotcrnity Council 
has urged that all Tech men. especially 
the rushees. become thoroughly familiar 
• 
YOU.R.S 
••• 
A TOAST 
'' ith the I F ru.,hing rule~ ~o that no 
fraternity shall suffer the los~ of its rush-
inJl privilejiles by M>me innocent act. 
On Tuesday. ::-.:ovember 6 between the 
hour~ of 4 :00 and 6:00 p m .. rushees 
will file with Profes;.or Claude K. 
Scheitley a li ~t of not more thnn three 
f r.Uernit ie~ which he llil'he~ IU re\·i~it 
dunn~t .,econd ru~h Uele)t:ues of the 
iratemitie~ 11 ill then mee1 for the prep-
aration 01 an inl'lt:llion li~t 10r 'eccmd 
ru .. h on ~londay :'\o\'ember 11 irom 
4 00 w (, 00 p.m .\ Ji .. t 01 tent all\ e 
-ct"ond ru .. h date- and t 1me~ i- included 
hellll\ 
Finalll' un f'rid~v. Xo,·emher 16 from 
t). 00 tu · I 0:.10 p.n{ 1 he ru~he6 will re-
I)Ort a~ain tu l'rufe~~ur :-{heirley "here 
c:Hh 11111 ... elt•t t 10 order o1 preference 
the t hrce 1 ratcrnn ie, ui h1~ {hnicc 
l-urmal pled~m~Z and the bel!inmn~t for 
eath ru-het' ui a ir .. ternity affiliatiOn 
11111 Ill.' held ':Hunlay. :'\o,·emhcr t 7 
Ru~hm~ot liD rriday :-eptemhcr ]:) ha' 
been t.lntelled clue Ill the IOOthall rally. 
I I R~T RL'~H 
~undar ~<'PI .~Q-.? 00-4 .00 I' ;\I 
~unday. Oct. ;-z 00-4 .00 P .~l. 
Sunday. Ou i-i 00-tl 00 P~l. 
Friday. Oct 11-7:00-•1.00 P. ~l. 
Sund:~y. Oct 14-l 00-4 .00 P ;\I 
:-unday On 11-1 00-4 .00 P.:\1 
:;unday :"UI -l-2 00-1 00 P ~~ 
:-I::C0:'\0 RL'~H 
\\'edne:.day . :'\0\ 1-l-6.00-ti.OO P~ l 
Thur,day. :'\o1· IS-6 :00-ii :00 1'. ~1. 
friday. :'\o,·. 16-6.00-IJ :00 P.)J. 
PLEDGJ:'\G 
Saturday. :'\o\', 17 
TO THE FAMISHED ENGINEEII 
He can expound for houn on cubec and powert 
solve complex equations 
on molecular abrasions; 
And when he crav .. calories despite depleted 
salarlea, 
he'• welcame to meander 
down to the HIGHLANDEI 
where our food 
Ia much, much better 
than our vene. 
11VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE" 
THE HIGHlANDER 
MEAL TICKETS OFFEtt VARim AND 
SAVINGS plua 
Open dally from 5:30 A.M. 
Around tlte cloclc to 2:00 A.M. 
STUDENT WIVES' 
F!'~eS~FJ?:!!~~ has 
existed at Tech a small, sincere. but 
somehow overlooked o rganization : the 
Student Wives' Association. The laree 
number of successful married students 
here on the Hill can certainly be at-
tributed to the dedicated efforts of 
this group. 
The Student Wives· does its work 
on its own; there is no linanciaJ sup-
port from the school. Money is raised 
through two dollar a year dues and 
several fund raising projects. Each 
fall. before Thanksgiving, a turkey 
raffle is held. This is the biggest money 
raiser of the year and has become a 
tradition in the club. Next spring 
~hould bring either a bake sale or a 
Bingo party as an additional fund 
rai..;er 
Any money realiud through the 
girls' efforts is used for a book schol-
arship. Before each school term be-
~tins . a drawing is held in which one 
or more lucky husbands are given a 
. mall ~um to help defray the cost of 
books. Another activity of the group 
1'- an annual dinner dance held each 
~lay fo r m:~rried students and their 
\\IH~" · 
This Is an architect's sketch of a new chemical engineering and chemistry building, gift of the Olin 
•undation to Worcester Polytechnic Institute, announced today at a special college convocation, by 
a.arles l. Horn of Mll'lneapolls, Foundation president. It will adjoin the Olin Hall of Physics (left), 
'-'ndation gift in 1957. Nov. !'!{,~ 
.\11 "h·es are im·ited to join the 
rluh "hich ha:. upward:. of thjrty 
member~. Meetings are on a monthly 
h:hi.., 11 ith guest speakers and other 
interesting programs planned. Thurs-
day. October 25. will be the first meet· 
in~ of the fall term. It will be held ir. 
the J anet Earle Room and the Stu-
dent \\'ives· are looking forwa rd to a 
~tood be~tinning for another successful 
year. 
PADDLE RUSH WON 
BY SPIRITED SOPHS 
~------------==========~ Lillie IDiereSI SOPHS PADDLE WAY TO 
in Flu Shots rn-Step'!'-•• ~~m~~~~ha~a LEAD IN a~!;~SS RIVALRY 
{Vol/. J1~J... graduating senior in j une '63 from the 
Along with the trend for hurricane Worcester Polytechnic Institute School 
seasons. rainy seasons. dry seasons etc.; of Civil Engineering. However on 
there is also that season known as In- July 30. 1962. it was reported that he 
fluenza season. Each year about this hlld died of exposure on the mountain 
time, preparation is made for the war called Grand Teton in the Grand Teton 
against the dreaded "Asian flu ." Al- National Park. Wyoming. A member of 
ready many cases have been reported in the Appalachian Mountain Club of 8os-
the city. Doctors throughout the city ton 21-year-old Stephen was lending a 
have stocked up on the hard to get vac- party of ten up toward the peak \\hen 
cine. which is cultivated in eggs. Jack a sudden storm hit He left his party 
Hoffman. manager of Worcester Medi- in an effort to find a way out of the 
cal Supply C'o. stated. " We've sold 4000 unexpected storm but rain and sno" 
vials. an exceedingly hlgh number for had made the peak treacherous. His 
the season. and the vaccine is no longer body was found at the base of a beer 
available due to the great demands. cliff. 
A four month cultivation period is re-
quired for production of the vaccine 
and wiJI slow up the supply even more ... 
He also pointed out that " the peak will 
fall between the middle of December 
and January." 
On the campus of Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute. precautions have been 
taken to prevent wide spread of the 
highly infectious disease wruch occurred 
in 1956 Ia six year cyclic outbreak). 
The Institute officials have made avail-
able inocculations to aU students and 
faculty for a charge of one dollar per 
shot. They are anticipating 100% par-
ticipation. 
On our own campus. no preparation 
at all is planned for other than the re-
cent inoculation of the faculty. Thjs 
i~ due to •· the poor cooperation of the 
student body" in recent years. as Dr. 
Quinn put it. Professor .Pritchard sajd 
that it is not worth the effort when less 
than ten percent of the student body 
supports such a program . .... Either 
we're all allergic to eggs or immune to 
this dreadful respiratory disease. Al-
though no program for inoculations 
exists. students may s till receive in-
jections from. Ur. Quinn during rus 
regular office hours. 
" I sha II have lh·ed a !itt le 11 hile 
Before I die forew:r .. 
.-\ E Housman 
.\nd of Stephen J "mith it can be 
said he lived and left his mark in the 
led~ter of mankind Ad\'enture and chal-
lenge were hi!l calling. He had the 
spirit of America. the :.tufi of which 
great men are made. He accepted the 
1 challenge of the engineering profe!>~ion 
and the ad\'enture of the e lements of 
nature. \\'hat ~treater challen!Ce than a 
mountain ? 
R-R-R-IPI 
1 Sa turday afternoon at half-time of 1 pea red a~ if the Freshmen might fri~tht-
1 the Central Connecticut State-\\'orces- 1 en off anyone 11ho would defy them. 
1 ter Tech football ~tame tradition took Howe\'er. thi~> was as fa r as it went 
\\'hy ' llecau~e it "a" there? \\'hy has over on a lumni field in the form of tbc for the Sophomores. outnumbered all 
man learned to orbi t the ea rth or ex· annual Paddle Rush. they were. contained a cool determina-
plore the orc:m depths' \\'by ' Becau~e tion so t)·pic:~l oi upperclassmen The 
· h f f 11 h ' The Paddle Ru<.h i- the fir,t of ·• 11 il> t e purpo~e o man to o Ol\ IS Clas:. of 1 QC.~ \Ia!> in no frame of mind 
'II d h · · series of conte~t' bet11een the Fre~h-
"1 an ans11er ~~ cun o:-Jty to run away or ~i\'e up without a fa~ r 
men and the Sophomort"- 1\lth the O\'er-
Stephen wa~ a leader of men He 11as all victor l\mnin,~t the Goat ·~ Head fi~t ht 
a man of our ume:- 11ith a :.pirit of the I Trophy. \\'ithout a rlmch they lined up un the 
past It ~ ~ th1 ~ ,pmt that he ha;. left jloal line fa cinll the mass of fre,hm.-n 
here at \\'orce:.ter Tech Hi!> mountain Thi year·, Paddle Ru' h ''a pnmar- The jlun 11ent off and both ,ide, 
"'3" Grand Teton ·Km~t of the .\men- ily typical oi tho>e m the pa~t The ,treaked for the liity-yard line Tt·n 
can Alp:.." Each of u~ ha:. hi!> O\\n Fre5hmen had a definite ad\'nnta~te a!> mmutes of paddhn,z en:•ued and alta 
mountain to chmb h1 .., own part to far as numbers 11ere concerned and many ~t rate~ti c mo\"e!- 11ere acnlm· 
play in the fi~tht for democracy. the II with this nd\"antaf!e held an air of pli'lhed. for the :-econd year in a ru11 
ad,·ancement of sc1ence. or the better- spirited confidence Throu11hout the en- the C'la~~ of 196~ held a majoru~ til 
ment of mankind. And it is the spirit of 11 tire 6.r;t half o( the ~tame the Fresh- the paddle:-. this time fort~·-fi'"e t~> 
men like Stephen Smuh that drh·es us r men. who sat in a bod~· jeered in open thirty 
onward. Xo. he 11 ill not be forgotten and defiance at the minorit ~· of upperclass- All in all thr Fre:.hmen :m• ~:umJ! 111 
moreover his ~pirit will be remembered. men. their :.pirit growing as they re- ' have to !JUt on a finer 1>ho1dn~ 111 nrdt•r 
God bless him. ceived no \'trbal counterattacks. It np- to end up on top thb ye:tr 
Head Coach Ron Botchard introduces new pre-game liquid diet 
program for athletes. DeL. t %2 
"ADVANTAGES" 
Time magazine recently carried an article concerning several 
major revisions of the ROTC program on the national scale 
which have been proposed by the Department of Defense. 
The TEcH NEws interviewed Lt. Col. Gardner Pierce con-
cerning the proposed revisions in the ROTC program which 
will soon be introduced into Congress. Col. Pierce discussed 
the various details in this plan and the basic goals of the 
ROTC Department on this campus. 
The major revisions, as relayed by Col. Pierce, include 
dropping the first two years of compulsory ROTC, increasing 
the pay and length of the program during the junior and 
senior years, and the awarding of $1100 scholarships to out-
s tanding ROTC cadets who plan to become regulars in the 
Army. Also incorporated in this plan is a summer camp 
program which will carry through e.ight weeks after the , 
junior year and four weeks after graduation. I 
In light of the proposed revis ions, Col. Pierce was asked 
to discuss some of the benefits of the present ROTC program. 
At the conclusion of the interview, Col. Pierce summed up 
his comments. 
Tecla NeM11: You stated that the advantages of a com-
pubory ROTC program to a college such 88 oun are 
as follows: 
1. It serves 88 a reminder of home diacipline away I 
from home. 
2. The atudent in the eompnleory program during 
their fi.nt two yean are draft deferred. 
3. It pves the etudent an introductory knowledge of 
the Army. 
4. It pves the atudent eome history of the Army and 
hla country. 
5. After completion of the fint two yean of the 
c:ompalaory prop-am, the etudent, upon being dralted 
by the AnDy, may apply and receive the rank of private. 
It thJ. c:orreet? 
CoL Piuee 1 Yes. 
Tecla Netc1•: Did I omit any advantages of a eompul· 
aorJ provam? 
CoL Pierces No. 
With the "advantages" to a compulsory program in mind, 
we feel that a major revision of the ROTC program on this 
campus is badly needed. The proposed plan will undoubtedly 
undergo some revision before the measure passes through 
Congress. We feel, however, tbal it is a step in the right 
direction. N\Mt: ~ ! ?£3 L.F.R. 
House of Normandie 
A. E. Pi Repeats As 
Scholarship Winner 
.MM ... I, 1 Cf£3 
Athena Pappas. Re~istrar . has announced the publication of the list of 
last terms' Quality Point AveraAe<> for each of the fraternities on campus. 
Also included in the list was the " All Fraternity." "All ~on-Fraternit,· :· 
and <:olleJ!e QPA. Alpha Epsilon Pi wac; number one in the Greek Cir~uit 
a){ain this term with a house averalo(e of 2.61. • i ~ot1na Alpha Epsilon wa:-
numbcr two with 2.53. Theta Chi wa:- third with a 2.46. The following i~ 
-1 li:;t. in alphabetical order or all the housec; and their respective QPA's : 
Alpha Epsilon l'i 2.61 
Alpha Tau Om c).! a 2.43 
Lambda Chi Alpha 2.39 
Phi Gamma Delta 2.29 
Phi Kappa Theta 2 3S 
Phi Sigma Kappa 2 20 
. i!!llla Alpha Ep~ilon 2.5 ~ 
!'-1trma Ph1 !:-.INion 1 h 
Tau Kappa Ep~i lon l 4' 
Theta Chi 2.4() 
.. Tht• .\II Fraternit~ QJ'.\ \\J-. lAO Th~: .\11 '\un Jr;tll•rni t ~ Ql'.\ \\a-. 2 ~: 
I he Colle!.!e Ql'.\ \\3' 2.44 
<. omparath·ely the m·erall Ql' \ ui the ·~ hot1l \\,,, ht\\ l'r than th.ll ,,, 
tht• previuu-. lt.'rm. that i-.. tht• -.econ<l -.eme .... u·r ul the -lhuul \ear. JC)tl! · 
1'162 The College avera!.!e that term \\,1'• 2 4i \lph.t Ep-.ilun l'.i \\8, num· 
lwr one that term nl~o with :1 hou-.t• Ql'.\ uf 2.nCJ .\lpha Tau Ome"a \\a• ~t·~.:ond .with a 2.59. :tnrl Theta Chi \\3' third \dth a 2 50. The All 1-ra~ernit\ 
Ql'.\ ot that term \\3' 2 46. whil<' the• ~on-Fratt·rnit~ Ql' \ \\a:- 1.50 · 
Worcester Polytechnic lnMitute ha~ 1 building. Daniell\ Hall. dormi1ory which 
received a new design for the chemical t will be dedicated june :t C"on,;truction 
engineering and chemistry building at bids will be ~ought on the chemical 
\\'esl and Salisbury St reet ~. gift of the I engineerin!l and chemil'try building. ex-
OHn Foundation or Xew York C"ily.l peeled to cost more than a million 
from Rogers and Butler. :mhitccts. It dollar.:. in the late ummer or early fall. 
departs from some or the traditional Construction should be underway before 
Tech campus design and follows more I cold weather. according to Tech Pre.~i­
closely the modern motif of its latest dent Harry P Storke. 
FINALS START 
FRIDAY JAN. 25 
/'/ 6 '--/ -..........::~ 
e Contemporary Card. TECH PHARMACY 
• ReliJious Article• 
• Venetian ClaM 
• Anri Wood Carvln11 
113A HIGHLAND ST. 
PL 5-9596 
J""· i'f'5 
e. auaowrrz. -.... Pflara., wra •u 
A Teclt Store For Teclt Men 
CANDY • SODAS • DRUGS 
J0\11. 110 
BIOMEDICAL PROGRAM 
INSTITUTED AT TECH 
, ;, 1 't£3 
New Biomedical 
Instructor to be 
Prof. Beschle 
ltfY•I t'l£3 
ARain the ne" a~e of :.cience and 
engineering ha~ opened another ~ratt'· 
way for education and research-810· 
medical Engineering Worcester Tech 
alonjl with Clark L"ni\"ersity. has taken 
on an indi,·idual responsibility . that 
of culti\"atin~r and teachinR pu~siblt 
future leader~ in this field. Three "eel:· 
ago. it was announced that Tech and 
Clark would !>ponsor 11 program ol 
grnduate ~tudy which would lead. ior 
elec:trical engineer~. 10 a ~tastt>r ·~ Dr· 
grel.' in B1omediral Engineerin!Z. 
Exactly what b Biomedical En1110t'cr· 
in~ and what are the po~5ibilitie,. it 
holds ior the future' For a techmral 
definition wt- could -.ay that it I• the 
application of en1Zineerin11 and electrOml 
pnncipJe, to medical and biolOjlttotl 
,,roblem~ But. this in itc;elf brin11• 111 
light many nt\\ prohlrm;. and JX'NI· 
blhlle• that. if -oh·ed. ran aid and 
beneht mank10d It ~~ unlike other ncld· 
\\'one~ter Tech tlOer• u· :J tutun· 111 
h I• morr like a ,·ocauun "11 h '.t•l 
opportunity vi :-eli .,111:-iacuvn 10 ,.,,ur 
own \\Ork Jnd n humanitari:~n • ch.1n1 l' 
to help olher:-
Entineering ha:- been takm,.: mun· 
and more of a role in the medical u..Jtl 
Professor leschle demonstrates apparatus used In tissue speech 
analysis. 
Nils .•. The Last of the Keystones 
.MA.fC.~ 11~3 
He •t.tnd• :lhoUt 5'10'', dresses in a rdomg ,ummer ctrrull• \\ith il lt~rbt 
goth1c hlul.' acts like \\' .C. Fields. wa_l~ opera club. :md appeared. a• cnmed!> 
like Khru:-hchC\' reminds you of Kns lead tn .;hn\\:- -uch :t• ra)JOI:l (oame 
Krtn~tle. and smile:. nothing like the Oklahoma (;uy· :tnd Uoll· Ki-~ ) lc 
Mona Lkt. ~:tte Uri~tadoon The )I em \\ tdtm 
Perhalh "' innlillar to this campus '\:Jul!hty )l:trieua Churnla1e :-oldter 
a' i:o the ~undial tn front or Boynton \'ns::~hnnrl Ktns: Oe•l'rt "OOit ;~nd ntllrl' 
Hall j, '\tb H:t$!herf!. our singing. than .1 dozen other• \ t the pre-cnt 
clo''"'"!t campu' hobhy Though he is time he i· play1nl! a lrJd 10 Ki-nll'l 
rep;iMered .t• a cnmpus police.man . he !-rom um:hral pal·' ·hm\• "11h C'l:tr.l· 
doec;n't carry a ~run or a walktn~t cluh. I h::ll the n\)\\0 Ill tclethllll• \\llh Erth.l 
yet .doe• mo•t ut hh· ~leuthin~ .eit~er 11\.itt thi· iathcr t•t tuur h.•· ~:a mcd h1 
ch:t~IOir nller 1·a r ... nr •ecretane• .. r:or \:heer . and on uur tl\\n Cillll(IU .... ht: ha• 
o,·er nine Yl\t r• he ha-. heen ." nun~: heC"n t hr ic.ttun· ;lt t rac:t itut m rech 
out ticket- lnr ~tudcnt~ and ta(uhy. ('ami,Jl• fur u\l'f t\\t:ln• ''l'Jr,. .\ • une 
thoup;h he really •tartcd hen: a.; n 111 Tech, earl" crowd he ha• •l'rH•<l 
machinist in 1'1'5 :'\ot many people under ti\ c pr~·idcnh hetlilmd<'d ten 
really know :\it, Hr what he . hn, done thou;.nnd enl(mccr•. I!" en hundred• 11i 
mo:.t or his lilt• ·'' an cntc.rtatnl'r : to 3 p:~rkin~t uckct... and ha• \\,lt~hcd the 
Fre~hman be may hl' JU•t another Institute tzro" trnm .t ltym and a dorm· 
campu• tixturc. Tu thn•l' "ho knnw or ilOf\' to 11s pre-cnt l'llrnmunlly \nd 10 
ha\'e w:llched him JICrfurm the talent!> :~11 hi· ,ear· ot 1 crh hie •JY• :'\tl .... " I 
of ,:\ib Ha~rher$! tarl' far heyond campus nc,·er ~let a kid ur prui l dtdn 1 hke 
cop10r<; . · . 1 .-\:- 3 mauer o1 ullert•t ht• unl" ~otri!)t' •· 
Early in 1hc l>epre"'1~m .year •. lhts !h.tt 131 ult,· memher- are t'lther 11111 \\'orce~ter natl\·e hei!Jn •l~jtlnfl 3.nd en· ab,ent minded or JdJmJnt \\hl·n parkinc 
tertatnin~t with .. orne lrle~d ... '" the (:Jr• i· conH'rned · 1 \\t•h they "oul<! nct~thborhood llo1rk~ and ~ 11th schoo~s. ...e1 example~ ior th.. •tudcnb "hn 
A· a ~rroup. they !)UI on m~nstrel ~ho" ~· u-uall\' end up \\lth the ra"e'l end ut 
and ''hen :'\ib hrnnrhe~ off .by h~msell. the t\~u-dollnr deal 
he appeared a:. 3 \'Ocah~t \\lth ht~ own 
•·,·od,;lle" motif Playin~t the local and 
1\tw En@:land rircuit. thb \\' . C Field!' 
ch:lrJCter d1d 'bows \\ilh headliner~ 
auch :1~ Edd,· Cantor. Frankie Fontain . 
Kim !\.allen·. \'au~thn ~fonroe and jack 
Smt~h He appeared re~tularly in ni~tht 
:luh· and hanqueb and "hen the w:J r 
:nnw he iound him!'cli entrnnininu 
ervill·men . 
• \ · :t mJrhini"t h!'rc at Tech durinu 
hl' c:1rh· 1'140',.. Xil .. iound him:-di 
lr--t·cl ~dth n mihwry dderment. Ht• 
'II• t·nu:u:cd in .1 .rrurity prujert i~~r 
llwr·k" .~m·rn it. "hich ,y-tcm-:t 
utch ·lllr u\'l'r-hcad rutur .. -w:~· t hr 
tly unt· :~duptccl hy the :1rmy :tnd na\'!> 
f \\,lflllnC U•l' \ltlnl! \\ith hi• 0\\0 
d1u -h11\\ un \\':'\EH :'\1l• .. ani! ;~ntl 
'" n1·cl hdurt• t huu•:tnd• in l'!-0 \luh• 
d Cru" (\•ntrr· ... er\ICC hu.p•tal,. 
I on arm' and n;l\' h.J•l'• .-tnd ''hen 
Y~ar '"'' 11\er ·he found him-eli 
,\ , iur ht• ''ork • '• "II touldn t h:: 
h~tter." :'\othtnp: he lind· cJn hrtnll htm 
more ple3sure and •ati-factton than 
\\atchinll "shO\\·oif" iru:.h blo~:.om into 
iullttrown and mature men in only four 
\'tah " I onl" "ish more would come 
h3ck to see ~e : I'd like to kno\\ ho\\ 
they're doing." 
" After You" 
e!lrly to 
youy- -f' ut u~e ••• 
FACULTY DEADWOOD? 
Is there deadwood 10 the Wor· 
cester Tech faculty or admanistra· 
lion? This is a question that any 
dynamic, thoughUul, and important 
institution of higher education 
must be willing to face twenty-four 
hours a day. One starts by at 
tempting to define just what dead-
wood is. On many campuses, one 
being Tufts University, deadwood 
is that instructor who does not 
regularly publish articles in hla 
field. 
If, as one instructor In the Math 
department pointed out, this were 
to be our criter ia, Worcester Tech 
would be a petrified forest. How-
ever, this certainly can have its 
advantages, when it is considered 
that Individual teachers have more 
time to help the student and that 
WPI Is primarily a school for the 
undergraduate. 
A second definition might incor-
porate that person who would be 
classliied as a poor teacher. The 
general consensus of opuuon 
seemed to Indicate that Tech sui· 
fers from this problem no more 
or less than any other good en-
gineering school. Professor John 
van Alstyne of the Mathematics De· 
partment summed up his opinion 
by stating, "I don't know of any 
school in this country that is not 
filled with crummy teachers." 
Another definition for dead· 
wood would be that professor who 
bas lost interest in his profession. 
Thi.s is perhaps the most dan-
gerous type of individual lhat a 
student may be introduced to dur· 
ing his course of studies. It was 
the firm conviction of those ques· 
tloned that this was not a prob· 
lem here at Tech. But yet leads 
:!~~~? & LIGHTS ClUB 
one of the newest club~ on campus 
ic; the Lens and Lights Club Although 
only fonned a year ago. they ha\"e 
already gained membership on a pro-
bationary status into the Council of 
Presidents 
t:nder the able a sbtance oi their 
ad\•iser. Proftssor Howe and the rlub 
President James Day the club hao; 
carried out many succes~ful project~ 
Two recent ones have been the tm· 
provement~ in the communications s'""· 
tern in .~ldcn ~Jemorinl ::md in ihc 
16 mm arc projection sy~tem .-\l on~t 
with the project the club also aidc; 
groups \\hich are wing .\lden Memo-
rial Auditorium. \\'hen needed. thev 
also provide direction and operatio~ 
They also seek to maintain and im-
pro,·e the technical facilities of the 
auditorium 
:\1eetings are usually held once a 
monlh. and new members are wel-
come co join at any time. 
us directly into an area that could 
prove to be quite important- Docs 
the academ ic situation. that Tech 
provides Cor its faculty, lend itself 
to producing a feeli ng of personal 
Improvement amongst each and 
every individual on that staCf" Or 
does it serve merely as a gigantic 
hand that snuffs out, in the good 
old New England way, new and 
interesting. thourh sometimes radi-
cal ideas. Do we have an admmas-
tration that is walling to listen to 
everyone and then decade on poll· 
cy or an administration that is al· 
ready set in its ways? 
Who can tell what IS really r1ght, 
except for the fact that in this 
country it is usually the majoraty. 
In the modern engineering world 
of today, good schools are in com 
petition to turn out the best grad· 
uate, and it might be interesting 
to note that RPI, Cal Tech, and 
MIT have already made significant 
curriculum changes so as to broad-
en the scope of mind of those who 
leave their doors. 
It is hard to visualize interested 
!'tudents who don't have interest 
ing professors. Yet take an exam 
p"le or the liberal arts teacher at 
Tech. Would it be possible that 
after teaching four or fi ve diva· 
sions, three times a week, the 
same Principles or Economics, class 
after class. that no matter how 
devoted one might be. it could be· 
come a trying situataon ? Is it any 
wonder that for the sake of daver· 
sificataon some instructors take up 
part time teaching assignments at 
other schools? 
While it Is obvious that some 
phases of engineering require a 
high degree of specialization by 
the mstructor, in many other cases 
a somewhat trying job could be 
converted into a pleasant exper-
ience if possibly instructors could 
rotate over some fixed system. 1 
No matter what the case, it 
would seem Improbable that a good 
teacher would turn down the chal· 
lenge oC eCfectively teaching a 
course out of his regular routine 
but within his scope. 
Another point would be that of 
sabbatical leaves. While presently 
Aged ttBancroft Tower'' 
An Unheralded Legend 
t:ndoubtedly :1 familia r landmark to M ().Y l<l (D .3 
the Tech student is the ~tone tower 
that o\·erlook" the campu~ from Ban-
croft Hill Durin~t the fall . R 0 T C. 
~ophomore:- impro\"e their ma~ readinJ~ 
~kill' ::tt the top nf the hil l. Abo e'-err 
~aturday niJ~ht "ill llnd ~ome dedicated 
Tcrh man paym~ trihute tel th1.• \"alue.· 
i ur \\ hich 1 he tm1 er •land• fi m,·e,·er 
IJu,,n thruuJth the pa .. t ie11 decade. the 
trut• menninl! nt the tower ha• ht•cume 
,Ji~thtly di<.turted. Fe'' . ii am· kncm Of 
II• re:al ,itmaliullln· 
In 1•00 t ht• 11m er ''a • ltualt tn 
menwry 01 Genr~tt' H;tnt rult )I r H.m-
crnll \\ho "·'' hnrn at tht• lout ttl the 
hall 11:1~ tnlern.llwnally aanwu• ..... a 
hhturaan <hplumnt .tnd !-t'l r<'l.try eli 
I ht• :'\,1\·~ 
Burn in I ~oo ht• •· rt·g.t rdt·d ,,, t hr 
tir•l majnr \nu ntan hi-tnnan \t th~: 
uuthreak u1 tht• \\ lr 1111h \lnaw he 
"·'' l'nlk. '-r< rt'l.tr\ ni tht· :'\,n-v and :\Jr Uum·roft caujlht •• ~C\l'rt' wid 
''''' ,horth 111 hewmt• art lll l! '-en~· whith lrd to hb dt':tth on Jan 1 i 1:\'JI 
l:l ry ni \\"ar a• \It'll at it• clu .. e hi.' :'\int• yt'ar• later the tower wa cnn. 
wa, nur )lam•tt·r let (,rt';ll Bnt.un 1 nr •trut:ted at a co,t hclic\"ed tu he altout 
~1.'\Cil year' tncludtn~t th~: Francu· l'ru,. $1 • .000 )ll'n '-CJ rchc.>d thl' field, wr 
o,aan \\"ar hr ,,,..._ )fmt-t~:r 111 Berlin . .. tonr• th:tt luokcd 11 eathered and an-
In hi' ~:arlier \"Car• ht• t·amr mto concart I Cll.'nt ,1"\ :trmor ~till•. lintel, ' lt'Jl• 
~~·i th Goeth~ ,;nd Hyn~n. :tnd 1\' th n lUll· CCipi n~' a_nd llttllr: were .l~uilt nf ~trnnitt· 
hdnnt of Lmt:oln dunn,: the Civil \\"nr fJUarm·d 10 Lcnman .. tcr I he floor" \\('T<' 
While on a trip tu Xc11 port in I SIJO. ,,.,. TO""F.IC-Ptr••· ;; 
TECH TO ANNEX 
Qc,+ . lq<RS 
FRESHMEN EXPRESS 
OPINIONS OF TECH 
To investigate freshmen lm-
presalons and opinions of the 
first semester, the Tech News 
Interviewed a number of fresh-
men who displayed a wide varie-
ty of observation• and ideas. A-
mong the more 1eneral trends 
ol thought was found an almo1t 
universal dislike of Saturday 
classe. and the &rHt majority 
thought that they could, or should, 
be eJJminate<l. Widespread too, 
was respect for, and satisfaction 
with, the proCessors who, in 
general, were described as help-
ful, co-operative and fair. 
On the other band, there was 
much dissention about the fra-
ternity system. Some such as 
Scott Wilson lauded the system 
as a help "to mature both social-
ly and character-wise" and Jeff 
Hultman said, "At first I 
thought that the fraternities 
would requJre too much work 
and tlme but later I found that 
the extra pressure just helped 
me to tettle into the rroove." 
Then others llke John Burns ex-
pected "student. In such a small 
school to be a closer knit rroup" 
but found that "the only real 
closeness lies within the fraterni-
ty." John also was dlaapoloted 
In that ''this closeneu within 
the fraternity 11 more thao coun-
teracted by the eatrangement be-
tween them." 
Clut. and activities were an-
other subject of varied opinions. 
While Jefl Hultman thought that 
"even It you were not athletic, 
there was sometbJn1 for everyone 
in a full range of activities." Bob 
Strople, as did many, thought that 
"extracurricular actlvttles were 
not stressed or partlclpated In 
nearly enough" and Jerry Infan-
fer would like to see an "inter-
dorm or later-class sports pro-
gram." 
Then many and varied Indi-
vidual likes and dislikes were 
heard. George Bazinet liked the 
"smallness and friendly at-
mosphere" and was happy to see 
tha~ Techmen were "regular guys, 
not a bunch of Ivy LeaJUe snobs." 
George added that " the semester 
as a whole was easier than I 
expected" but more common was 
Bob Meader's cry: ". . . . big 
cbanfe from hJgh 1chool, I reel-
ly had to work hard." Bob also 
expressed dislike for the final 
examinations because "too much 
of your grade depends on the 
final," but conceded that they 
did help to "tJe the semester to-
gether." 
BECKER J. C. WANTED 
The famous sister - brother 
schools of the Northeast shaU soon 
add another couple to their illus-
trious list of affiliations. At the 
present, Harvard bas its RadcWfe, 
Brown Its Pembroke, and maybe 
Worcester Tech its Becker Jun-
Ior College. Sorla fits right In, 
doesn't It? 
Rumor has It that 'Dean Four 
Head and Admiral Smiley Nine 
Months have been trying for the 
past year to bring about a more 
than plutonic relationship that 
presently exists between the two 
prest11e schools. However, un-
fortunately It seems that I acker 
J . C. has all but boot.ed Its cuances 
for an academic marriage with the 
"T\Ite" by supposedly admltUn1 
boys inside their malden walls. 
When thJs. startlin1 news was 
brou1ht to the attention of Annie 
Guldlnus, school Registrar, she 
lmmedJately noUIIed the school 
physician 'Dr. Q . Beotneedle so 
that he might Investigate the 
matter Curther. Dr. Bentneedle, 
who at the tlme was in Phllad.l-
phla accepting the award of the 
National VP.terlnarlan Councll 
of Chacanery-Q. U. A. C. K .- in 
honor oC hls w ork above and ~ 
yond his field of medicine, for-
sook this great opportunity and 
rushed of aid his Alma Mater. 
FROSH - SOPHS 
TO WRITE FOR TECH NEWS 
Meeting 4 :00 p.m., February 19, 
At TECH NEWS OFFICE 
PYROMANIAC CAUGHI 
ON TECH · CAMPUS 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
TO MOVE IN SEPT. 
Over the Homecoming Week-
end, October 16, Lambda Chi Al-
pha Fraternity formally an-
nounced their plans lor moving 
their facilities to 12 Boynton St. 
Last week the deeds to ·the Prin-
cess Apartments were transfered, 
and at the present time, plans 
for renovations are being formu-
lated and finalized. 
will be able to house fifty-three 
men under one roof. 
A filly thousand dollar con-
tract lor renovations is now open 
for bids. The completed house 
will be ready for occupancy by 
September of next year. 
Ar(' 1 1qt.s 
REIGN OF 
TERROR ENDED 
Three months of clever plannJng 
bol-e fruit last Wednesday night 
when Sargeant Theloruus Which -
way and Athena Papyrus, em-
ployees o1 the elite Eagle Begel 
Detective Agency, captured and 
unarmed Dr. Robert Hotstrings 
Doggard as the prepared to Ignite 
a fir e bomb In the custodian's 
loun,ce In the Olin Hall of Physics. 
Upon his capture, "Big Doc Rock-
et", as be Is known to the author-
Ities, confessed to the settlng of 
"lots and lots" of fires which 
have terrorized the students and 
admJnistratlon during the last 
eight months. 
( 
For the past 50 years Lambda 
Chi has been at 30 Trowbridge 
Rd. In 1958 they purchased the 
house at 25 Schussler Rd., which 
at present serves as the Annex 
with living facilities for t.wenty 
Brothers. By relocatlnc, they 
Bernie Duesel, the presldeht of 
Lambda Chi, said, "With this 
move, we wJU be leaving many 
years of tradition, but at the 
same time we will be creating a 
newer and better atmosphere, 
and w e must consider the con-
tinuing development of Lambda 
Chi on the Tech campus." 
In a personal Interview, the 
alleged sick man told of the feel-
ing of warmth he received upon 
seeing a building, tree, or elderly 
professor burn to tbe ground 
while he look on, whistling the 
Alma Mater or taking pride in his 
past. H e stated that he had little 
faith In his future. 
Bobby and Bomb 
lt Is reported that the '' lab" 
where Doc worked nearly caught 
lire when a cigarette butt was care· 
lessly tossed on the dry Xmas Trees 
which are strewn around the 
structure. When asked about this, 
Doc: said "Ya' got a day oU, didn't 
ya~" 
Editorial 
CAMPUS BARBER 
SHOP 
CREW CUTS - IVY lEAGUE 
OUR SPECIALTY 
113 Highland St. 
OPEN 9 • 6 P.M. 
Paul Dadian, Proprietor 
StuJI!n~ q,.aJe :Zachl!,.~ ? 
Engineering demands good teaching. The basic principles 
which the student must fully comprehend in order to com-
plete his education as a scientifically oriented person are •fre· 
quently extremely complicated. These theories require clear 
logioal explanations by the educational staff. Some of our 
instructors are failing us in this capacity. In this light, the 
Tech News advocates a teacller evaluation program run by 
the school on a student level. 
A program of this kind has been proposed at Yale Uni· 
versity by a faculty committee sponsored by President King-
man Brewster. The proposal grew out of student demonstra· 
tions protesting the "publish or perish" system of tenure ap· 
pointmenl It reflects a growing concern with teaching ability 
as opposed to scholarly stature. 
The evaluation involves graduate and honor students be-
ing invited to submit a written appraisal of his education to 
the chairman of his major field and the appropriate dean. The 
essays are used as a guide by promotion boards and as a ref· 
renee by department heads. The program has ~till to be pass· 
ed on by the Board of Trustees. 
At Worcester Tech the program could easily be success· 
fully implemented. In order to eliminate temporary impres· 
sions and personal grudges, the reports should be written 
after graduation. Enrollment in the program could be extend· 
ed to those who have proven their responsibility in campus 
leadership positions. A written essay supplement by forms 
similar to the Tau Beta Pi sheets is a suitable format for the 
report. 
U propertly effected and used, the teacher evalu~tion 
program could have a far-reaching effect on the educational 
institution at Worcester Teen. The program could spot in-
structor apathy toward lower level courses; indicate failure 
of certain teaching methods; pinpoint breakdown of student· 
teacher relationships and their frequency; and, boring and in· 
ad~uate teachers would certainly be cited. The program 
could lead to a marked improvement in the education of the 
Worcester Tech engineer. S. R. L. 
CELTS' AUERBACH, 
NBA COACH OF THE 
YEAR, AT ASSEMBLY 
A~f' I l~liS 
Two Coeds 
Accepted 
By W.P.I. 
~o.y lct~c~~ 
1 wo young \\'Omen. ~li~' J.(:.,Jcy 
!)m.r ll a ntl ~ I i ~' J ayne Ro~'iCil i. 
h.11 c been gr.urtrtl atlmi~!tiou 10 
\ \'orc<·~cc:r 1 cdr, chus brcaliug ·• 
<CIIIIII Y·Old trorcliliou or :Ill all 
male undcrgradu.llc bl udenc hod } 
.11 \\' 1' 1. ~li s~ ~mall is a seuio1 ;u 
1> •• , icl Proucy High School, Spen· 
<er. ~la ss., and ~liss Rosseui, :r 
,<·nior <II Hoped.tle Junior·~nior 
High School. Boch :rre 1'\o. I in 
chl'ir graclualing cla'iScs. 
1 he girb \lalecl ch;11 chq are ,, 
liulc: scaretl :111cl uenous abouc 
t'lll t:riug <1 school which w:H pre· 
dou~l ~ all·m:tle. Rut ~liss Small 
clicl ~race lh:tl ~he has been in .r ll 
male classes in high sch ool so chac 
ic\ really nothing new. 
Ocan Kennech ~our.e Maced 
ch:u both girl\ prese111ed ell.tep 
uon,r I CJualificarions, Khol. ... ric.tll) 
:~ r ul in cxcra curricular acti\irie\. 
Both .tre membccs or che N;uion:el 
Honor Sociecv. rh l'ir · yearbook 
\ l;alf... glee dub~. M.ieuu club,, 
.111cl \arious ~pons teams. 
\li,~ Small h.es a brocher . .Jame' 
\\ .. ,, sophomore <.hil Enginee-r· 
iug major ar 1 cdr. ancl ~li~ 
Kol>seui ha~ a c:ou .. in ac "I cch, so 
hodr had rirsc h::rml lmowlctl~;c or 
eire lmcon :rucl b:rd.l(roueul o l eire 
\thO() I. 
"Coach of the Year" for the '64-
'65 season, Red Auerbach. and a 
25 minute Cilm on the Boston Cel· 
des were featured at the College 
Day Assembly, Thursday, April 1. 
a t 11:00 A.l\1. 
Red's 18 seasons of pro battles. 
15 of which he has spent with the 
Boston Celtics, and his 763 wins 
exceed the total combined sen•ice 
and victory records of all other 
coaches In the N.B.A. His greatly 
respected tough handling of his 
players and trts thorough know· 
ledge or the game have made him 
universally known as a fiery bench 
performer and an invaluable con· 
sultant to the N.B.A. which never 
adopts a new rule without seeking 
h is insight Into possible flaws or 
his foresight into its elfect on the 
game. 
While attendJng Eastern District 
1 High School and Seth Low Junior 
1 College in Brooklyn and later at 
George Washington University in 
l the nation's Capitol, Red was never j much of a high scorer, but it was 
1 durior this time that his destiny 
• was manifested because he excelled 
I' ln his ability and desire for leader· ship. Since then, in recognition and 
I appreciation of his achievements. 
I the Celt's boss has been voted into G. W.'s "Hall of Fame." 
1 The old saying. "Jack of all 
I trades, master of none." comes no 
I where near to applying as Red's activities are as varied as they are well done. His first love. baskt' 
baJI, has inspired a paperback 
book of coaching which remains a 
best seller after having been re· 
1 printed several limes In foreign 
languages, a week·long bitskctball 
school in which he coaches high 
school and college hopeful\ from 
all over the country, thr rmt'ntrou 
of a special basketb11ll ~hut• arul a 
conducted some seasons ago. In 
addil ion. from hcs frantic schedule 
he has :;tolen cnoush I ime to be· 
come part o~ner or a Chinese rest-
aurant. ~ilin intt'rests ln a sum· 
mer hotel. author magazine arti· 
cles, and sen c as a salt•sman Cor 
a papt>r firm. 
Due to his tremendous and un· 
shakable loyalty to his players, 
they, in turn. support him un:ml 
mously. Amon~ lkcl'i other rec-
ords. he is rc~oopml:.ihlc for the 
only twu tl'illliS l'\<•r In wrn 17 
games in a nm . thc· \\'a:.hin;:ton 
Capitols durin:.: tht· '4(i.'47 sNr:.on 
and the Cl'lts dul'in;.: the '59.'fl0 
stru~~le. In 1 hirl<•<•n yt·ars \\ cth 
Bu:.ton·~ w t'll· lll\ ctl l!•am. ht• has 
rcalrzt•d ti20 'c<.·t•Jr rt•:. and 322 
PARIETAL PROPOSAL 
NOA.Jit/11\$~/l.. f ... C.C. 
We, the members of the Tech Senate, propose the 
following conditions concerning parietal hours: 
(1) Women shall be allowed in the dormitories 
from 12:00 noon to 5:00 P.M. and from 7:00 
P.).J. to 12:00 midnight on Saturdays. and from 
12:00 noon to 6:00 P.\1 . on Sundays. 
(2) Each person entertaining a female guest in hi.s 
room must signify in a ledger book that has 
room is occupied by signing his name and room 
number. When he and his guest are no longer 
using the room. he wUI cross his name and room 
number from the ledger. 
(3) Doors may be closed or lt>ft open at the tlh-
cretion of the occupants. 
Basically, we fet-1 that the adoption of the above 
proposa l will resolve several issues ~·hich h~~e contin-
ually limited the educationa l and ~ocaal mobthty of the 
undergraduates. 
Primarily, we are seeking recognition for a sense of 
social maturity and responsibility that is generally char-
acteristic of the students at such a n ins titution as Wor· 
cester Tech. In effect. we are seeking a more direct 
means and opportunity to develop this same c;ense through 
facilities which are commonplac-e in modern educational 
institutions. 
A-:. students, we realize that carl)•ing eighteen college 
credits wiJI not in it elf develop a well rounded c;tudent. 
We need a n environment whert> we may act independ-
ently; where, if we choose. we may be sociaUy autono-
mous. 
Up to th\s point , those among us a.s indep~·~dent ~ 
have secured their autonom) at a soctal sacri.ftct> -
namely, foregoing the opportunity of entertaining female 
guests in a private and informal environ.ment. Further-
more, we have seen that the present dornutory rules pla<:e 
a freshman in an often uncompromising position. lt i ~ 
not infrequent that a freshman is pre~sured into joi nin~ 
a fraternity solely in order to compete on the same 
social level as his peers. The negation of social expres-
sion in his college home is very often the deci~ing fa~t.or. 
We are seeking a greater and more conveme nt ut1hty 
of the college dormitories. 
We are seeking to eliminate any social pressures as-
sociated with joining a fraternity or sacrificing principlel'> 
or naturaJ individuality which can be as valuable to 
Worcester Tech as they are to the student. 
Summarily, we are seeking a more reali stic eleme~t 
of practical educational experience. aside f~om .what " 
offered by clal>sroom a nd extracurncular sttuat~ons .. 
Parieta l privi l eges mean more than takang garb 
up to our rooms after a date. The~ .mean more than an 
opportunity for our familie~ to vJsJt u ~ on w~ekench. 
They mean, in fact , u chance for us to pohce our~eh.·es ~ 
to develop a n a ir of \elf-•mfficiency ·a nd !>elf-respons•-
bility. 
Once we close the door of our rooms. we become the 
sole authority of our environment . This environment 
we ma) cull our own - an entity apart from the ad-
ministration, the city of Worcester. a nd the fraterni ty sy\-
tem on campu~. 
\\"(' a re fuJiy aware of the responsibility concerning 
parietal hours, and are capable of acceptin~ this lo~g 
awaited opportunity for -:.elf-a~~ertion. expressaon, and Ul-
dividualitv. 
We hope that the \\'orce~ter Tech administ~ation . 
by continuing in ih recognition of the students r?les 
both schola,ticallv a nd \ocia lly. will favorably consader 
the proposal, aml appreciate that they are in our best 
interests. 
Are• to a.. convert.d Into mMting room. 
The pt>rpetual chaos of theTech 
fraternit~ party is one of thl! re-
liable outlets for letting off steam 
at the end of the usualh• unnerv-
ing week of classes for the Tech-
man. There 11re times, however. 
when one long~ for the solitude 
of a poorly lighted room filled 
with music and the searc:hing facelo 
of tens of lovelr women. Actual-
ly. such au atmo~phcre is pro-
duced once evenr ~chool month 
in the Cornmonb 'or Sanford Rile\· 
llull. lt t a J.. e' the form of ~ 
coffee house, h bponsored b)· the 
Tech-bred Organization of Abori,~t­
lnal Singing. and feature~ groups 
of male and female a rtists from 
campu~e) all over the state. Xot 
mam· Te.:h 'tudents are 1!\\ are of 
tJ1e ~pportunities t h t: s I! coffee 
huu)l' \t'Ssion~ pre.;ent for ~pend­
ing a relaxin~ C\·eninj( with a 
date or for meeting girls from 
other schools. 
On Saturday , ~ovember 19, for 
example, the Organization will 
feature groups from \\'ellesleyCol-
lege and from ~fount Holyoke Col-
lege, as well as other invited 
artis ts of manr different back-
grounds. In addition, many girls 
from tht-se l>choo(, hove bl'en ill· 
vitl-'<1 and will be bussed into 
Worcester for the entertainment. 
The coffee house will be open 
Saturday night. Specuk lnforma-
lion is being circulated around 
c11mpus this week 111 the lom1 of 
fliers and posters. 
Featured In this month•s cof-
fee house entertainment is Tech· s 
own .. Sopwith Camels, .. a jug 
band which has been gaining 
rn o r e and more popularity on 
.\lassachtLsetts coUege campuses. 
The way-out sounds of the wash-
tub base, the harmonica, the 
kazoo, a nd the gwtars in the 
group, playing in unison provide 
a relaxing and inspiring change 
from the constant neurotic beat 
of the rock · n roU bands one finds 
at fraternity parties. 
DICK ECK - UGLIEST MAN 
c)l(::ro&41t. lct•' ~·-· 
Once again alltht> ugly men on t'f · 
••'", c-.tmpus came out of their frater- . 
nil) cJo,et s or off t he1r perch in 
the dorn1 to compete for the dis· 
tinction of bemg t he Ugly Man 
On Campus. 
L--=-~ ~ 
.l~ :· "~ , 
The UMOC <.'Ontcst 1:. run by 
Alpha Phi Omega. the national 
'tudent service fra ternity. Alpha 
Phi Omega Wlb started on the 
Wortestcr Tech campu~ in the 
~pring of 1963. lf~ nO\\ one of 
tht! 300 chapters of APO located 
throughouttheworld, m<1kingthis 
the largest national fraternity in 
e\il.ten<.oe . Its members include 
both men of social fraternities 
and non·members. men of all 
race). creeds. and l'Oiors for the 
purpose of providing sen ·ice to 
tht- umpus. the comm~mity. and 
ECK. • · • · · • · • · ....•..•••. • •......• ECHHH 
This year Dick Ed: of SlgrnJ 
Pi was deAultt>h the ugliht gu~ 
as any other frutenut~ " lth eAecu-
li\'e officer) and a board of trust· 
on campus if not the whole world 
with Bob Young of Si~ Ep a close 
!>econd. OthN notable uglies in-
cluded. Ron Wendelken. ATO. 
Clumph. AEPi: Kit. PSK, W11r-
Some things 
never change ... 
ADMINISTRATION UNVEILS 
PLANS FOR SOCIAL CENTER 
Preliminary plaru to remodel 
the Sanford-Riley commons into a 
temporary student union · were 
revealed recently by Wally Fini, 
cbirman of the council of presi· 
dents. 
Although a permanent union is 
in the planning. rapidly increasing 
student numbers have made it a 
more immediate necessity. 
The purpose of this is to pro· 
vide a center of activity for the 
Tech student. The main benefi. 
ciaries of this plan will be the 
dormitory residenu, independents 
and commuters. This temporary 
set is high on the priority list of 
the administration. 
Tentatively planned is a parli· 
tioning o£ the commons and the 
Main Commons to M tMrtitionecl into two student lounges. 
surrounding rooms in a more ad· 
\'antagcow manner. T here will be 
two separate and smaller television 
lounges and two meeting rooms. 
Office space will be provided (or 
SC:\en student organizations, but 
the ones who will use these have 
not yet l>een determined. Also in 
the plans are two table tennis 
rooms and remodelling of the 
present pool room. The present 
table tennis room will be con· 
\ erted into a snack area complete 
with tables a nd chairs and a juke 
l>ox. Two meeting rooms and a 
main lounge will also be provided 
for Lhe benefi t of t11e students. 
To go along with this activity 
center p lan are student govern· 
ment offices and a master confer· 
ence room in the present commons. 
A commuters locker room, which 
has been desperately needed, has 
also been drawn into the plans. 
The mail boxes and buUetin board 
from Boyton Hall are tentathely 
scheduled to be moved to the Stu· 
dent Union. 
Although these particular plam 
are not yet concrete, something 
along this line wiU definitely 
be done, and in the near future. 
T he amount to be appropriated 
is also not yet definite, but should 
be a considerable sum. 
EotroRIA 
ttEVERYBODY MEtJrS THI.E" 
On<.'e arnvmg on the hill ,·· the new Terhmun muy 
casuaJly and extremely naivel)' ask an uppercla),Slllan. 
"\\'here h the Student Union?" After all. a ll sthol)ls hot\'l' 
Student Unions. That is when! th~ smu:k bt~r h. 1t ha' 
the bowlin~ <tlll'y. pingpong table-;. pool ta ble' unci ('ttrcl 
room'>. The 'tudeut go"ernment b. lot·.ttt'd then· ·" .m.· 
tlw public.:;ttJOII office-.. The union ha' a comprclu:n'h t· 
bullt.•tin board of 'chool e\'enh. Thert· tl> •• l.tr~t· h .'l rl'a-
tion h.tll. It la.t ' . 1 j11kt- l ,o~ a ... \\ dl ,,., 'ever.d t•uz~ htth.• 
lY rooan-.. It reall~ i' .1 ' harp plan·. E' t·~ bod~ tm•c:h 
there. 
\\'nrcel>tet Tt' t·lt doe!. not ha' e a '>tndt·nt uniou. Tl•l' 
fmtcrnity nwn ha., hh hou'<' to pro .. · tcl l· the'e nli,l·t· ll.tn· 
eou' and sundrr benefits. Daniels ha., a sutlck bar. The 
puulicutiou!. have nice home,. lle!.iclc>!. that. we a ll hu,·<" 
the "ianford Hile\' Com111ons. 
\\'orcestPr Te~la neccls a student union. Think of th<• 
poor lll<lept•n<teut wno thought his scllool \VOttld provide 
him the rudiment s of a social life . \\'hat docs he do~ 
What of the commuters. where <:an they operate from? 
Thiuk of it, fraternity man too. a nnifiecl student union 
sounds good, does it not:> 
Thr administration realizes the good a student union 
would do. They have planned a student uniou for Wor-
ce~ter Tech. L'nfortunatelv it will not be a reality for 
several years. Teda cannot ;,.ail that long. 
Fortunately. tht> co111pletion of the George C. Cordon 
libmry hall given u~ a large vacant a rea a!. of thh ~p~ing. 
Combined with a remodeled commons <lr<'<l, the old llbra-
rv and Janet Earle room would go a long wu~ !()ward 
,; compiete ~tuclent l 'nion. The l'Oillllu>ll!. itself ('Otdcl 
l>t'f\ <' as the Ia r~e !>odal hall. 
\\'ith appropriatt' remodeling. the ar<:a bdund tbt• l.um-
nlons l'Ould b~ made into nice game rooms . Tht> t·a td 
rooms are just up the steps. In the libra~ we han• room 
for u snack bar. 13y moving the snack bar. the boohtore 
can ),pmwl over half of the first floor. There is still 
plenty of room for meeting rooms and little n · rooms. 
It b. common knowledge tltctl Boynton Hall want~ to 
make the Commons into a student louul!:e. Why not 
throw in the library and finish the job? Give Worces-
ter Tech a student union . It certainly could use it. 
Cetters . . . 
Library Rooms Locked 
De; II 1 ed1 F .tmil). 
~ow thai \\'orct')ler 1 cd1 h.t) a 
IIC\\ libr.an . mam studt'IIIS from 
IIH' surrou~acling ~chool~ Rock to 
' I Cfh tO U\e ti\IS IIC\\' (acitity. 
\\'hell \OU elll(r this ama1inp; 
"orl.. uf a;chi1cuurc. ~ou lt':l\ e the 
dull world of 1 cch and em(r an 
cJ.t.iting and (:"dn:uing existence. 
\ 'olumc\ upon 'olume~ of book\ 
h:l\ c bern bought (or the'll· MU· 
<.lt'niS searching k11owleclge. 
Pri' au.- room~ are pro' idcd lor 
all 1he~ '1utle111' who walll pri· 
\ .1<.\ when ~1U1h 111g. Hut IT\' 10 U)(' 
on~ ol the~c ~ooms. The) ·re al· 
wa)S lockt'd. I gtat'ss they must l>t' 
kt'pl clt':tll for "our frit'ndl y gr::ut 
\IUdt'nls" who are hcrt' on ~>Cholar· 
,hip,. This is \t'l'}' logical ~ince 1hc 
,wdenh who pay S!J6()Cl to nucnd 
1his )chool canno1 e'en use 1ht' 
Jibran . "\\'hen will the en tire 
Jil>rar~· be locked and 1he grad s tu· 
tleam . h;l\e the only kt'ys?" 
"\\'hen?~!" 
Tech'• new 1.4 aalllloo dollar r_,.cb ceaterln Holden was recently occupied aod wtJIIM 
4Micatecl aext 'Prina· 
vovt:flll &rrc. tC(' 7 
Crew Finishes 
Fourth in Boston 
1 he \\'orcester T ech crew WitS 
represen ted at the annual Head 
or the Ch.trles regaua. held on 
the <..harles R1\er ill Bo~ton last 
Ou 29. hy (our rowers and the 
<.ox~wain from last ~cason's \'ar· 
'icy cighc P:micipating for the 
lim lime in a fall race. the crew 
faced 1he toughe'i competition of 
iu )hon thrt<e yt'ar his1ory when 
11 met crews from M . I. T .. North· 
t'as1ern I f., Syracuse tJ., Vesper 
Boat Club, Worcester Academy. 
and two boats from Holy Cross. 
The course was demanding in 
that it no1 only covered three miles 
against the current, but tht'rt' were 
many sharp turns which de-
manded 1he constant attention of 
coxswain Dave Ploss, who is used 
to the arrow straight course of 
l.:lke Quinsigamond. The tem. 
perature dipped down into the 
Conies, and there was a stiff cross 
wine! which kt'pt the water choppy 
all aftt'rnoon. 
Because the river was narrow, 
the tt'ams ~an from a staggered 
s1art with a tt'n ~cond timt' intt'r-
val betw«n each boat. The teams 
1ook a rowing start instead of the 
customary stationary stan. 
Rowing a steady tbiny· two 
strokes a minute, the Tt'ch blade-
men kt'pl u p with the boat in 
front of them and conditioning 
paid off in the last mile when 
some of the other ~ws bt'gan to 
t ire. Vesper finished the laSL few 
hundred mett'rs at 42 strokes a 
minute, but it was not enou~ to 
ovt'rtake the Tech crew 
The New Social Scene 
N&viM8~~ f'tfo(. 
Tho .. e of u., fortuna! ~ euough to have survived at 
\\ 'orce.,ter Tech for the last two and three vears have 
bt:t-n ke~nl~ a\\'.trt' of a lack of school-spon~ored -;ocial 
.tdh ity on <:an1pm. \\'hen comp<:lring whM has served as 
t>ur 'ol'ictl l·alenda r in pil~t years to that of several other 
in!.titution,, it b not difficult to become envioul> of their 
pmgn1111!. for !'>tlldl·nt entertainment . 
\\'hile thi~ gap i 11 ~ocial act ivity ~ems to us to have 
been ctuit~ obviom, it was not until ju!.t recently that 
some uttempts were made to alter the situation. \\'e are 
now well underway in establishing "' more attractive so-
cia l program. \\'orct>l>t~r Tet·h finally seems to be coming 
urou nd, sociall} . The 'iOurce of initiative for this empha-
tic movemeut, so far, resides within the Tech Senate and 
the activitic), of the social committee. 
Graduates Receive Record Salaries 
Just one year ago, at the beginning of the school 
year, Tech Studenh had oatly two .. big .. school-wide),()-
dal functions to look fonvard to- the Iuterfraternitv Ball 
and Junior Prom weekend. \\'e will probably not he ex-
·•ggera ting too much if we also include the annual \ 'ar-
'ity Club mher in that abbreviated list . The remainder 
of the entertuinment burden was left to individual fra-
ternities, fuuctiom and mixer~ ttt 0ther area schools, a nd 
\'irtually non-exi.,tent public establishments within the 
city. Since then there have heen several valiant efforts 
to rectify the ~ituation. The 'enate ha~ sponsored an out-
door mher on the football field. t•ntertainment for Home-
comiug. and additional entertainment for interfrate rnity 
Wl'ekeml. There is talk of three-day weekends, bigger big-
tHIIIlt' ~ut(.·rtaitlmen t , winter n trnival , subsidizing of Jun-
ior Prom, und combining resources with neighboring 
sdtool!. to tmtke so<:iul event" bigger, better and thorough-
ly enjoyable. Thb new emphasis on social activity has de-
veloped the outlook of the ~ena te to such an extent 
that thev feel the nec:~~sih· of an electiou of a student 
l>OCia) coordinator. • 
The administration ha~ given !.Ollle slight indication of 
Mtpport for thh ~ocial renascence. We would like to see 
eveu more encouragement. perhap!. in the form of a speci-
fica lly designated budget allotment for social activities. 
A recent compilation of place-
mmt a.alistics and starting 5alaries 
;u of June 10, 1967. shows that out 
of the 242 seniors 1hat registered 
in tlte fall of 1966 for placement: 
146 acCt'pted jobs, 61 went on to 
gndua1e school, 14 went into 
military service (10 with ROTC 
commissions), I Wt'lll into the 
Pt'ace Corps. 9 wt're undt'cided, 
and II were unreported. Of those 
unreported, several graduated Jut 
ft'bruary, and otht'rs will gradu-
ale this fall. 
Well over 200 companies were 
representt'd on campus. Jobs were 
acct'pted from sudt companies as 
Bell Tt'lephone, Du Pom. General 
Electric, JBM, and Goodyt'ar. The 
three most important factors in 
job choice wt're ty)>t' of work. sal· 
ary, and localion. 
or the 146 who acct'pted jobs, 
tht' median salary i\ S717 per 
month. Only three yeaa ago. the 
median was S597 per mo111h. Tht' 
median salaries by departmt'nu 
are as follows: Cht'mical Engineer-
ing, S757; Chemistry, Math, and 
Physics. $678; Civil Engint'ering, 
$695; Elt'ctrical Engineering, $718; 
Mechanical Engineering and Man· 
agt'ment. S717. 
Tht're are 12 mt'n pursuing a 
hight'r dt<gree in cht'mical engi-
neering, 3 in chemistry, 8 in civil 
t'ngint't'ring, 13 in t'lt'ctrical t'n-
ginet'ring, 5 in managetnt'nl, 4 in 
math, II in mechanical t'ngint'er-
ing, and 7 in physics. Sevt'n gnd-
uatt' students acCt'pling jobs had 
a mt'an salary of $851 per month. 
Even administrutive upprovul. however.- financially or 
politically - b not ,,tfficie nt to insure continuity to this 
emphatic 'iOCiul movement. It), real \uccess depends on 
the ~upport rrom the !.tUdent bodv in the form of max-
illliiUI participation in all Hctivitie~. \\'e must show that 
we are rectcly to ab!.orb the benefits afforded by social 
e\ l>eriencel> tlnd privilege).. In effect , we are saying that 
thh uttempt 1\t e!.t;.tblishing a solid social program at 
Worcester Tech wUI 'ucceed and improve only if you, the 
!.tnclent!\, want it to. 
benerals to ~peaK 
On Viet N am Issue 
TEC'H NEWS SPONSORS 
FORUM OF OPPOSING VIEWS 
Two retired genC'rals will speak 
on the topic of U.S. anvolvement 
in Viet Nam. Brig. General Wil· 
liam W. Ford will present an ad-
dress entitled ''The Unbearable 
Price or this War," at 8:00 p.m .. 
Wednesday, November 15 in Alden 
Memorial Hall. On NO\•. 20, Lt. 
General Harry P. Storke (ret.), 
President or the Institute:, will 
offer his thoughts in " Why We 
Fight-Oveneas." The Pres.ident's 
address wiU be given at 8:00 p.m. 
in Morgan Hall. 
General Ford reached his deci-
sion to speak out on this issue 
only after long appraisal of his 
feeling on the matter and his 
position as a retired General in 
the US Army. He has emphasized, 
however, that his intention is not 
to stir up trouble and added that 
he would not tolerate protests of 
any sort at his address. 
President Storke has long de-
plored the use of war as an in-
strument of foreign policy, but he 
beJie, e~ our presence in Viet Nam 
is a necessary e\'il to meet the 
greater e\•il o£ communism. He, 
too, has criticiled irresponsible 
protest, and has been distressed 
at the possibility that it may 
cause American deaths in Viet 
Nam. 
Gradua ted from West Point in 
1920, General Ford was instru· 
mental in the creation of the 
Light Plane Spotter Sen·ic~the 
beginning of the Army Air Serv· 
ace-before World War II. Dur-
ing the War he was division Anil· 
lery Commander of the 87th In· 
lantry Division. He was com· 
mander or troops in the N.E. sec-
O d . 1<1CP7 
tor of France from 1952·1954 and 
received the French Legion of 
Honor in 1954. He retired in 1954 
and has since taught mathematics 
at the college level. 
General Storke had a long and 
distinguishing military career be-
fore coming here in I 962. He grad· 
uated from West Point in 1926, 
and taught at Iowa State College 
and West Point before the war. 
f'rom 194!· 1945 he was active in 
the Italian campaign, and after 
the war he entered the National 
War College. graduating in 1949. 
Since then he has had a variety of 
duties, among them Commander 
of an Atomic Bomb test site in 
Nevada (1952), Commander of 
1st Corps in Korea (1959), and 
Commander of NATO forces in 
S.E. Europe ( 1960-61). In this 
Iauer capacity, he wa• responsible 
for the peacetime command of 
the armies of Greece and Turkey. 
He also served in the Pentagon 
and has recei\'ed the Croix de 
Guerrc. 
Both these addresses are apon· 
sored by the T u h NewJ to pro-
\'ide informed-and differing-
points or view on the Viet Nam 
war. These evenu are open to 
the public, and representatives 
Crom other local colleges, as well as 
Tech, have been invited. 
Forget socks. We did, and came 
up with Bare/ Foot/ Gear 
sockless shcies. 
.........._ _ _ 
They're leather sneakers-
top·graln steerhlde-tough, 
supple, secret-process 
steerhlde that feels great 
end outwears canvas 
two to three times. 
Forget socks, and 
get the feel of a good 
Idea: Bare/ Foot! 
Gear. We have It 
for you now. 
O~IGIH~L I OCKLUS SHOll 
Sock-makers hate us. 
BAREl FOOT 
GEAR 
$17.00 
FREE for Students 
CLUB BAG, Ideal for travel and sports. 
Good looking. practical, waterproof. 
It's a $7. value! For students who come 
into our Bostonian Shop and purchase 
a ptir of shoes from $17.00 
1st floor 
.ltl7, Wl~~ll LOMAN & IONI, INC, 
WAR~ PRATT Co. 
IWN ITMIT AT PEAitL 
Theta Chi Explains 
Recent Incid~l)! 
To: Members of our Tech Faculty 
From: The Officers and Brothers of Theta Chi 
About two weeks ago, a high school girl's sorority 
sought permission to use our fraternity house game 
room in the basement for their informal initiation 
program. 
Without careful consideration of the liabilities and 
possible consequences, this permission was granted. 
On the night of October 5, 1967 at 8:00 p.m. about 
25 high school girls of which 20 were pledges came to 
the house. The sorority officers encouraged some of 
the fraternity brothers to participate in the initiation. 
This involved waste food, water, and eggs. No alcoholic 
beverages were used or present in any form. 
Because of the general state of activity and condi· 
tion tolerated by the sorority officers, a few of the ini· 
tiates became over excited. It had been originally agreed 
that the girls would clean up the mess. 
When a few of the girls became over excited, the 
sorority refused to clean up or be further involved and 
prepared to leave. The fraternity had agreed and did 
allow the girls to change and clean themselves up in 
private. Only a few took advantage of this. 
Upon leaving the house about 8:30 p.m., some girls 
became hysterical and two girls fainted. Confusion and 
commotion resulted in the police and the dean being 
called. Some brothers helped the girls back into the 
living room until help came. 
As of this time, certain girls have made statements 
to the police. As far as we know from our attorney, no 
formal charges of molesting or assault by any of the 
brothers, has yet been made by any of the girls'or their 
parents. 
It is possible that one or two of the brothers, under 
the inftuence of the occasion and confusion, did act in 
an ungentlemanly manner, with or without prior prov· 
ocation. 
If the facts are determined to warrant special action, 
then the brotherhood will assume the responsibility for 
personal censorship. 
It is the desire of the fraternity to have the faculty 
and friends of our college know the background of the 
incident and our desire to accept the responsibility for 
poor judgment and correct our policies in the future. 
Our hope is that the entire fraternity system will bene· 
fit from our experience. 
John Hoyt, '68 
President 
WORCESTER TECH 
BOOKSTORE 
DANIELS HALL 
BOOKS-SUPPLIES 
IDIOTS! 
On April 5, I 967. there was a tlre in a dormitor> :u 
Cornell Uni\'ersitr. A lot of people heard of il: nine peo-
ple died. 
Such hres arc rare. but thq occur. \Vastebasket tires 
~ccur periodica lly in our own dorms when people throw 
lighted matches or cigarette · imo these paper-tilled con-
tainers. No mauer how St:etarc the tircnttings are, no mat-
ter. how sale tl~ e ~onstruction . there is a lways the danger 
of fire. Cornell s tire occurred in a "modern " dormitory. 
Don't forget Sp•nky •nd Our G•ng, S•turd•y •fternoon of I.F. Tickets •nil•ble from fr•ternity 
reps., dorm counselors, •nd De•n Brown. No tickets will be sold •t the door. 
Yet despite this. with alarming regula rity, idiots return 
from the fraternity panic~ to empty the tire extinguisher<~ 
in the dormitOr} in drunken 111errirnenr. Real cle, ·cr. 
idiots! ~ot only do you mes up the place. but endanger 
the life ~f C\'Cr}' one in the donn with rour childish play. 
The acc1dental hrc that could be quickly ended with 
those extingu ishers ca n burn freely if they're empty or 
almo~t de"oid of pre'l~ure. Your game~ could cost lives. 
though it is doubtful that you particularly care. 
You dormitory res idents asked for the power of self-
BRING A MAnRESS OR BLANKET. ])ec. . ltfQ, 7 
Girls in 
Room,s 
Upperclassmen 
After January OG-r ,qu7 
At its fall meeting Saturday, 
Homecoming Weekend, the Board 
of Trustees voted the following 
statement of parietal priviJ~s: 
The Board of Trustees of 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
at their fall meeting on Satur· 
lob WUton-I.CA 
clay morning authori7ed visiting 
privileges for women in the 
Worcester Tech dormitories be· 
tween the hours of 12 noon to 
5:00 p .m. and 7:00 p.m. to mid 
night on Saturdays and from 12 
noon to 6:00 p .m. on Sundays 
for the students of the three 
upper da~s. but not for fresh -
men. The privileges will be ef· 
fective on or after I January. 
1968. The responsibilities for the 
proper administration and con· 
trot of these privileges will rest 
with the students. Under the 
guidance of the Administration, 
the !'resident of the Student 
Council will be charged with 
the formulation. promulgation. 
anct effecth·e implementation of 
all rules or provisions necessary 
to meet those responsibilities. 
Bob Woog, President of the 
Tech Senate, commented that be 
saw in this statement, "A clear-cut 
backing of new efforts we are mak-
ing." 
Although it will be "a few 
months before we Cln iron out 
difficult ies:· he expre~ hope 
that the new policy will be imple-
mented soon after the date which 
was established in the statement. 
At present. the dormitory commit· 
tee. consisting of representatives 
from all dormitories, is drawing 
up a series of proposals to put the 
policy into practice. 
In discussing the decision. Mr. 
(Cont. on p. ll , col. 4) 
HondeJohn-TKE 
RogerJohnson-SPI 
go\'ernment ... )'ou 've received it. You asked for 
parietal hours ... you 've gotten them. But you wish to 
extend your privileges- to demonstrate fully how able 
you are. Frankly, these little games make it unlikely that 
you ever could handle much real responsibility. When 
you act like brats, you have to be treated like brats. 
So .keep on squirting the extinguishers, idiots. Keep on 
showmg ~show mature and responsible you are. Keep on 
endangenng everyone else up there. Continue leaving 
empty, useless containers around. After all, it's so much 
fun to shoot them at each other when you're drunk. 
Idiots! 
F~w~ rd-One Giant Step 
The trustee's decision was a tremendous step forward 
in student-administration cooperation at Worcester Tech. 
Not only does it recognize the maturity of the dormitory 
residents, by allowing them adult social privileges, but it 
also emphasizes their responsibility by leaving procedures 
for implementation up to the students themselves . This 
is, indeed, encouraging. 
We applaud this decision and the efforts of those who 
made it possible. And we look to the future with more 
fa ith than ever before. 
- The Editors 
Rich Steeves-PGP 
School Liquor 
Policy Exami~~~ 
by Glenn White ~ 
Two weeks ago. an anicle .tp· 
peared in the Tulr f\:rws disclos-
ing that the t.He t lnhersity at 
Buffa lo, N.Y .. was now pcrmittinK 
the consumption of .tk oholit be,·. 
erages in the remlence hall~ aii(J 
the student union of the unhcr· 
~ i ty. To investigate the reasom 
for Tech's "no liquor'' policy and 
the po~sibil it y .111d feasibility of 
change~ i11 it , the fl'rh .\'c·w.f in 
rrn iewed Dea 11 of C)tutlcm ,\ITairs 
\lartin C. \';Ill etc \'i.,,c: .uul l' rt'\· 
itlem Harr) P. litoke 
Dean Va 11 tic• \ ' '"'' \t,llt.'cl th.rt 
the polic' i~ &rmph . ":'\o alcohol 
i\ I C) be ~en t•d 0 1 (011.\ IIJO (•d h)' 
;111) bod) on t:11npu.,," He a ho ,,tid 
th;n thi~ pol in h • .., been an til l· 
wrillt'll tr,rdit wn .111d h." hct·n 
understood .uul followed a~ •te 
ct•pted pohc' h\ a II Jl' C\itlerm 
a11d truMees of rlw \1 hoot for the 
1113 )Car~ ~intc tlw \thool was 
founded . 1 he H',l\011\ leu it., t'll. · 
istcnu: now i' to ' "PJ>Ort the 
state law of no comumption of 
alcoholic be\t~ragc\ h\ a tnotw un· 
tier 21 (in contra't 10 the :'\ew 
York ~tate law) .111cl tn tr) to lOll· 
trol the .lbUSl' or .tlcohol. Dean 
Van de Visse remarked tha t some 
reasons why it bN:tme a po lic.y 
probably no longer exist , simply 
because of the 'a)tly d ifferent 'iO· 
dal .1ttitude towards drinking iu 
the late l lltHI' anti the early part 
of this cenlllf) . lie tommcntetl 
that "~h· concern rs the ahusc-
the t·Mcssi\ c clrinl..ing that (.,Ill 
.111tl ofteu cJoes rc)ult from the 
u~e of alcoholic hc1craRC~. E1 c~· 
wet·kcncl we l olll find 'tudeut~ 
cl runl " 
Prc~uleut ~tot l l· com men ted 
th.u thc legal po int 11a\ one C\· 
\t'ltt i.tl n·a\On whv .tic ohol '' a' not 
.dluw~·d on campm. \i m c the ~n·at 
111.1 jo t it\' of ~tudl' lll\ in the to I 
k~t· .rrc 11111h: r the minimum 
drrul111g age. l-I e \t,llccl th.tt he 
cluJ lint hdtt'H' rh.tt tht· sen iu~ 
or lrquor in tht• clnrnutorib "'·" 
,, pat t C>f-" uclt ouh the cduca 
ticw. hut the upbtlllKing" C>f tlw 
Mtultnt), that he doc' not be lie,·<· 
th.ll the 1tuderm who do drinl.. 
,houl<l he a llo11cd 10 unpmc on 
thow ' ' ho don't .• rml th.u he aho 
tlrn.•,n't belie,<· th.tt thl' .ruthoritl 
to uw ;dcohol "would be a good 
thntg lor the \ ttllltnl\ who arc 
h1 111g rn the dormiroric,." · 
\\'hc•n <hkecl il the rule on .litO· 
hoi 111 the dormitorie~ i1n ' t 'io· 
latcd now. Dean Va n de VisJ.e re· 
uliNI that he didn' t know anti 
E~ J"y 
A Decision Now 
The report of President Storke's ROTC Committee 
represents months of work by a group of faculty and 
students whose personal views on ROTC vary tremen-
dously. It is quite significant that their report is un~ni­
mous, and it is important that their recommendauons 
be recognized as in the best interests of Worcester Tech. 
The recommendation of the committee is simple: 
retain ROTC at Worcester Tech on a fully voluntary 
basis. The three year transition (with a one-year manda-
tory program) is certainly reasonable in view _of the_ re-
sults which have sometimes accompanied immed1ate 
changes from two-year mandatory to fully voluntary pro-
grams at other schools. 
We must recognize, however, that the one-year man-
datory program is only a transition stage. The commit-
tee recommends that now is the time for Worcester Tech 
to decide that ROTC is fully voluntary. Professor 
Kranich has emphasized that he does not think the de-
cision should be made in three years. 
President Storke has indicated that he does not favor 
at this time a decision on the fully voluntary program. 
He says that he has previously favored a one-year man-
datory program and he will recommend that to the 
Trustees. In other words, Thanks for the seven months 
of study, but this was my opinion and this is what I'll 
push. 
The committee did not recommend a one-year man-
datory program. They held over a dozen meetings and 
spent many hours studying a large amount of evidence. 
Their conclusion was to make ROTC fully voluntary-
the one-year program is only a transition. 
:~Tech Donn Complex To Be 
On Institute Road By 1970 
tractlnaeu and eft'ldeocy. With 
three loon ol mo.tly two-man 
I'OOIU, each donn will o«er Ita 
alxty realdentl a aelection of 
lounaea and canteena. In one 
bu.Udlna wUJ be a permanent 
inftnnuy, with from eJpt to 
ten bedl. Thla badly needed 
fadllty wUJ replace the Inade-
quate one now on the lnt loor 
of Sanford Riley. 
In order to make the new 
clormltortea more attractive, 
the present clormJtory policy 
may have to be nmaecl. 
C'haqea could Include IUipeD-
aka of &1M nale ......._ lbt-
clenta UvJna In the donna to 
purchue food at Moraan Hall. 
A. In the put. any poUcy 
chanaea made In reaard to the 
clormltorlea will be made with 
the cooperatJoo and advice of 
student repreaent.atJves. 
Ali lnterestlq proepect pre-
aented by the poulbWty of amall 
capacity dorm• aucb u these 11 
that of a coed dormitory. Al· 
thouih the near future wiU prob-
ably not aee a need for auch 
boulln&, the pouibWty of ln· 
c:re&Md female IDJ'Ollm•lt at 
Tech Ia certaiDly doMr to ,.... 
.., .... ,.... ....... ._...... 
COEDS WILL HIGHLIGHT 
\::.~CHEERLEADING SQUAD 
Adeline to the spectacle of T«h's 
tint basketball game in the new 
Harrinpm Auditorium will be 
the addition of aeveral girls on 
the cheerleaciing stall'. This ex-
periment., just recently approved 
by Pretident Storte, will run in· 
idaUy on a two girl trial ba.aia 
aDd, if IUa:aaful, will allow for 
the addition of two to five more 
girJs on the squad. 
The girls, from Becker J r. Col· 
lege and Anna Maria, will be St'· 
leaed by the present cheerlead-
ing squad and ~an Brown, the 
faculty adviser. Thu~ far, none 
have been chosen, but they will 
be seleCLed either the week. before 
or just after tmlester break.. Pre• 
ent plana call for the unveiling 
of the new checrleaden at the 
W.P.J. va. Pratt Institute game at 
home on February 10. 
The cheerleacling squad 10upt 
permission to undertake lhia pro-
gram last year. It was however 
vetoed by the administration. Thia 
year the staff continued eflon.s 
with renewed vigor and, through 
their urgings and those o( Student 
Government President Bob Woog, 
President Storke okayed the pro-
gram. 
Co-Captain Steve Udell, when 
ask~ why he thought this under-
taking was desirable replied, "The 
squad will now be able to do more 
as far as checn go." Cheerleader 
Pete Rado added, "[the girls] will 
add to the color of dtecring and 
to the atmosphere of the ball 
game." 
At present, then: an: plans for 
girls to participate on the fresh · 
man cheering ICJuad. However, 
there aren' t enou£b Tech fret.h. 
~mn who have shown their desire 
to be cbecrleaden to compriae a 
staff. All interested atudenu 
should contact Steve UdeU at 
A.E.Pi or Steve Bernacki at Phi 
Sig. 
The final decision must be made by the Board of 
Trustees. The Faculty will first be asked to make a rec-
ommendation to that board. We urge both the Faculty 
and the Board of Trustees to recognize the legitimate 
conclusions of the committee. President Storke wishes to 
put the real question off for another three years. This 
tactic is not reasonable and insults the faculty and stu-
dents who spent much time and energy to provide the 
best solution to the problem. The Faculty and Trustees 
should decide now what course ROTC will take at 
Worcester Tech. 
200 algnatunta from atudenta and faculty w.,. obtained lalt 
Friday for petitions to Governor Volpe urging ntform in the 
ltat.'a lirth Control Law. Jofc&' "vt 
The maJe checri"A' tquad am-
siau of: eo.capwn Steve Ber-
nacki, GerTy Xahn, Neil Hodes. 
Dave Poulliot, and John Shea. 
The Editon 
W.P.I. Dormitory 
Rules Announced 
Dor111 Committee Refuses to 
Enforce Dinner Dress Edict 
The Student Dormitory Com· 
rruttee of Worcester Tech has sent /'1 
a statement to Dean Van de Vlsse 
than how to behave with 
proper etiquette. A Sunday for· 
mality would scn·c to cmpha· 
si7e the leisure or the weekend 
as well as to stress a better 
menu for that meal. 
NEWS ELECfiONS 
The roUowing Dormitory regu· 
lations have been announced. 
They went into effect on Saturday, 
February 10. 
W.P.I. Residence Halls 
Regulations 
These regulations are intended 
as gen~ral guidelines to dormitory 
residents; specifics are omitted 
since it is assumed that the stu· 
dent is fully capable of using his 
own discretion 10 determine de-
tails for responsible and gentle· 
manly conduct. 
a) Every student using any of 
the facilities is personally re· 
sponsible lor his own gentlemanly 
conduct, and the proper conduct 
or fellow students and guests. 
b) Possession or consumption of 
alcoholic beverages is not allowed 
in the residence halls except in 
the Goats H ead at designated 
times. 
c) Explosh·es, comhuniblc liq· 
uids, guns and ammunition of any 
kind not permitted in the resi· 
dence halls at lin)' llmt. 
d) Persons nwsing damage ? r 
destruction to sc.hool property wtll 
be suhjcc.t to immcdtatc cii§Ciphn 
a ry au ion by 1 he ~ttulen t go~ cru· 
ment judicial board. clormuory 
counselors. and j or Dean's Ofhc.e. 
When indh·iduals cannot be idcn 
tifiecl. a ll 5tudents of the effected 
area will be etjuall} re pomthlc 
and \0 assessed. 
e) FOR THE ' fHRt.E UPPER· 
<..:L.\SSES ONLY. Dormitories "ill 
he open to female 'hitor~ between 
the hours or 12 noon 10 5:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 p m. to midnight on 
Satuubn. and from 12 noon to 
6:1)(1 p.m on Sunda}S. 
I) £\cry woman, out~idc or:. stu 
dents immediate family. ami 
her escort, a resident or the 
80PHOIIIE8 COP TECH 
CAIIIVAL WITH THEIE 
OF FIIOIH "TECHTOUR" 
On Saturday. April IS. Alden Audi· 
dormitorie~. must sign in and 
out at the main dormitory 
office, ccnifying her age, as 18 
or older, or as a college stu· 
clent. 
2) The person on duty in the 
main dormitory office shall 
ha\'e the authority to refuse 
admission to any woman at his 
discretion. 
~) Doors will be open. 
f) All cases of improper conduct 
shall be decided by the Student 
Court andfor other authorities 
deemed necessary by the particular 
,·iolation. 
g) Failure to conduct oneself 
with a sense of cooperation, con· 
sideration and mature responsibil· 
ity will result in disciplinary ac· 
tion up to and including expul-
sion from the college. 
h) Changes in regulations are a_t 
th~ sole diS<.rction of the Dormt· 
tory Committee of the Student 
Govemment. 
in connection with the commit· f 
tee's currem effort to eliminate C 
the rule requiring that jacket and 
ties he worn at evening meals in h 
the Morgan Hall dining room. 
The Executive Council of t.he 'C. 
Student Government assumes the 
following position regarding coats ~ 
ancl ties in the Residence H alls 
Dining Room: 
After a thorough study and 
poll by the Dormitory Com· 
miuee of the Student Govern· 
ment, a proposal was present~d 
to the administration that the 
regulation requiring coats . and 
ties at evening meals be hfted 
except lor Sunday's meal. This 
antiquated ruling violates the 
assumption that toclay's college 
student ~hou ld not be told how 
to dress at dmner any more 
We tlo ;uh-ocate neatness and 
presentability. especially iu the 
tliniug room, but we feel that 
one can be quite neat in slacks, 
shirt, and sweater, yet clearly 
slovenly in sweauhin, dun-
garees, string lie, and ma~ras 
jacket. This limited rebellion 
to the present ruling emphasizes 
the inconsistency of coat\ and 
ties with neatness. 
We do not feel that this issue 
is imponalll enough to neces-
sitate any aggressi\'e action. After 
discussion with the administra-
tion . it became obvious that 
they would not toler.ue a change 
in policy. In line with the 
(Con. on p. 7. col.!\) 
The new senior editorial board 
Cor the TECH NEWS will be 
elected on Thunday, January 12 
in Higgins 109. Present staff m~m· 
bers will be eligible Cor elecuve 
pos"ions in the Editorial, News, 
Makeup, Features an~ ~ports ~e· 
pa.runents held by reunng ~eruor 
officers. All legitimate ataJf mem· 
ben approved by the pre~eot edi-
torial board will be allowed to 
vote in the election. 
The January 18 iuue of the 
TECH NEWS will be the ioal 
iuue publdhed under the p~nt 
staff. The elections are tentauvely 
ICheduled lor 4 p.m. 
a. " ... And after the sprinklers go off we'll both run like heck." 
b. " ... Take your hand out from under your robe." 
c. " ... You teach m e how to meditate and I'll give you a Civil 
degree." j1A 4j J" 9 
a . What sort of man reads "Playboy"? 
b. ' 'Why Is your student body so horny?" 
c. "On • good day they reach out to about here." 
d . MAKE YOUR OWN -· ·-· ---···· 
torium was the scene of the forty-fifth d . MAKE YOUR OWN ·-----··· ·- ·····-- ···----- - - - ---
lnnual Tech Carnival. Thjs continua-
tion or the freshman-sophomore rivalry I 
for possession or the coveted Goat's 
Head trophy, provided an enjoyable 
;\'ening marked by £requent approval 
>f the good-natured spoofing. Howe,•er, 
he final approval came £rom the 
udges. Professor Hammon~. Professor 
'ritchard. and Doctor Koontz. when 
he\· awarded the Tech Carnival trophy ! 
0 .the "class or '63.'' 
:-;er,·ing as master of ceremonies was 
·ran Coddu who opened the show by 
11 roducing the freshman skit . ·' In the 
leginning." This little drama from the 
en of Cary Coshgarian poked fun at 
ne or the highlights of the freshman 
ear first days at the dorm and the 
djustment to living with different ty~s 
r roommates. The climax lO the Skit 
roduced a nominee for the "ideal 
l(>mmate of the year" award, when a 
1mewhal slinky •·female" was re,·ealed 
, ht the secret of the hero's mysterious 
eamsh1p trunk. . . 
The winning sophomore skit wnt~en 
1 \\'all Adams illustrated a prospectl\·e 
,, CARNIV AL-_ P_a..:•:._•_S ___ _ 
1'BEO'S 
Luncheonette 
Qukk lreakfalf, Lunch o; 
Dinner 
"Orde,. ,uf Up to Taite Out'' 
S ~INUTES FROM CAMPUS 
tl}sl Bilhland Street 
PL J.9571 
FM Station ,, ' 
This Sutnrner 
A new and promising venture 
tor the upcoming school ynr 
hero! :~t Tech is going to be an 
FM radio station to be operated 
on campus. This new station 
will be operated cooper:uively 
by Tech and Holy Cross, start· 
ing som etime this summer and 
continuing throughout the school 
year. 
It was hoped that this station 
would have been able to start 
transmitUng at the end of this 
year, but there is aUU work to 
be done on the transmitting 
equipment and orgsnlzation of 
all eflorts stUJ must be sttain· 
ed. The transmitter for the sta-
Uoo is located here at Tech 
NOTICES 
Auembly 
with studios here and at Holy 
Cross. In order lor Holy Cross 
to broadcast programs, a tele-
phono! connection wlll be made 
between Tech and Holy Cross to 
remedy the situation. 
When the station beglna tranJ· 
mitting, the programs will be 
from 5:00 p.m. to mldnJght on 
weekdays and from noon to 
1:00 a.m. on weekends. The pro.. 
grams should appesl to a wide 
and varied audience, for jau, 
claaalcsl music, folk mualc and 
mod~m rock will all be featur-
ed at variou. times, with rock 
probably being emphuhed on 
the weeltenda. 
During the Assembly Period on 
Tuesda}', April 25, elections will 
be held for Tech Council presi-
rlcnt nnd Athletic Association of· 
ftccrs. 
Student Forum 
A Student Forum will be held 
on Wednesday, April 26, in the 
facult,· dining room at 4 :00 P.)l. 
Fathe~ Bissonnette of Assumption 
College. who has recently served 
in )loscow win be featured. 
,"<"{ Female Residency 
Approved By Trustees 
The Board of Trustees passed 
a resolution at their fall meet-
Ing last Saturday which will al-
low the acceptance of resident 
women students if satisfactory 
arrangements can be made. 
Dean of Studenll, Martin C. 
Van de Vlsse mentioned in a 
telephone Interview that three 
possible methods of housing have 
been considered. Women could 
live in selected faculty houses, 
houses currently owned by Wor· 
cester Tech, or rooms in the 
new Salter Secretarial Dorm If 
space is available. 
Trustees named Chandler W. 
Jones, '26, u chairman of the 
Developme.nt Committee of the 
Collqe. Jones, a vice president 
of the New England Electric Sys-
tem, completed 10 yean u a 
term trustee in June. He auc-
ceeda John w. Co&hlin, ' 19, who 
baa beaded the committee since 
1161. 
Jonea, who lives in Sharon, 
Mass., has held posts In t~e 
New England Power System 
throughout New Engtand since 
his graduatJon from W.P.I. He 
served as a member of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Board 
of Trustees at Tech. By laws 
of the corporation allow a term 
trustee to serve only for t!NO 
consecutive five-year terms. 
President Storke lauded the 
work of Coghlln whose seven 
year tenure as chairman of the 
Development Committee Includ-
ed the period of the succus-
fully completed Centennial Fund 
campaign and the completion of 
five new buildings on campus. 
Coghlln continues on the board 
as a life trustee and as secre-
tary of the corporation and with 
just enough Development duties 
"to keep hla hand tn." 
Trustees approved prelimin-
ary specifications for the new 
residential center and author-
ized college officials to invite 
construction bids. ConstructJon 
Is expected to begin in the 
Sprlna. with completion of the 
Tuesday April 20, 1993 NEWSPEAK 
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Gompei's 
(continued from from page) 
above the challe nges that security needs 
present." 
Food Service management stated that 
roughly five different kinds of foreign 
and domestic beers wil l be offered, as 
we ll as a small selection of wines. When 
asked about pr icing both Peters and 
Murphy indicated that prices will be 
"competiti ve ly s imi lar to other s tores in 
the n<-ighborhood . s uch as the Boyton and 
Ralph 's." 
Chief Hanlon of the WPI Campus Po-
lice res ponded positively to the idea o f 
Gompei 's serving alcohol. He believed 
that this would be benefici al to the WPI 
community because "people wi ll ha ve 
more opportun it ies to see people drink-
ing responsibly." Hanlon, n former mem -
ber of the Commission on Social and 
Residential Life. said that he recognizes 
the need for s tudents of age to hnve a 
place to gnther and socialize nfter work-
ing hours. 
Both Campus Police and Food Service 
mnnage me nt expressed concern about the 
kind of ntmospherc that the alcohol wi ll 
bring to Gompei ' s. " We are trying not to 
c reate a bar room atmosphe re," sa1d 
Murphy. Rathe r , according to Peters, 
Gompei 's is striving for a more res tau-
rant-style cl imate. In order to achieve 
this, strict guidelines will be set govern -
ing the dispensing of alcohol. Wine wi ll 
be served in small individual bottles, and 
beer will be served in either s tyrofoam 
cups or small glasses. 
According to Murphy, Gompei's manage-
ment has alrendy undergone alcohol aware-
ness training, nnd associates will be trained in 
the fall. This training involves nttcnding a 
T.J.P.S. (Training for Intervention Procedures 
by Server.; of Alcohol) course. The purpose 
of this course is two-fol d. It teaches the 
participant to recognize when patrons nrc a t 
various levels of intoxication. thus minimiz-
ing the chnnce o f further intoxicatmg the 
patron. In addition. the course also teaches 
the participant how to deal correctly with an 
intoxicated patron. As a further safety pre-
caut ion, alcohol will be served only after 4 
p.m . 
SUPER 
SUBS! VALUE MENU: 
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK 
" ZZESTY" ITALIAN 
r-----------• 
! ·HI ! ! 
I I 
·-----------· 
4BEDROOMS 
1091UGHLAND 
LARGE ROOMS -IDEAL 
LA YOUf FOR STUDY & PRIVACY 
HEAT, STOVE AND 
REFRIGERATOR Included 
$850 
2BEDROOMS 
1131DGHLAND 
(NEAR ACAPULCO RESTAURANT) 
INCLUDES: 
BEAT, SI'OVE, REFRIGERATOR 
AND ELECTRICITY 
$600 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
CAlL: 
MR. COVEN 
Sellml, ~01~, him, PrO'I'Oklne cheese, onions, lettuce, 
tomlto, MUCe and seasoning. 
HAM & CHEESE 
Him, Pr01101011e c:hcac, onlon5, lcUucc, tomlto, oil & ~. 
TURKEY & CHEESE 
" ZZESTY" MEATBALL & CHEESE 
TURKEY, HAM & CHEESE CLUB 
TLrtccy, him, Proldoue checK, onions, lctbJc:e, tomato, oil & 
~. 
All Domino'S SUper SObs «e sc~d on out custom French bun. 
eSt:Md Hot« Cold. •Fat-tree rnii)'Onl'lalsc, rnusterd, 
hot peppu relish « salt & pepper IIYeilable upon request. 
•Extra melt fSC •Extra Cheese 6SC 
•Potato chips 4fC •Becon 65C 
Coc~dlulc ~ « cktCOM-
12oz. cans 75< u. -
• 12oz. cans tot S2.00 
754-2136 
Worcester 
Cambridge St. 
791-7760 
Worcester 
219 Pleasant St. 
792-5666 
Worcester 
Grafton St. 
853·3330 
Worcester 
Bumcoat St. 
NE 102.20 
r--------------------------, 
Newspeak Will run clast~hfldllree lor all WPI Sluelenl$, laculty, and mn FrH da5SII.ecb are hmrted to llx (8) """ Ads 
or a c:omme<dal nature and ads lOnger then Six fines mu$1 be paid lor at !he on campus/oommerclal rate ol $5 00 lor thllorst &Ill 
Ufl8a and 50 cenra ~· addrtJOnalllne. 
Classllied ads must be paid lor in advance 
No onlormaiJOn whlc:h, In the cpnoon of tho Newapeak ldotors. would ldeneoly an Individual to the community WIM be pronled 
In a pen;onal ad The edltOfa rtsetvelhe nghtlo reluM any ad deemed to be In bed !Ute or many ads I rom one group or lncltvldUal 
on one subtld 
The deacfone IOf lids 11 noon on Jhe Frldly belofe publocaiJOn 
Alc:lasslfieclldlrnua beon~...,olpeper IWidmosl beaa:IOf1"4*...Sby tlwwrrtec's name. aclo7.aanclphonenumber 
Name ------------------------ Phone -------------
Address ------------------- Total Enclosed$ __ _ 
Allow on tv 30 characters per line 
L--------------------------J 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
All with: 
wall to wall carpeting, 
parking, laundry area, 
fully applianced kitchens 
with dishwashers, 
thermo-pane windows, 
excellent maintenance 
and management. 
• 2 Bedrooms S535 to S62 
3 Bedrooms S695 to S750 
and a 
call 799-6076 
to WPI! 
IRYNEW 
DOIIIII09S 
AND GET SOMETHIN' , ___ I 
Each delicious sub is made fresh to ordeld with~ choice of deli 
meats. You can cmy 'em out - OR- 'Ne'n deliver 'em right to you-
OOor in 30 minutes or less. Gueranteed. 
Mri'Tun p.rct.a ""'fix IIIIQftd bclltoey. ()las 'llldwffl ~f7f/- •=-
rt ,.. · .. '" . . ..... , . ., · 
Tueadlly Aprll20, 1993 NEWSPEAK Pege'D 
3rct Annual Newspeak Reader's Poll 
1. Best Pizza Place _____________________________ -t 
2. Best Sit-Down Restaurant _________________________ ---t 
3. Best place to go at 
ridiculous AM hours _____________________________ ~ 
4.BestBeer _______________________________________________________________ ~ 
5.BestNightspot ________________________________________ ._______________________________________________ . ________ ~ 
6.BestCrumpusSociruEvent ______________________________________________________________________________________________ ~ 
7. Best Radio Station _____________________________ --t 
8: Best Musicru Performer __________________________ ---t 
9. Best Campus Organization-------------------------------------------------~ 
lO. BestVVPISport'sTerun _____________________________________________________ • 
12. Best TV Show (Live) ________________________ --t 
13. Best TV Show (Cartoon) _______________________ ----1 
14.BestProfessor ____________________________________________ ~ 
15.BestFearureofVVPI--------------------------------------------------~ 
16.VVorstFeattrreofVVPI __________________________________________________ ~ 
17.BestFearureofNewspeak ______________________________________________________________________________________________ ~ 
18.VVorstFearureofNewspeak ____________________________________________________________________________________________ ~ 
19. Best Administration Office ____________________________ ~ 
20. VVorst Administration Offic~"'-------=--------------------------------------1 
21. Best Way to Slide Down Boynton Hill __________________________________________________ --t 
22. Favorite Crump us Police Officer _________________________________________________________________ --t 
.. 
23. Best Newspeak Columnist ______________________________________________________________________________ ---t 
24. Best Place to Road Trip ____________________________ ~ 
Po Us must be turned in by Thursday, Aprilll at Spm. They can be dropped in the Newspeak mail slot i.n the basement of Riley Hall or in campus mail, Box 2700. 
Identical, or nearly identical, entries will not be counted. Results next week. 
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CLUB CORNER 
American Nuclear Society 
Hidey Ho there neighbors!! How's the term 
been ueatin' ya. The end 1s in sight so don't 
fret. it will be over before you know it. Just here 
to remind you of a few things. There will be 
a meeting this Friday in Gompei's at 12 noon. 
We will be conducting elections so be sure not 
to miss it. Remember if you don't show up to 
have a say in how things are run, you forfeit 
your right to whine about what goes on next 
year. Also don 't forget the upcoming ANS 
cookout. It will take place at Higgins House 
lower lawn on Wednesday. April 28 between 
the hours of 4 and 8pm. The rain location is set 
for Founders Hall Country Kitchen. We will 
have hot dogs, hamburgers, watermelon, potato 
& macaroni salad, etc. There will also be a 
volleyball net set up for anyone interested. 
That's it for now, See ya! 
ACM 
Just wanted to keep you guys informed on 
everything going on with your friendly neigh-
borhood ACM this week: 
Vivek Sarlcar will be flying in from Califor-
nia to give a lecture on Program Optimization 
on Wednesday April 21. The lecture will be 
held in Fuller 311 at I lam. Everyone is wet-
come! 
The ACM Bar-B-Que will be held this Fri-
day on the patio between Fuller and Kaven 
between 12pm and I :30pm. All Computer 
Science majors and ACM members are wel-
comed to stop in for some free food! If you are 
not an ACM member feel free to stop by, join 
and eat. Remember you do not have to be a 
Computer Science major to be an ACM mem-
ber. 
The ACM T-Shins have arrived! The T-
Shirts are high-quality couon and available in a 
variety of colors. For information on obtaining 
a shin email acm@wpi. 
Hope you all can make it to these events. 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
You won't want to miss this Friday's meet-
ing! I've heard from a relatively reliable 
source that our soon to be depaning friends 
are planning an interesting evening for us. 
I'm not up on all the details. but I do know a 
few specifics. One is that there is going to be 
a very entertaining skit. and the other is that 
Matt Boutell will be giving h1s testimony. 
The meeting will be at 7:00 p.m. in Higgins 
Labs 101. If y'all miss it. I reckon y'all will 
be a mite d1spleascd. 
Other things upcoming are the Wednesday 
night Prayer & Share meeting in the Becke tt 
Conference Room (FL) and the luncheons on 
Tuesdays from II :30 tO 12:30 in Founders 
DAKA. (Okay, l\O there 's no special food 
there. so what?) Looking ahead, we see the 
"Another Chance to Trash Highland Heights" 
end of term event, ond keep May I st open for 
the end of year banquet. 
In spons this week: CBF A. good: CBF B 
not <>o good: both teams. good spon s; every-
one who played, lots of fun. "Yet when I 
surveyed all that my hands had done and what 
I had 101led to achieve, everything was mean-
ingless. a chasing after the wind; nothing w~ 
gained under the sun." Ecclesiastes 2: II . At 
this point in his life, the author of Ecclesiastes 
had tried to find happiness by undertaking 
magnificent projects and accumulating much 
wealth. However. when he looked back he 
saw that everything he had done was perish-
able and fut1le. He had not been seeking God. 
"For God so loved the world that he gave his 
one and only Son, that whoever believes in 
him shall not perish but have eternal life." 
John 3:16 If you believe that Christ died for 
you and then attempt to follow Him, your 
actions will no longer be "a chasing after the 
wind.'' 
GAP 
We need as many people as possible for the 
Earth Day clean up activity at Institute Park. tf 
you would like to help us (you don't have to be 
a GAP member), please write down your name 
and telephone number on a piece of paper and 
return it to Prof. Rissmiller at Social Science 
.I&m ASAP. The activity starts at 9:00am (4/ 
24(Sat.)). Be at gazebo in lnslllute Parle from 
12:00 (Same day). It 's for FREE! So, once 
again, send the sheet to Prof. RissmileerASAP 
tohave theFREELUNCH (if you send the sheet 
back, you are guarenteed for the FREE 
LUNCH!). 
Also, on the 25th (Sun.), we will have a table 
at Institute Park for Earth Day Event. lt starts 
from 12:00 and ends 5:00. We will do some 
kind of games and give out prizes. This finishes 
up all the activities the Global Affairs Party for 
this academic year. Please try to come to the 
event. 
NEWSPEAK Tuesday April 20, 1993 
SME 
-OKAY! OKAY! Guess what? 
-Chickenbutt!! (oh, sorry. in ide joke - hec 
heel) 
- NO! Wrona Answer! Try Again. 
-Exclde me, but in 1iJb1 o( lbe fact that 
finals are around the comer lnd I have enough 
to think about-
-Well., &.hank you for playing! 
And the an'wer is: 
Our last SME meeting (much rejoicinal) is 
April22 at 7:30 in Higgins 109. 
We will have a pat apeaker (more rejoic-
ing!), Pml.Kennedy, preaident of Kennedy Die 
Casting. 
Wait! Thm~'a men-
lie will be discu•ina opportunities in small 
businesses and where we, most wonderful engi-
neers (thank you, thank you very much.). can 
focus our attention to make us all the more 
marlcetable after graduation, ie. get a job (much 
more rejoicing!) The presentation is open to 
anyone interested so, COME ON DOWN! 
Once again that's Thursday April 22 7:30 
HLI09 
- The following is a public announcement: 
QUADFEST TOMORROW!!!! (even more 
rejoicing!!) 
SocComm 
ONE MORE DAY UNTIL 
QUADFEST .... GO .... Tonight, comedian BOB 
KUBOTA will be performing in Gompei's at 
8pm for S t . , get out and 
go to of nifty and 
cool stings), 
and 
Requiem 
will also be JXtf91'!dlf:'!lt4W.Q.IY 
day. 
Sunday,A 
at the usual hm,P.~Ml1tlll\'~·tr~'k!'\lit1Hlt 
Tuesday. WILD 
ultimate pany) w,~,_...~~~~~~~ 
your favorite 
projection sysf/rl\i5rfd:~~lt~U 
feeLS and 
last Co ance of the 
year ... Amazi~asivefolk!performer ANJ 
DIFRANCOJooraoutsdlit.' ISI 11ffhe last event 
of the year is a movie in Perreault ... but truth-
fully i have no idea what it 1s, so read the Club 
Comer next week .. QUADFEST 
~~AiltSTQUAI:HSf 
European Students 
Association 
OK, the ESA really ~tank this year. We got 
absolutely nothing done. 
But it does not have to be the same next year. 
You could make a difference. You don't have 
to be European- heck, you don't even have to 
know where Europe is. You just have to be 
interested in in Europe, and be willing to put 
more time into the club than the current officers 
have (which i~ next to none). 
So, what am I aying? I'm saymg that1f you 
want to promote the interests and togetherness 
of European students on campus. then let me 
know. Write me (Shawn Zimmerman) at WPI 
Box 2 128, o r email me at 
daedalus@wpi.wpi.edu, and let rne know what 
you are w111ing to do. 
There are no hidden fees, and no salesman 
will call on you. I just want to know if there is 
any reason to keep this club in existance. 
Men's Crew 
DOWN TWO ON THE SLIDES, AND UP 
TWO THROUGH THE WATER! Awesome 
job last week guys! This team is really flying 
now. We went from insignificant to a team to be 
afraid of in just 5 solid practices. Thanks to the 
coaching staff, the coxwains, and each and 
every crew-dog for BUSTING THEIR BALLS 
thjs week to push this team up to a KICK BUTT 
level. Like I said, we're gonna ROCK this 
season. I have a dream. a dream of sitting 
down to a meal at TGI Fridays after the Vails 
with a gold medal around my neck. Except it 's 
not just a dream, it's a friggin' REALITY this 
year. I WANT IT! And I know everyone else 
WANTS IT TOO! Now let's get out there and 
GET IT! GOLD! GOLD! GOLD! GO FOR IT! 
Men's Rugby Club 
Let's get ready to fummmmmmmbbbllleee! 
Hello fnends and welcome to the pathetic lives 
of the Men's Rugby Club. Let us begin today's 
saga with congratulations to ourselves for a 
bard fought twin vit.tories over UMASS-Lowell. 
·1 found it quite shock1ng that there are actually 
teams out there that are actually dumber than 
us. It must be someting in their chicken (run 
sideways much?). Injury of the week goes to 
Kenny M. His bravery was amazing as he 
decided that he may want to leave the game 
before the blood geyser in his hand exploded, 
thereby blinding his teammates. Rem went 
down rather nicely with tom ligaments in hi~ 
knee at practice this week. See what happens 
when you play with fire? Maybe Ropids can get 
you a good therapist. I'd like to thank Jesse for 
his outstanding display of gentlemanly play 115 
he proceeded to use every swear in the book. in 
front of several parental onlookers (on the day 
before Easter, even!) Sabo feigned injury just 
so his parents would give him more money on 
Easter. "Are you all right, son?" "Yeah, lm 
f@#S%" playing'." What's the deal with the 
forwards? Kuchar (you didn't think I'd let an 
article go by without mentioning our Rugby 
Christ, did you?) decides to show up for a game 
and then scores! It's blashphemous! And Leahy, 
rumblin ·, bumblin', stumblinnnnnn. The key is 
to put the ball IN the try zone, not out. Random 
quotes: Does anybody want to buy a car? It's 
perfect for those special occasions. like drive-
by shootings. robberies, crack deals, and proms. 
Do you know the f!@N$ rules of rugby? Sabo's 
parents thank you Jess. Let 's do a pooch kick. 
Let 's not there Prince Prescreen! I leave you 
with the quote of the week: "Oooh. my bad, my 
bad. I got it now, my bad." 
National Society of 
Pershing Rifles 
Pledges, initiation is literally only a few days 
away. Harhar. Make sure that you get all of the 
signatures that you need well before 25 April 
1993. And do not think ofbringlng a wet poddle 
to the festivities. t;>o you all even have paddles 
yet? Hmrnm. How about that pledge project of 
yours? It's all over for you ifit Lakes longerthan 
a zoomie pledge class to complete. That's a 
year and a half, I believe. 
This Thursday is the inspection. 19:00 hours 
with your Class A's. That's all I'm saying 
about it because I've said it before. Honest. 
In lieu of elections, I'd like to tell the troop 
that 1992-1993 has been an extremely produc-
tive year. Neither pledges nor ~taff were seri· 
ously injured in any brawls. Only four mem-
bers of the troop maimed their automobiles. 
Our advisor hasn't given up on us yet. No troop 
member or brick was lost in the urban jungle 
around WPI for any considerable length of 
time. And we still have Hellwig. 
On the more serious side. Troop e-12 Cav-
alry participated in three FfX's, did two saber 
guards, three parades, fourcommunity projects, 
and at least six color guards. We've had one 
successful pledge class initiated and another 
one in waiting. We may even have the National 
Convention here next year. It 's been a success-
ful year and was a lot of fun when there wasn't 
work or planning to do. 
Echo troop is more enthusiastic than ever. It 
seems that while this year was a very good year, 
our motivation is going to make next year even 
better. Huah! 
PME/Math Club 
Hey gang. Howi£the Treasure Hunt? I 
hope that y9u have JT lved both clues. Re· 
member, if y041 'ge a ~ue, don 'tlet it 
stop you fi'OI}l w~ . ubseqoent clues! RE-
MINDER:OnFli::Id 00t~l1993at4:30pm 
in SH203, Steve F k b dojn will give a 
talk entitled'"P ~ Tnangt~, .. I recommend 
that all of 0\lr ~~ to attend. New 
members are atwT¥6 welt e. ~NCENTIVES: 
We will have lots. af P and soda on hand 
so you calll~& ~tthins,~~~ while you 
listen. ALSb. the 1&5~ hunt clue will be 
available 2 days early to everyone who auends. 
Ultimate Whoopi 
Another tournament, another win. There's 
not much variety in terms of a sports repon for 
thjs team. I guess that a good comment about 
that road trip to New York is that the time it took 
to get there was weiJ spent (I mean well drunk 
- I never knew a can could last that long). The 
organizers of the tournament must have felt 
sorry that they invited us over to romp their 
Ultimate world. But as many of us on the team 
feel, it was about time that we spread our wings 
and sowed our oats of victory beyond New 
England. 
I believe that the Green Monster now has 
legal ownership of the Peckasphere. It was 
confirmed by several eye witnesses that the 
MonMer was in the Peckasphere for a full 
fifteen minutes where he beat his adversarie 
out of the sky as they tried to steal his disc. The 
Monster· scommentlater: "That's what they· ve 
got to expect if they want to splay in the 'sphere 
See Club Corner 011 next pop,e 
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AXP 
Well. everyone, feast your eyes on the "new 
and improved" WEEKLY greek comer! In my 
defense, last week'somission was not my fault , 
but if you're still upset by it, then you can go 
fnlk yourself! Speaking of the Falk-meister. I 
would like to be the first to congmtulate Dan on 
his"Grad of the Year" nominauon. wherever he 
may be ... 
Anyway, with the end of the school year 
less than three weeks away, I'm running out of 
time 10 publicly humiliate and embarrass all or 
you. so remember: if you want to be mentioned 
in tile greek comer (in 275 words or less), do 
something stupid real soon! 
Along those lines, let's see who our win-
ner is this wcck ... and the nominees nrc: Chris 
Pisz. for opening the door in the middle of 
WWll (Water War 2), resulung in his total 
saturation; Moore, for stan1ng the water light 
and then neeing to the safety of his room; 
Kmiec. for spraining his ankle playing (or 
should I say. watching) a game of hoops; or 
Kamess, for. well,just being himself. And the 
winner is ... irrelevant. since they ALL got pub-
licly humiliated! 
Night in Chi Rho was a success, and all of 
those who attended (hie!) had a great time. 
Also, this Saturday we're having a two-in-one 
band pany. to commemorate the completion of 
our new "social hangout", so get ready for 
another good ume (Ju!>l don't !.pill anything on 
the new rug!) 
That's all forthi l> week. but remember, if 
you feel that someone has treated you unfairly. 
don't take the law into your own handl>, you 
take ·em to coun! 
Ar.1 
... 6,7,8 ... R-ocks-anne ... l4.15, 16: 16 days 
left, and we are outta here! Well, I'm excited. 
Ok, back to business. Congratulations Carley 
Abramson, Monika Lehky. Anne Holt, Melissa 
Nappi, and Karen Goodell for being chosen as 
Charles 0 . Thompson scholars! Also congratu-
lations go to all those who performed in New 
Voices shows this past week! KP, great job 
setting up the cafe and thanks to everyone who 
worked there - the AGO spirit really carne 
through · keep up the psyche! 
Thanks to Lambda Chi Alpha for the drug 
and alcohol awareness program .. it 
was .. .informative .... and a lot of laughs. "woo 
woo" (Did you see that train go by?) .. __ s 
of the world''- yeah, real fair category. Oh by 
the way. we do still have your pin. I guess a 
good time for its return would be when we 
receive our prize. As for the weekend, how 
many of us dared to experience the dress code 
of ancient Greek civilization? And how many 
of us are extremely claustrophobic in small, 
dark, comparonents assembled with a large 
supply of cardboard boxes and duct tape? And 
how many decided to stop over in Mexico 
before they vemured out to the islands? 
Happy Binhday Pam Moser and Deanna 
Day. Kristy S. thanks fordoing suchagreatjob 
with the senior dinner. leltie, you're correct; 
there's much more to it than just passing the salt 
and pepper together! HB: name tags arc good. 
Don't forget, today's Traditions Day and we 
have quite a few teams entered in the pie eating 
contest. Quadfest is tomorrow and it's gonna 
be alot of fun . Check it out! 
In closmg. I'd like to leave you with one 
thought: 
Nothing 1~ forever, 
But sisterhood is for life. 
ATQ 
To any AGO that is distressed over last 
week's anicle, l think I went out of my journal-
istic barrier:.. If I caused any of you undo grief, 
I'm sorry. Please remember that it was only a 
joke and I didn' t realize that it could offend w 
many people (e pecially people in my history 
cla.~s.) 
Now. on It) more interesting topics of co~-
cem. I hope everyone will be primed for 
QU~DFEST on Wednesday. It should be a 
g~ ~e and il will be pretty interesting lQS«;# 
s~ {'TO seniors blow off some steam. A\1 f 
the ~~~sc!r)lors In the hpuse shoulcf 'Stay ~ti\Y 
froril .'l Qet '• .and Jeremy's room.. Y~u df>Jt ' t 
knoJ ~~ c:ouldgo on in there. 
I h~ everyone ew-t the cake t})C) ~ther 
day. Y'bb fll may tbint its weird tllat.1hey like 
us. but Je,.tdid some ground bredihg work 
last year in more t&an one way. J.1frink that they 
want Mitch toke up what Jer~l wu.s doing 
whatever that !~~~~~;if~ THE TOPS ERS WILL 
DOONSUMM 
6. Dawson will try to fbml a cult following 
around his hair style. 
5. Mike wi ll buy a chicken farm. 
4. PV will go shopping for a wedding ring. 
3. Bowman will look to borrow some furni-
ture for the Cape. 
2. Duper will practice his coloring tech-
niques so his leuers to Merian will be as nice a~ 
hers. (I know you can do ittigger.) 
I. Tapley will try to Meal I 0 gallons of hair 
spray for the up coming :.chool year. I hope 
everyone IS getting ready for Friday n1ght, it 
~hould be a blowout. 
.1<l>E 
Two week~ in a row!! Can you believe 11'! I 
get a gold .,tar for this week. HAPPY BIRTII· 
DA YGAIL! Weallloveyou. So much. in fact. 
that on your '>pecial day there's a huge pany 
called GaiiFcst (aka QuudFeM) in honor. But 
it's not to be confused with Calc fest. U.,a, how 
big are tho-.e pie.,? What did you get me mto. 
Thank!. to all the suppon we have gotten 
from the Greeks on campus. Thank!. for the 
leiters. 
Congratulations to Cheryl Zukowsky on her 
engagement. We wish you the best. 
Color of the week: Scream in· green (How 
many pages arc left?) 
FIJI 
Believe it guys, my first column in like a 
year. Sorry I've been slacking but I'm 100 
damn busy. Well getting down to business I'd 
first like to congratulate our new brothers- you 
boys made it into the realms of Phi Gam, great 
job!! I Also, I'd like to congratulate our~ 
~ cabinet for getting through our annual 
dinner without Brothers I and 3. On those lines 
there will be another year McArthur. Also 
congratulations to Sean Dog for joining the 
company of an e lite few, by winning the friend-
liest bro award. IWO WEEKS AND ONE 
DAY UNIJLTHEHELLENDS YESSSS!!! 
I'd like to wish the seniors luck in 
setting up for the island and I hope everyone is 
getting ready to pick and lend a hand. Also 
anybody who can get me a respectable date I'd 
be more than willing to accept. Mike you best 
be ftndi ng n date because I will impale you if 
you try to "jet outta here''. 
I would like to wish all of our injured 
brothers a comfonable recovery. Graham, Sabo, 
Aats and whoever the hell else is aching. Also 
good job men on the jeopardy A. A. seminar of 
course we smoked the apes anrl those crazy phi 
sig's. 
Marathon Man, happy 21M I hope 
those guy'> weren't talking \mack. Folsom • 
Fotiades is there something that I'm missing. 
Good job to everyone who went out 
and cleaned up the school this weekend. Also a 
big apology 10 the chapter for not winning any 
awards but maybe next year we 'II rememberto 
get the application m before the deadline. That 
will be about it for 
led. note: we arc aware that this end~ ~>ud­
denly but this is the way we received it I 
AXA 
Gooooood Momnnnnnnin WPI! II ' '> fi-
nally here folks. Yes, that's right. All that 
waiting has finally paid off. If you don 't know 
NEEDED 
Sperm bank in the Northeast is currently expanding 
it's donor inventory. 
We are committed to provide high quality cryopreserved semen. 
We strive to seek individuals who exhibit excellent medical and 
genetic health. If you are healthy, an achiever, and would like to 
assist with a worthwhile project, please contact us. We are a non-
profit foundation and maintain complete confidentiality. Spenn 
donors are compensated for their contributions. Call : (208) 883-
5511 or write: FCM, P.O. Box 9449 Moscow, ID 83843 
what I'm talking about you're probably dead. 
h 's QuadFest! Tomorrow is QuadFest! So 
come out and have a good time. Don't miss the 
Pie Eating Contest, because we'll be there 
waiting to chow. They Might Be Giants. but 
everyone has theic ......_,lings. So go sec' 
em. 
Don 't forget guyawllaft the Anrwal Schol-
arship Banquette 011.....,11 7:30 in ()o(npei 's 
We have the Alu~llillllcue on Sunfa)- too. 
Who's ready to pliiiJ all? 
..w--· [ ............... .. .... ______ _ 
,, •• ,,....., ...... c 0 
to Jim~~ 1111 m'utkn ._ Alf'te 
Psi Omega. and to W._Smale forllil-.cep-
tance into Pi Mu Bpllll•ath~ ltonor 
society. A job weli._IDtll .. -a.ers that 
were invOlved ill New Vaioll 11 • Manesh 
Goyal. Brain l...,_, Jill Lagrant. Tony 
Maciel. Jacques BrauiD •· Craig Toland. and 
Dave Sweet. lfl missed anyone I apologite. To 
all those that came out to watch and suppon us. 
thanks. 
To the ladies of AGO! A salute to the victors. 
It was close there for a while. I'm sure we all 
learned new and intereMing things we didn't 
know before. Til we meet again. 
<I>Ke 
- Congrat~ to J Dot. who appears to have left 
his BA V past behind him and is now preparing 
for bigger Meps. such a.., a nng. or in my opinion 
maybe :.omething u little more permanent. 
• A special congratl> to Bill Tyrell who 
recently learned the words cuddle and ... nuggle. 
· Nikki ~ince you begged. Hi. 
• Finally, congratulation\ to all the new 
brother:., and welcome.This week sorry I did 
not cleave anybody until nexl year(ha,ha) in the 
words of a great FIJI ··GET ME AN ISLAND 
DATE ". 
<1>1:1: 
Hey Phi Sig Sigs. 
To kick off Senior Appreciation Week. I 
thought I'd start this article with a shon ode to 
all the seniors from all of the underclassmen: 
"Oh. most wonderful seniors, to gau 
upon your beauty brings meaning to 
our lives!" 
That should sum up the theme of the week! 
Congratulations to Lisa Panico who got a job 
last week (For some realtOn. I just can't picture 
you carrying a briefcase!) Thanks to everyone 
who showed up to work at the hou~e this 
weekend. we've given a new meaning to "the 
pretty house!" Just a reminder that today, we ' II 
be in the pie eating contest from 12 to I on the 
Quad • Come cheer the teams on! Some final 
thoughts: 
- Senya, how was your date? Did his false 
teeth or walker get in the way? 
- Sarah M .. mums the word! 
• Becky, I won! I won! I won! 
- Gianna, when did you quit Grossman's and 
start working for Spags? 
- Cindy Mitchell . you put your fork 
WHERE??!! 
-Becky Kiluk .... Hi! (Just wanted to get your 
name in here!) 
Finally get psyched forQUADFESTtomor-
row!! U TP 
PS. Happy Birthday to Becky K1luk and 
Gianna!!! 
Seniors ... Don' t forget. We can eel yoy back 
on Friday!! 
Congratulations to Kri~ti Hendnckson. who 
got tnducted into Alpha PM Omega last week!! 
TKE 
I ju!>l read a funny letter from someone who 
said they were going to cancel our pany thi<> 
weekend. Goodjoke. mce delivery. Multiple-
level M!Wers. the circle of confusion. the poly-
gon ol love, 3 slides, and many more were 
features in the 29th annual Sewer Pary this 
weekend. Guan:~'s Sewer Ale was a hit with 
most. Some other approximate states include: 
next year, i 
respect, 
sition, see 
The Special I touma-
Let' ~> all come 
hand. 11 ·!> not his job 
to run everything, he help. Just ask Rich 
how much fun the whole thing is. 
Quad fest tomorrow! Major blow-off-steam 
event. happy sock ume! 
'The nerd test rufned 1>0me feather:. last week, 
among the h1gh scorer;: Icc w11h 47 and Burke 
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with Wild Bill with 46, you geeks! A new 
version, more appropriate 10 WPI life. will be 
coming out soon. Sample questions include: 
Have you ever been wedge for more than 5 
hours at a time? 5 days'! Ever gweep past4arn'? 
Have you ever met MegALone? Did you like it? 
And many more ... TKE forever. 
ex 
It seems that I've be getting a lot of junk 
lately from brothers who are dissatisfied with 
the anicle. If you don't like it then read the 
Rugby anicle or the Police Log. it 's probably 
more interesting. 
With that out of the way, I thought I'd get 
back to my roots and use a format popular by 
Scott Pineo. Since I'm writing this on Friday 
and you're reading this on Tuesday. the Toga 
Pany is out of the way. So here is my top ten 
predictions for Toga '93. 
10. Butland invites Theta Chapter for a 
warm reception with some of his Doherty 
friends. 
9. They came. they drank our beer. they left. 
8. Cassius Buttafouco. 
1. D ·Anna shows up at 5pm Sunday wearing 
a sheet and saying ••Let's Pany! Toga !" 
6. Uniacke shows up with leather Toga and 
bum. 
5. Shirtless Goo'e is finally accepted by 
~ociety. 
4. Toga wearing Jacobson gets lost in ~heet 
and hu.s to be esconed out by Dowd. 
3. Pineo and Hagenylinallyuse theirSwords 
of Theta Chi. 
2. Those girls from Assumption how up 
and do ab~olutely nothing! 
I . Cae~r Salvatore Salad served to all w1th 
crn7y bread. 
It's gone! It 's gone! That little bastard troll-
man has finally bll the dust. We don't know 
why he came. We don' t know what he did while 
he was here. And I don't care why he left ... but 
that demon which has plagued my dreams at 
night and which almost completely devoured 
my soul untill my life's essence was but just 
that mushy stuff inside of Cadbury Eggs IS 
GONE! (atle8l>t I hope it's gone .. if it 's not I'm 
gonna feel rea II W'(lll, l~nks to Phi 
Sig Sig for all 
won't have to 
Could you 
too? Can I 
you sir? Can I you S • 
just rehearsing my lines for IOnighJ. Everybody 
better go see my cameo appearance in New 
Voices .... well it ' ll probably be too late by the 
time you read this but you should have gone! 
• Now it 's time for a fl'IUSical int,etlude ... 
And now Jor something completely differ-
ent... Merc;er w.as whining that he doesn't get 
mentioned in the articles unymore. Tough ... 
Get a life! Get a cape and start calling yourself 
Captain Mercier and maybe I'Ll think about it. 
But as long as you're willing to give me all your 
money playing poker you're welcome in the 
house. And thanks to everyone else involved 
for that wonderful night of gambling ecstacy. 
I' ll put you all in my will. Mostofthe stuffw ill 
be yours anyway if that night is any sign of 
things to come. And now a few bits of wisdom 
from Zoot. 
(ed note: No. we won•t prim it.} Well, it's 
friday afternoon and there is a big gaping hole 
where my brain used 10 be. I think l 'lllill1t with 
a beer and maybe a balogna sandwich ... later ... 
Club Corner ... 
continued from prewous page 
(Ultimate Whoopie) 
- Thereain ·t no fouls 10 the 'sphere!" Another 
mc1den1 has rumored to have occured at the 
tournament. It hasn't been substantiated, but 
Molal's nex is supposedly responsible for 
UNH's forfeit to Liquid Scream. Too bad that 
we don't even have to play them to beat them. 
Women's Chorale 
Hello again! I hope everyone had a fan tastic 
weekend. Remember today is Tradition's Day 
so don't forget to go see the Pie Eating contest 
or go through Higgin 's House and get a glimpse 
of W.P.I.'s history. Tomorrow is Quad Fest! 
Yeah!!! No class. Anyways along the lines of 
Chomle business; tonight we have rehearsal at 
7:30 (I think). It should go ' till 10:30. "The 
Voice" will be more updated. This weekend is 
the Requ1em! Yeah ... It is going lObe soooo 
intcn~. I can't wait to perform with so many 
people. And for anyone who is reading this that 
is not in the Choir; the Glee Club, Women's 
Chorale, Holy Cross choir, and many others 
will be performing th1 'l Sat. at 8:00 p.m. tn 
Alden and on Sun. at 8:00p.m. at Holy Cross. 
Go! Tickets arc $3 for ~tudents. It will be 
a~e.,omc! Bagel Day thi., Thursday! 
-
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'lbunderbfrd 
Mustang P-150 Festiva 
Aeroslar rempo 
II 
Taurus Bronoo Escorl 
Get $400 1b Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment. 
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates. 
You took endless tests and endured more all-
nighters than you can remember It's time to receive 
the credit you're due - savin~ on the Ford car or 
truck of your choice. 
And your Ford dealer can help. Right now, you can 
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993 
Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in-
centives being offered. Qualified graduates oould make 
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP. 
You can even defer your first payment up to ll> days. 
This offer is available to coUege grads, grad school 
graduates and grad school students graduating 
between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993. 
So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up 
some extra credit - big savings on a Ford car or 
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved 
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase 
Program. For more infonnation call: 1-800-321-1536. 
FORD DEALERS 
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POLICE LOG 
Monday, April 5 
12: II am SAFETY HAZARD: The Gompei's manager reported that the exit s•gn of the function 
room was flickenng. The responding officer found the light bulb to be defective. 
3:09am MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: A Fuller watchperson reported that all the toilets in the men 
rooms were backed up due to trash thrown in them. 
I :09 pm A wallet was returned to campus police. h contained a bank card and 97 cents. 
5:00 pm FIRE ALARM: Daniels Hall 
5: I 0 pm The officer responding to the fire alarm found that a pull station on the third floor had been 
pulled. 
5:20 pm Residents of ACR requel>ted that the non-students in the Institute Hall parking lot be 
removed. 
7:39pm MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A student was injured while at the Fitness Center. He was 
transported to UMass for treatment. 
Tuesday, April 6 
12:49 am MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A resident of Daniels requested that EMS treat an eye injury 
recieved when struck by a soccer ball earlier. The student was transported to Hanneman. 
3:34 pm A citizen reported that a bicycle was hanging out of the third story window of the SP 
fratemety house. Although there was no violation, the responding officer advised the 
brothers of the safety hazard. 
3:58 pm MEDICAL EMERGENCY: EMS dispatched to Washburn to treat a person with a lacerated 
hand. The person was transported to UMass MedicaJ. 
6:58pm MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A student came into the station with an injured toe. EMS 
responded. 
10:44 pm An officer investigated Daniels second regarding a report of an odor of drugs. No such 
odor was found. 
II :29 pm DISORDERLY PERSONS: A student reported that subjects in a vehicle traveling down 
Einhorn threw a cigarette at his party as they were walking. Campus police will be on a 
lookout for the vehicle the resident described. 
Wednesday, April7 
12:01 am DISTURBANCE: A complaintant reported that a group of people was drinking and 
making excessive noise in the Institute Hall parking lot. The group came from ACR and 
had reentered the house prior to the arrival of campus police. The social officer of the 
fratemety was advised to keep the activity inside. 
3:55am MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A tudent on Morgan third reported that his friend had received 
a laceration to the head while he was playing football. The friend was transported to 
Hannemann. 
4:23am ALTERCATION: Two calls were recicved reponing an altercation on Daniels firsr. The 
second call stated that the subjects were being detained. The subjects were involved in 
an attempted break and entry on Daniels second. Campus polce are conducting an 
investigation of the incident. 
6:15 pm SUSPICIOUS PERSON: A student living in Fuller reponed that a male approached him 
and asked for money. 
Thusday, April 8 
1:53am MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A student on Morgan fourth had a injured shoulder. 
II :35 am Worcester T&G was notified regarding a paper box that was in the Ellswonh lot. Plant 
Services reported that someone had attempted to break into it. 
12:10 pm A complaintant reponed that members of SP were playing football in the street. 
IaffiJnes 
Pracnta: 
Comedian 
BobKJibota 
=ay·~ 
Sl;J;OTHER 
8:00pm 
3:40pm A complaint was received of a majauana smell eminating from the second floor of Stoddard 
on the Institute Road s1de. The responding officer was unable to locate any substance 
smells at the Stoddard Complex. 
3:45 pm WPI staff person called to report that student on the second floor of Daniels were dumping 
debris on their cars. Campus police talked to the students and the matter was resolved. 
5:27 pm A car parked on the service road was leaking gasoline. 
Friday, April 9 
I : I 0 am NOISE COMPLAINT: A student reponed that members of SP were creating a disturbance 
on their porch. Campus police spoke to the brothers and all became quiet. 
3: 17 am MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: A student came into the station to report that his car window 
had been broken while it was parked on Wachuseu Street. He was refered to Worcester 
Police who have jurisdiction. 
4:57 am FIRE ALARM: A local fire alarm reponed trouble in Ellsworth 10-15. Worcester Fire 
Department was called. It was found that the alarm was caused by burning food on a stove. 
8: 17pm MEDICAL EMERGENCY: A student was injured while on the athletic field. EMS 
responded and the student was transponed to the hospital with a knee injury. 
9:35 pm MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: A report was received of beer bottles being thrown from 
Institute and West Streel. The responding officer found all to be quiet. 
10:05 pm A student requested that EMS check his sprained ankle. The student was transported to 
the hospital. 
\Saturday, April 10 
12:52 am SUSPICIOUS PERSONS: Campus police discover several persons on the south side of 
the library near the basement. The persons were identified as students and sent on their 
way. 
I :26 am Campus police officer on building checks spoke to residents of the second floor of Riley 
Hall regarding their use of profanity. 
I :49 am SUSPICIOUS PERSONS: Campus police discover one person in a vehicle and two others 
running on the Quad. It was found that the persons were students who stated that an 
unlcnown person poured a liquid on their vehicle as they drove under the West Street 
bridge. 
3:32 am NOISE COMPLAINT: A report of loud music of Morgan fourth was received. The 
responding officer spoke with the residents and the music was turned down. 
5:26 pm ODOR: A Daniels RA reponed that a smokey smell was coming from an electrically 
powered vent on the fourth floor. HV AC mechanics were called to determine the 
problem. When the mechanics arrived the smell had dissipated. 
Sunday, April 11 
3:20 am MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: Complaintant reponed that an unknown party had just 
poured beer on his door. 
3:34 am A campus police officer reported that a fire extinguisher was recovered outside of a 
residnece which was likely the instrument used in the above complaint. 
6: I 0 am MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: A citizen came to the station to report that he observed a subjecr 
drop a fire extinguisher on Institute Road and run around the comer. The fire extinguisher 
was recovered outside of Gompei 's. 
I :35 pm An RA reponed that the fire extinguisher from Riley second was missing. lt had been 
recovered earlier by campus police. 
8:36pm A student called to repon that her pocketbook, which contained the keys to her room. had 
been stolen at an off-<ampus party. 
liSt 
L.-ib"lations 
4•00pm on the. Qwad 
L:hey MJarrL Be Qianfs 
s.oopm 
Hafflngton A'"'ito.-iwn 
$5 WPJ $7 Conso...tiwn 
$10 Qene.-al 
Rim: 
A Few Good Men 
S.•·day~25 
Pa1ea••lf Han 
6:30 &: 9:30pm 
Admission $2 
-
-
.. 
--
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries 
Earn $600 +/week 1n canneries or 
$4.000+/month on fish1ng boats. Free 
transponalion! Room & Board! Over 8,000 
opemngs. '\1ale or Female. For employment 
program call 1-206-545-4155 ex1 A501 I 
' 
Anyone who would liL.e a copy of I he April 
Fool'sed1110n of Newspeak (WWWWN). drop 
us a no1e at Box 2700. o r email us at 
newspeak@)wp1 und mclude a name and either 
a box number or a depanment. One per person. 
ple:t$e. 
"The beauty of mathnmntics is lhot you 
don ' I have to unders1nad 11. just do it." - Prof. 
Thompson 4/15/93 
Berkshire Security repons tearing a rowdy 
patron from a neighbor's dog. Patron was 
quoted as ~aying, ''She liked it! I know she 
did!" Berk<.h1 re Security latertrimmed patron's 
extrem111es with a chainsaw. Club Berkshire 
reiterales 11 's stand on beastiality 
' 
Bedroom :.et for sale Dresser. Bureau. 
Marror. Night Stand and Bed. 
$300 or B.O. Call Chns at 798-5379 
Large 6 room apartments. All recenLiy reno-
vated. Lot's of off street parking ... very close to 
TFM 
COnlin II I'd from f'O}It> 8 
and I thmk i111> 1cmfic for a new user and also the 
abll11y 10 cuMon111e 11 us you learn is appreci-
ated. ' Pmc' is fa1rly new. and I have limlled 
exposure to 11. However, many ' pme ' users I've 
'poken 10 cla1m thut i-. i~ very easy to team. 
Ncurly all the new u'er'i I've talked to have c;aid 
the default 'mail ' program i'> very confusing and 
hard to learn. 
Minor corrccuon: II you w1sh to see posted 
e1.ents on logm add the line 'event:. -fp'to your 
.logm. I said 'event\· last week, which will 
worL. Howrver, you '"II ">ee a 'No new mes-
'age!'.· line On Jog10 WllhOUt the '-fp' 0ag. 
As alway!> I welcome queM1oos and com-
ments. And remember. 1he CCC Helpdesk is 
lhcre for you. Call exten 10n 5888, mail Box 
5888, or email box5888. 
NEWSPEAK Tuesday April 20, 1993 
campus. Call for appomtment to 'lee 792-1862 
C RUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn 
$2,000 +/month + world travel. (Hawaii. 
Mcxico,thc Canbbcan. etc.) llollday. Sum-
mer. and Career employment ava1lible. No 
Experience necessary. For employmenr pro-
gram calll -206-634-0468 ext. C5011 
BRAND NEW 5 + 6 ROOM APART-
MENTS availiblc June IM - Walking D1SU10ce 
10 campus. Lot's of off street parking - Time is 
running out call 752-253;\ for more info. 
Private Bedrooms for rem 111 house with 
other WPI students for the '93-'94 school year. 
Close to campus. -;ecure building. kitchen and 
bath shared and furniture provided. Utilities 
and parking included. Call 792-0049 
Win Bruins!!!!! 
Hey Chris. I bet you can't draw lhis .... 
sucker(booltend st iII availible)<--(a vai liblc) 
Earn money in Alaska Not! 
Running of the Boston Marathon on Mon-
day???? (geeez has it only been a year) 
Eat Pie! GO to Trndit1on's Day!!!! 
'puters are annoymg 
SENIORS, get your candid., in Peddler. 
Send to Amanda Huang. box 3013. 
Kick some ass guys! WPI needs another 
Bowling National Champ1on,h1p1 
Every '>Chool need:. u Quadfest! 
Ellis. Ken, Dave. Nick and Shelby all ~mell 
Viva La QuadfeM 
I thmk lhey m1ght be gamt .. coming here is 
cool... .. a real band everyone ha'> heard of! 
Nineteen days left m Founders 209. Could it 
be endmg? 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED to panicipate as 
subjects in an econom1cs experiment. Earn 5 
(c5) 
~~--~--~~ .. ------~--~ ~ ~---~~~~--
Tuesday, April 20th, 1993 
Tradiuons Day - <,ee Ad for time., and event\. 
6:15pm - Venture Forum: "Surv 1ving a Cris1s: Landing on Your Feel'' Sall.,bury Labs 
8:00pm -TIAH prc!>enll>: Comedian Bob Kubota, Gompei':. $ 1/2. 
Wednesday, April 21st. 1993 
QuadFe't - o;ee ad for umclo and even!\ 
8:00pm - Concen: They Might Be GJUnh. Harnngton Auditorium. $5 Students. $7 Comortium. 
'S I 0 non-Siudcnts 
3:00pm 10 8:00pm - Holy Cro~~ Film "Hoffa" Kimball Theater. $ 1.50/$2.50 
Thursday, April 22nd, 1993 
8:00pm - Holy Cross Piny "Marco Polo Sings u Solo" pre~ented by the theatre depanmcnt. 
Fenwick Theatre $2/$4. 
Friday, April 23rd, JY93 
3:00pm to 6:00pm - Worcester State College - Con~on1um Challenge '93 - recreational 
acuvi ties. award~. and food . At the track. 
Saturday, April 24th, 1993 
9:00am - Worcester City Crew Champion<ohip, Lake Qum<;igammond. Shrewsbury Side. 
2:00pm -Tour of Tradicionel. - Worct!!.ter An Museum - Free w/ID. Salisbury St. 
7:00pm - Holy Cross Film "Leap of Fauh" K1mball Theatre Sl.50/$2.50. 
8:00pm - WPI Chorale Union. Wells College Choir, and Holy Cross Choir presents: 
Verdi '!> Requiem. Alden Memorial Hull. S3 WPI student\, $8 general admiss1on. 
9: 15pm- Coco Bean Cafe - Michael McNevm- \lllger.songwruer- 5.00 w/ID 264 Park 
Ave. Worcester 792-2876. 
Sunday, ApriJ 25th, 1993 
3:00pm - Clark University Center for the Perfonnmg Ans: Bob Sinicrope Trio p.:rforming 
at the Fifth Annual Reily Ralfman Mcmonal Jan Cuncen. Free. 
4:30pm to 6:00pm - Tatnuck Book,eller and Sons: Au1hor and Lecturer Hornet Goldhor 
Lerner. Ph.D. The Dance of Deccpuon: Prctcmhn~: and Truth- Telling in Women' 
Lives. Free. 33~ Chandler St. Worcc~ter. 756-7644. 
Monday, April 26th, 1993 
6:.30 pm and 9:30pm- Film "A f·cw Good Men" Pcrrcauh llall Fuller Labs $2.00 
7:00pm and 9·()()pm- Holy Cro:.~ film "St. Elmo·., Fire" Hogan Campus Center room 5 19. 
Free. 
dollars for a 45 minute !>C!>Sion. 
WANTED ...... Cand1d., for 1he yearbook. 
Send to Peddler Box .30 13. 
To lhe cast of OBTS. I love you all! 
There's nolhing like a phonecall, gotta love 
technolog)'. 
Quadfest T--.hlrts!! 1 S4! Carpe Quad! 
Remeber to fill out your reader's poll on 
page 27. It's due on Thursday. 
Look Guy\!! 32 Pages!! I'm Impressed!! 
, \ . :\ . Z :\ \1 .. \ R I{< > R ~ ~ .:\ I..~f \ ' ( ~ < >. 
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APARTMENTS APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 
DON'T WAIT! WON'T LAST! 
• Walking distance from WPI 
• Clean: Studios, 1, 2, 3 bedroom units 
• Gorgeous Victorian Buildings 
• Locations: 21 Institute Road 
15 Dean Street 
10, 14, 45 Lancaster Street 
59 Dover Street 
88 Elm Street 
• Starting Rent $350 and up 
• Applianced kitchens, tiled baths 
• Bonus if lease is signed by March of 1993 
• Occupancy June 1, 1993 
Call today for an appointment 
795-0010 
Offered by A.A. Zamarro Realty Company 
